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I. Crime and the University
On June 16, 2016, a former University of Virginia School of Law student filed a lawsuit, challenging the
Department of Education’s mandate that colleges abandon due process protections and try sexual misconduct cases
using the lowest standard of evidence.1,2 This lawsuit is in reference to the “Dear Colleague” letter of April 4, 2011.3
According to the complaint,4 and later the amended complaint5
¶ 1. For far too long, the problem of sexual assault on college campuses, like the problem of sexual assault
more generally, did not receive the attention it merited. Now, hardly a week goes by where the problem of
campus sexual assault does not feature prominently in the mainstream media. That is not a bad thing; the war
against sexual assault must be waged with the utmost seriousness. But “[t]he process of eliminating sexual
harassment must go forward with recognition of the rights of all involved and without the creation of new
wrongs.” Starishevsky v. Hofstra Univ., 161 Misc. 2d 137, 138–39, 612 N.Y.S.2d 794, 796 (Sup. Ct. 1994).
That is so for two reasons. It ensures that innocent victims, like Plaintiff John Doe, do not become the collateral
damage of a well-intended but unchecked offensive. It also protects the hard-won gains of the present for future
generations, lest the pendulum swing back so hard against perceived abuses that enforcement efforts lose
credibility and those gains be lost as quickly as they were won.
As shown from the John Doe case history, the Obama Administration and author of the April 4, 2011 letter quickly
acted to shut down his case. Then the unthinkable happened to millions of Americans; Donald Trump was elected
President. As a result, on August 11, 2017, the government moved to put the case on hold pending the outcome of
the review of the 2011 Dear Colleague Letter, with a 90-day status report to be filed.6
By September 7, 2017 Secretary Betsy DeVos noted that there would be a change. As noted from her remarks:7
One assault is one too many. One aggressive act of harassment is one too many. One person denied due process
is one too many. ...
There is no way to avoid the devastating reality of campus sexual misconduct: lives have been lost. Lives of
victims. And lives of the accused. ...
We need to remember that we're not just talking about faceless "cases." We are talking about people's lives.
Everything we do must recognize this before anything else. ...
[T]he truth is that the system established by the prior administration has failed too many students. Survivors,
victims of a lack of due process and campus administrators have all told me that the current approach does a
disservice to everyone involved.
Washington's push to require schools to establish these quasi-legal structures to address sexual misconduct
comes up short for far too many students. The current system hasn't won widespread support, nor has it inspired
confidence in its so-called judgments. ...
Survivors aren't well-served when they are re-traumatized with appeal after appeal because the failed system
failed the accused. And no student should be forced to sue their way to due process. ...
Every survivor of sexual misconduct must be taken seriously. Every student accused of sexual misconduct must
know that guilt is not predetermined.

1

https://www.thefire.org/cases/u-s-department-educations-office-civil-rights-federal-lawsuit-challenges-april-4-2011-dear-colleague-letter/
https://www.thefire.org/former-uva-student-challenges-unlawful-sexual-misconduct-mandate-federal-lawsuit/
20110404_TitleIXLetter.pdf
4
John Doe, et al. v. Catherine E. Lhamon, et al., United States District Court, District of Columbia, Case No. 16cv01158-RC. ECF No. 1. Also
see 16-cv-01158-RC DOE v. LHAMON et al folder.
5
John Doe, ECF No. 16.
6
John Doe, ECF No. 30.
7
https://www.ed.gov/news/press-releases/highlights-secretary-devos-remarks-title-ix-enforcement and
https://www.ed.gov/news/speeches/secretary-devos-prepared-remarks-title-ix-enforcement
2
3
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These are non-negotiable principles. ...
A better way means that due process is not an abstract legal principle only discussed in lecture halls. Due
process is the foundation of any system of justice that seeks a fair outcome. Due process either protects
everyone, or it protects no one.
The notion that a school must diminish due process rights to better serve the "victim" only creates more victims.
...
Prior to Secretary DeVos’ statements, Candice Jackson was interviewed on the topic noting:8
“… students have been branded rapists ‘when the facts just don’t back that up.’”
"Rather, the accusations — 90 percent of them — fall into the category of 'we were both drunk,' 'we broke up,
and six months later I found myself under a Title IX investigation because she just decided that our last sleeping
together was not quite right'"
Ms. Jackson statements caused an uproar to say the least, prompting her to apologize saying, “As a survivor of
rape myself, I would never seek to diminish anyone’s experience … My words in the New York Times poorly
characterized the conversations I’ve had with countless groups of advocates ... All sexual harassment and sexual
assault must be taken seriously — which has always been my position and will always be the position of this
Department.”9
This uproar also included a public rebuke by Senator Patty Murray10 who stated, “Despite her apology following a
public outcry, Ms. Jackson’s callous, insensitive, and egregious comments regarding sexual assault on college
campuses crossed a serious line and highlighted her clear biases in this area in a way that, to me and many women
and men across the country, should disqualify her from service in the position of top Department of Education
protector of students’ right to be safe at school.”
As a result, Secretary DeVos issued a statement, “Acting Assistant Secretary Candice Jackson apologized for her
recent comments that reflect neither my position nor the position of the Department … They also did not reflect
Candice’s position and values. Candice is a valuable part of the Administration and an unwavering advocate for
the civil rights of all students.”11
Which side is right and what should America do? Should a school keep a lower possible evidence standard
“preponderance of the evidence” or use a medium level “clear and convincing,” which is a more rigorous standard,
while ignoring evidence beyond a reasonable doubt?
This report, the Victim Impact Statement and Carol’s exception scam review documents and demonstrates just
how far a school will go to label a person a “rapist” or “immoral” for the rest of his life in order to cover up what
is really going on at that school.

The Educational-Industrial Complex and Complex White-Collar Crime
When people are asked to form a mental image concerning “organized crime” they think of shady, questionable
people, doing underhanded acts comprised of binding relationships towards a commonly understood purpose. More
broadly, these are not groups limited to unsavory people. Organized crime can comprise of professional criminals,
non-professional criminals, compromised politicians, and law enforcement personal. White-collar crime takes the
criminal activity to a whole different level.
Sociologist and Professor Edwin Sutherland coined the term "white-collar crime." Sutherland says white-collar
8

https://www.nytimes.com/2017/07/12/us/politics/campus-rape-betsy-devos-title-iv-education-trump-candice-jackson.html
http://www.politico.com/story/2017/07/12/candice-jackson-campus-sexual-assault-drunk-240464
10
https://twitter.com/PattyMurray/status/887008119666212864/photo/1?ref_src=twsrc%5Etfw&ref_url=http%3A%2F%2Ftime.com%2F4861905
%2Fpatty-murray-betsy-devos-candice-jackson-remark%2F also 20170717_MurrayOnCandiceJacksonRemark.png
11
http://time.com/4861905/patty-murray-betsy-devos-candice-jackson-remark/
9
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crime is "crime committed by a person of respectability and high social status in the course of his occupation."12
Pickett and Pickett contend that white-collar crime can be defined as crime that uses deception for illegal gain
normally involving a breach of trust, while concealing the actual nature of the illegal activities.13 While Gottschalk
suggests, “White-collar crime can be defined in terms of the offense, the offender or both. If white-collar crime is
defined in terms of the offense, it means crime against property for personal or organizational gain. It is a crime
committed by non-physical means and by concealment or deception.”14
People involved in white-collar crime tend to cheat, lie, conceal and manipulate the truth, as opposed to organized
crime groups that add the use of violence, or threat of violence, or intimidation, or coercion, or other unlawful
means, with the objective of gaining pecuniary benefits, or gaining undue economic or other advantage for himself
or any person.
White-collar crime is not a simple error or one time failure or neglect. Rather, the actions show a pattern of
purposefulness to gain advantage by the perpetrator(s). The people involved in white-collar crime breach trust.
Trust is broken when a person acts to defraud another person or a business. It is always centered on financial gain or
advantage and always involves a victim that has been taken advantage of. Above all, it is concealed. Because
parties involved are connected socially, wealthy and employed legitimately, they don’t want the specter of
illegitimacy to cloud their reputation. They demand and have worked hard to maintain an appearance of outward
respectability.
The FBI notes that “the term white-collar crime is now synonymous with the full range of frauds committed by
business and government professionals. These crimes are characterized by deceit, concealment, or violation of trust
and are not dependent on the application or threat of physical force or violence. The motivation behind these crimes
is financial—to obtain or avoid losing money, property, or services or to secure a personal or business advantage.”15
The FBI goes on to note that these crimes are not victimless. “A single scam can destroy a company, devastate
families by wiping out their life savings, or cost investors billions of dollars (or even all three). Today’s fraud
schemes are more sophisticated than ever, and the FBI is dedicated to using its skills to track down the culprits and
stop scams before they start.”16 The focus of the FBI’s work in the public crime sector involves, but is not limited to
public corruption, money laundering, corporate fraud, and fraud against the government.17
My case involves major players within the Department of Education who took an active role not only securing the
educational fraud and corruption against the government to favor parties noted herein, but they also perpetuated it.
Certain government employees acted to shield and perpetuate the schemes noted herein at all costs, while buttressing
the damage caused to those who refuse to go along with it.
To understand the dynamics involved, and just how complex this case has become, I created a Victim Impact
Statement18 and released it on June 2, 2016 in an attempt to explain the nature of the case. The Victim Impact
Statement outlines 13 schemes in my case ranging from Section 504 fraud, to Title IV funds and contractual
violations of Program Participation Agreements (20 U.S. Code § 1094, 34 CFR § 668.14), to violations of
accreditation (20 U.S.C. § 1099b, 34 CFR PART 602), and false claims (31 U.S.C. §§ 3729-3733), to name a few of
them.
Then on May 15, 2017, and due to a concurrent FOIA request Carol Nye-Wilson filed to the EDFOIA office, Carol
outlined in detail for the first time the "exception scheme" used primarily by Western Seminary and its national
accreditor ATS.19 Using deposition testimony, letters and emails, Carol shows how both school and accreditor acted
to obstruct justice, make false statements and false documents during a federal investigation.
12

Edwin H. Sutherland, White Collar Crime: The Uncut Version (1983) p. 7.
K. H. Spencer Pickett, Jennifer M. Pickett, Financial Crime Investigation and Control (2010) pp. 441-442.
P. Gottschalk White-Collar Crime: Detection, Prevention and Strategy in Business Enterprise. (2010) analysis of Benson and Simpson (2009),
p. 13.
15
https://www.fbi.gov/investigate/white-collar-crime
16
Ibid.
17
Ibid.
18
20160602_AbridgedVictimImpactStatement.pdf
19
20170515_DeptEdFOIAFollowup_final.pdf
13
14
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At all times, the government has fought to prevent my mother, Carol Nye-Wilson, and me from learning the full
extent of the complex white-collar corruption in which former employees of the Department of Education involved
themselves. They don't want the facts you are about to read, as well as information in the Victim Impact Statement
or Carol’s outline of the "exception scheme" to reach the public.
In turn, Western Seminary has threatened my mother and me that if we say anything to anyone including the
government, if we produce anything about this, or if we help government attorneys, etc., they want $10,000 per
occurrence per person for “damages.” In addition, Western Seminary and its administration even went further
and directly tied all of their extortion demands to my education as criteria. I can’t recover my previously
earned, graded and paid for education (81 master level credits), nor can I add additional education either from
Western Seminary or from a third party college for my two master degrees unless my mother and I both submit to
criteria that requires ¶8 Non-Disparagement/Non-Disclosure/Non-Interference, ¶9 Confidentiality, ¶10 Selected
Speech, ¶11a Arbitration, ¶11b Liquidated Damages, ¶14 No-complaints; ¶15 No Cooperation as part of my
“education.”20

Not the First Time with the Corrupt Religious
If you have not heard, I am a rapist and the most immoral student that Western Seminary has ever had. Apparently,
I worship the devil, sacrifice babies to Satan, and make porn actors (I actually had to look this up) Ron Jeremy or
John Holmes look like Christian saints. At least that is what Western Seminary, two accreditors and the
Departments of Justice and Education would like you to believe.
The religious parties across the country who are involved in this case, want you to focus and accept their narrative
that I am a rapist and an immoral student who needs “God,” lacks repentance, lacks remorse, and should be
questioned. Without their carefully crafted plan examining my life, without my submission to their version of
Christianity, and without predetermined outward signs of “transformation,” I shouldn’t continue with my education,
or receive my degrees (Master of Divinity and Master of Theology). Unless I accept their narrative and
predetermined positions about and for my life, I am in the wrong.
Ironically, I am not the only student that a religious group has held his education hostage through extortive means.
In 2004, Philip Hower and his mom filed a Racketeer Influenced and Corrupt Organizations Act case (RICO)21, 22, 23
against members of the Catholic Church.24 Hower was studying for a Master of Theology, when his education was
cut short, because he would not cover up for and he questioned the systemic child molestation and homosexual
activities going on around him. In Hower's case, the Diocese of Tucson, AZ was alleged to be a well-known and
established haven for child molesters and sexual deviants.
It is no surprise that Jeremiah McCarthy is a Catholic priest of the Diocese of Tucson, AZ working for the
Association of Theological Schools in the United States and Canada (ATS), and he was a central figure for ATS in
my case. Western Seminary attempted to pass McCarthy off as an “expert” as a member of ATS, in order to support
and defend their schemes in two civil lawsuits. McCarthy works for Bishop Gerald Kicanas, the same individual
Hower25 sued over his education in 2004, and the same Bishop noted in the massive cover up of priest sex abuse
cases in Chicago,26 that also includes another ATS seminary cover up (Mundelein Seminary at the University of St.
Mary of the Lake).
None of this was new for Jeremiah McCarthy who served at St. John's Seminary in Camarillo, California for almost
two decades in the roles of professor of moral theology, academic dean, vice-rector and rector/president. “St. John’s
20

20060314_Settlement.pdf
https://www.justice.gov/usam/criminal-resource-manual-109-rico-charges
Criminal RICO: https://www.justice.gov/usam/file/870856/download
23
Civil RICO: https://www.justice.gov/sites/default/files/usam/legacy/2014/10/17/civrico.pdf
24
20040716_Phil-Hower-Rico.pdf
25
Hower, et al. v. The Roman Catholic Church Archdiocese of Santa Fe, et al., U.S. District Court of Arizona, Case No: CIV04-369 TUCDCB
Philip Hower sued under RICO when members of the Catholic Church acted to cover up the child molestations / homosexual misconduct Hower
refused to take part in covering up, and for which the Church leaders ultimately destroyed Hower's education in retaliation.
26
http://www.tucsonnewsnow.com/story/24536339/documents-released-bishop-kicanas-named-in-priest-sex-scandal-cover-up
21
22
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Seminary in Camarillo, California, is an integral part of a network of pedophile priests and seminarians. Pedophile
students at the seminaries have encouraged the enrollment of other such students, and graduates who have become
priests have extolled the seminaries to their pedophile cohorts, resulting in a student and graduate population of
these two seminaries which is in large measure comprised of sexual perverts.”27
Western Seminary is one of some 270 graduate schools that make up ATS. This association of “Christian” and
“Jewish” schools has a problem not only of child molesters and sexual deviants in their ranks, but also outright
corruption that if this was any other business association, they would feel the wrath of government, state and private
parties.
Of course, the religious will do anything and everything to prevent this information becoming known.

27

Ibid. at ¶ 209 or see 20040716_Phil-Hower-Rico.pdf
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II. Sex, Lies and Corruption
Introduction
In 1999, I entered Western Seminary. My ultimate goal was to earn a Ph.D, to teach, and to work on my
biblescholar website. Two members of the Western Seminary staff, Steve Korch and Gary Tuck disliked me, while
Tuck verbally attacked me numerous times in front of students and other instructors.
In the fall of 2001, in spite of Korch's and Tuck's irrational animosity, I became the graduate assistant (employee of
the school) for M. James Sawyer, for both the Church History and Theology courses at Western. My job included,
among other things, grading and tracking master’s level student assignments and tests. I interfaced with students
concerning time deadlines and their submitted work, and then I reported back to Sawyer.
During that time in 2001, I became aware of Matt Tuck (son of Western Seminary employee Gary Tuck) being
cheated through school under false claims of “disability” (Section 504 of the Rehabilitation Act of 1973). In
violation of the Rehabilitation Act, Western did not have a Section 504 program for students with disabilities, or a
Section 504 coordinator, policies, or procedures.
In 2001, procedures for special needs students required by Section 504 were never discussed with me, and there was
no training about it by any Western Seminary administrator or instructor. No meeting occurred at the outset of or
during the 2001 fall semester to talk about accommodations for any purported disabled student in any class I graded.
There were no Section 504 student placements, accommodations, forms, or evaluations by medical professional(s).
As an employee of Western Seminary who assessed the academic work of students, I received no information
(written or verbal) about procedures for making appropriate Section 504 academic adjustments in order to
accommodate educational experiences for any disabled students who I graded.
Instead of any involvement or oversight by Western Seminary, Tuck and his wife Lynn asked Sawyer to alter their
adult son’s deadlines for tests and homework that I graded. There was no school involvement, no documentation,
and no evaluation of M. Tuck’s purported disability by medical professionals provided to Sawyer or Western’s
administration.
M. Tuck registered normally as any other student, and he filed no disability accommodation forms, because no
forms, program, policies, procedures, or coordinator existed. In short, while there was no Section 504 at Western
Seminary, if there had been, those who knew and had administrative authority did not follow any Section 504
policies or procedures regarding the purported claim that M. Tuck was disabled and required accommodations under
the law.
Western Seminary has a tendency to target people, and in the fall of 2001, the target was M. James Sawyer.
Western Seminary San Jose had moved locations and lost a cabinet full of Sawyer’s personal files dating back to his
days in school. Unlike others, Sawyer extensively wrote and used these materials not only in his teaching and
research, but also in his writings. Western Seminary refused to pay for the value of those materials that the
contractor lost, and Sawyer was considering all his options, including legal actions, which he expressed to me.
During the midst of all of this, I questioned the special grading favors given to M. Tuck that discriminated against
all other students including me, while M. Tuck’s habitual tardiness was excused as a matter of course without any
proof he was in fact disabled. To add further shock, at the same time the purportedly disabled M. Tuck taught Greek
classes for his father– Greek classes in which I was a student. In essence, as noted by Lynn Ruark, M. Tuck was
robbing Peter to pay Paul.
Unlike the liability for the loss of Sawyer’s materials, my knowledge and questions about M. Tuck posed a much
greater liability for the school, and most certainly for Tuck who was verbally abusing me in front of students and
other instructors. As it was later learned, Western Seminary was barely making it financially and did not have
enough reserves in place. After a review by both ATS and NWCCU, NWCCU sent Western a probation notice
outlining these points and the U.S. Department of Education was notified. Western Seminary was placed on written
10/10/17
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probation by NWCCU in 2003 at the same time as Western Seminary was attempting to get on the Title IV gravy
train and did not need any problems.
Returning to December 2001, I met a woman named Debbie Brumbaugh, who believed that I was “God’s will” for
her life. She fixated on a goal to marry me and her family knew it at the time, including her father who was
concerned his daughter would be too pushy. Ultimately Brumbaugh and I had sex.
Correctly, I terminated the relationship. Brumbaugh disagreed. When I refused to accept her version of “God’s
will” and Brumbaugh’s demands to get married, Brumbaugh set out to destroy my education, and my relationships
with other friends and associates. She labeled her actions as “coup de gras.”
She further defamed me by calling me a “Sex Addict” to people, and said other women had to be warned not to go
out with me. At one point, Brumbaugh even begged me to marry her and to return to a relationship with her. When
she became fed up with my rejection, Brumbaugh telephoned Korch at Western Seminary. She was willing to say
whatever it took for the expressed purpose to get me kicked out of school. Luckily, she had Korch and Tuck as
willing participants. Soon, I became a "rapist" and the one and only immoral student who ever attended Western
Seminary.
In 2002, the first thing Korch did was violate FERPA by gossiping to Tuck what Brumbaugh told him. Tuck,
similarly gossiped to Roy Low (another instructor). Western Seminary's instructors and administrators violate the
U.S. Constitution, Federal and State laws, and decisional cases at will, and they did not follow Western's written
policies and procedures concerning student privacy and other issues. Soon, Western formed a kangaroo court that it
referred to as the Student Development Committee (SDC) in Portland, Oregon. Western performed no investigation
about Brumbaugh's allegations against me, and in spite of my requests for the information to be used at the SDC
meeting, none was provided to me, and most certainly not from Korch. I did not know what Brumbaugh alleged
against me, and it was hidden from me, including that Brumbaugh claimed I had unconsensual sex with her. Instead
of the SDC materials, I received a one-page statement, claiming to be from the Student Development Committee,
which was really a statement from Korch that Ruark helped him write.
Korch asked Brumbaugh what she would like Western Seminary to do to me, and Brumbaugh demanded an end to
my education, while she also stated I should have to go to "couples counseling" with her. Brumbaugh wrote Korch
that I should be forced to marry her, because she claimed the Bible said so. She also wrote Korch if she was
questioned, she would claim “insanity.”
During that same time, Brumbaugh alleged she might be pregnant, and she attempted to get money from Twin Lakes
Church by linking her alleged pregnancy to me not helping her. She asked TLC for money to fly to Southern
California, but instead she flew to Idaho where she lived with relatives for two weeks. Then she lived with an
unknown, unidentified man for another two weeks. In Idaho, she finally went to a doctor who prior to prescribing
medication with side effects for pregnant women forced her to take a pregnancy test. She was never pregnant, and
for two months she used that "pregnant" scam to gain sympathy for herself and angst against me.
On April 2, 2002, Western Seminary had its SDC meeting about me in Portland, in violation of its own policies.
During that SDC “trial,” Ruark made statements that construed to SDC members that I had repeatedly raped
Brumbaugh. Both Ruark and Korch willfully made statements to the SDC members that were known to be false and
misleading. They both omitted material facts and witness support favoring me, and violated the policies and
procedures outlined in Western’s catalog and student handbook in order to railroad me with their predetermined
conclusion that Ruark wrote to me a few days prior to that meeting. Finally, while students are supposed to have 30
days to appeal, I was removed from Western Seminary prior to the 30 days appeal period.
Some people believe in Karma.
Back in 1975, Korch was married to Ruth, attending Biola University, and employed at a church as a youth pastor
while perpetrating his various child molestation activities. He got caught, and it was covered up. Then weeks later
he moved to Portland, Oregon to attend Western Seminary. Days after destroying my education, Korch was
confronted on April 23, 2002, by his child molestation victim via email, about which he denied nothing.
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I had become clinically depressed, and when my mother was unable to reach me, she became worried and contacted
Western. Wiggins violated FERPA by telling my mother my education record. Having no boundaries, Western's
employee Dan Britts with the knowledge of others at the school, violated FERPA by contacting a TLC pastor using
the excuse he was concerned for “Randy’s welfare.”
Eventually, Carol got ahold of me, got an attorney to take the case, and I sued. Depositions were taken, and
demands for evidence were made, cases like this are "he said/she said," and procedural and evidence based. As
things developed, it became clear that Western, et al., would lie about anything and destroy and/or falsify documents
while claiming the document was valid, in order to cover up their abuse of process by not following their own
policies.
By May 2005, I finally filed my Section 504 complaint about Western to the Office for Civil Rights. At that time,
and unknown to me, my attorney Bill Dresser, and Carol, Western Seminary, et al., knowingly and willfully
falsified, concealed, and covered up material facts by trick and scheme, while making false, fictitious and fraudulent
statements and representations during a federal investigation.
Prior to 2005, Western Seminary had entered into a Program Participation Agreement (20 U.S. Code § 1094) with
the government concerning much-needed Title IV student financial aid, that required compliance with Section 504
and other federal laws and regulations, including FERPA.
Accordingly, in 2005, Ruark was chosen to interface with OCR, and he assured investigators that Western was
compliant and had forms for at least five years, and that they followed the law and the Bible. Instead of being
honest, Western Seminary, et al., violated 18 U.S. Code § 1001, because millions of dollars were on the line and a
concurrent lawsuit was at stake.
At the very same time that Western Seminary, Korch, Tuck, Ruark, Randal Roberts, Robert Wiggins and Bert
Downs (the so-called “godly men” and Christian school) were in the midst of destroying me for life by using
Brumbaugh as a means to an end, Korch’s child molestation victim contacted me concerning being molested by
Korch as a child in 1975.
Korch was used as the primary person at Western Seminary to destroy me by labeling me a rapist and an immoral
student. That was their plan to offset their corporate criminal activities and Korch’s 27-year cover up of his child
molestations.
Many heard about what Western was doing against me, and spoke up. That led to the revelation that Western
habitually graduated students having sex out of marriage, including they graduated a student who had a child out of
wedlock. In each and every case, Western's administration knew or should have known what was going on, and
graduated each and every student having rabid sex out of marriage. The revelations didn’t stop there.
Meanwhile, Jane Doe (Korch's victim) told me over the phone about what happened in 1975. Doe met with me in
March of that same year, and by June of 2005, Korch was to be deposed again for my litigation against Western.
Without the knowledge of Korch or his attorney, Doe wanted to confront Korch to his face during his deposition,
because his email reply to her in 2002 was inadequate and deceptive. On June 24, 2005, Doe got her wish.
Subsequently, Western et al., covered for Korch, their “star witness." Downs made outrageous things up during his
deposition in order to claim he had knowledge of Doe's email confronting Korch, and Korch's reply to her. Then on
August 1, 2005, with the help of attorneys Andrew Adler and Ellen Hung, Downs made a public statement
confirming the sexual misconduct by Korch that the church had covered up for years. Enraged, Korch hired an
attorney to deal with everyone, to cover up all he perpetrated, and to threaten anyone from saying anything about it.
In September 2005, Carol legally picketed the school and Korch.
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By late 2005 and early 2006, Western through their attorneys threatened my education. They said if I did not accept
their “deal” for a settlement of my litigation, even if I won the case, the school would block me from ever attending
Western or using previously earned educational credits. In addition, Korch's attorney was hired by Western
Seminary to demand that they write the agreement based on what they wanted.
That settlement with Western Seminary's demands against my mother and me, included the following: 1) we had to
be gagged; 2) we could not provide any information about the case to anyone, including federal investigators; 3) we
had to agree to statements Western wanted said about the case; 4) we could not file any complaints, including
complaints to the government or accreditation agencies about anything including about M. Tuck and prior
complaints to the government had to be dismissed; 5) we had to submit to liquidated damages for Western, Korch,
Tuck and Ruark if we violated any of Western's demands; 6) we had to cover up Korch's molestations; 7) I would
receive $25,000 IF I completed my Master of Theology degree. All of these demands and more were criteria to earn
twelve credits towards finishing my Master of Divinity degree and as criteria for my Master of Theology degree.
After settlement, the pause between parties was short-lived, as Wiggins became the central figure used by Western
et al., to antagonize me. Western's many provocations led to the break up of my engagement and wedding with
Shana Chisholm in August 2006. From March 2006 forward, Western Seminary, et al., immediately changed the
agreement they had demanded for me to complete my two master degrees. I was then forced to re-hire Bill Dresser
and the fight continued. Western hired Korch's attorney to threaten me. Then we (my mother and me) filed two
separate lawsuits against Western in 2007.
AFTER Western Seminary repeatedly told me that the Master of Divinity degree awarded to me in December 2006,
was valid, I applied for a student loan and attended the University of Edinburgh for a PhD. During this time,
Western tried to shut down both of our lawsuits, but they were only able to force me into arbitration. Carol prevailed
against Western's attempt at summary judgment, and she continued the discovery and depositions of Western's
administrators that led us to discover details of Western's secret under-the-table payment of $25,000 benefitting
Korch who solicited charitable donations. I would learn this due to a handwritten noted by the mediator that the
money was coming from the settlement pool set up to settle my case. In doing so, Western Seminary, et al., were
attempting to hide the payoff from everyone, and using the settlement money set up for my case to pay Korch,
laundering the money through Adler’s law firm’s bank account.
Downs testified Korch's $25,000 secret payoff was comprised of charitable donations, tuition, and Title IV funds.
Downs also claimed the use of arbitration was because it went along with their Christian ‘values.’ However,
Western really wanted arbitration in order to limit discovery, to control proceedings, and to cover up as much as
they could from the public, their donors and students to prevent their knowledge of what was really going on at
Western Seminary.
By September 2006, to assist Western Seminary, et al., in their goals to silence and cover up everything, Downs and
Roberts solicited both of Western’s accreditors (ATS and NWCCU) to join in with them against us and our two civil
suit(s) and the federal investigation by the U.S. Department of Education. That was in direct conflict of interest
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against 34 CFR § 602.15 and construes that their actions were intended to obstruct justice during a federal
investigation in order to also impact our two civil cases.
The conspiracy between ATS, NWCCU and Western was also a violation of 18 U.S. Code § 371,28 because their
motives included to defraud the United States. Western required accreditation by both ATS and NWCCU in order
to receive Title IV funds and to enter/remain in a Program Participation Agreement (20 U.S. Code § 1094) to receive
those funds.29 ATS, NWCCU and Western Seminary colluded together not only to obstruct a federal investigation,
defraud the government by covering up Western Seminary’s contractual violations, the failures in accreditation and
most certainly to cover up from my mother and me the educational fraud and false claims because we would be the
realtors.
During 2007-2008 time period, Margaret Spellings, Kent Talbert, Cheryl Oldham, Nancy C. Regan, Carol Griffiths,
Chuck Mula, and Diane Auer Jones got involved to support and defend the efforts of Western Seminary and its two
accreditors over and against federal and state laws, decisional cases, and the U.S. and California Constitutions. This
included covering for both ATS and NWCCU, as AAEU had since 2003 been known as having problems by the
Office of Inspector General Audit.30
So while Western Seminary, et al., set up a kangaroo court to falsely label and judge me in 2002 to destroy my
education and future; Spellings and her staff set up a kangaroo federal investigation in 2007-2008 that
destroyed my family and life; while the Obama Administration continued the falsity and defended it (20092017). It should not surprise anyone that irreparable damage has now occurred.
On September 11, 2007, I met Susan Allister in Edinburgh. Susan is the daughter of Lord Donald Allister, Bishop
of Peterborough and member of the House of Lords. We were married on April 5, 2008 in the Chester Cathedral in
England. Our son, American Joel Chapel was born on February 7, 2009.
By late 2008, the USDE Office of General Counsel issued a "memo" to Department staff to not communicate with
my mother, or our attorney John Hannon, or me. They ignored our emails, phone calls, and letters. Hannon wrote
to the Department, including Spellings and staff concerning the Nancy C. Regan letters that lack just cause and were
later used by Western Seminary against me. The Department ignored Hannon.
On January 20, 2009, self-proclaimed feminist Barack Obama became president. Litigation continued through 2009
and into 2010.
Correctly, I returned my fraudulent Master of Divinity degree Western “awarded” in December of 2006. I refused
to go along with Korch’s cover up and Western Seminary’s corruption as criteria for the M. Div. and Th.M. degrees
I wanted to earn. I went to arbitration. The corrupt enterprise was successful in arbitration to link child molestation
cover up and fraud against the government as my educational criteria that was paid for and defended by the
government. Western won, with the backing of two accreditors and the government. Arbitration notice was made
on May 10, 2010 known by Western Seminary to be my birthday. I fell into depression, and I wanted to die. I wrote
"goodbye" letters to Joel and Susan – the loves of my life. My relationship with Susan fell apart.
Susan had taken Joel to the U.K., and she never intended to return to America. Susan claimed she was unable to
re-enter the U.S. By 2017, the State Department admitted there are no records barring Susan from re-entry to the
U.S. Susan abducted our son American Joel Chapel; forum shopped a divorce in England, and blamed the lawsuit
and me for everything.

28

18 U.S.C. 371, outlaws conspiracy to commit some other federal crime. General Section 371 conspiracies are punishable by imprisonment for
not more than five years; drug trafficking, terrorist, and racketeering conspiracies all carry the same penalties as their underlying substantive
offenses, and thus are punished more severely than are Section 371 conspiracies. All are subject to fines of not more than $250,000 (not more
than $500,000 for organizations); most may serve as the basis for a restitution order, and some for a forfeiture order. See Federal Conspiracy
Law: A Brief Overview at https://fas.org/sgp/crs/misc/R41223.pdf or 20160120_FederalConspiracyLawABriefOverview.pdf
29
It is important to note that Western Seminary pays fees to its accreditors based on its finances, thus there is a monetary conflict of interest to see
Western Seminary be successful in any federal investigation or civil lawsuit.
30
See https://www2.ed.gov/about/offices/list/oig/auditreports/a09c0014.pdf or 20030701_AAEUAudit.pdf
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The first week of January 2011, Secretary Duncan, General Counsel Charles Rose and Office for Civil Rights
(OCR-SF) received my OCR Review that detailed Western's deception during the federal investigation. Due to
FOIA requests I filed, I was able to piece together the Section 504 violations dating back to the complaint I filed in
2005, and my first questioning at Western about M. Tuck in 2001. Western's kangaroo court and settlement
agreement in March 2006 was retaliation and an attempt to silence my mother and me, in violation of Section 504.
On January 12, 2011, after seeing how Western Seminary, et al., had lied and cheated its way through the federal
investigation, I pled and begged with Duncan, Rose and State/Accreditation Liaison director Kay Gilcher asking for
correction.31 I was ignored.
Susan filed for divorce on February 1, 2011, and directly tied the case and the time everything was taking as
“reasons” why she was divorcing me. She asked the court to give her a bunch of money, because I'm a “loser.”
Both Carol and I then had to file three FOIA lawsuits to force the government to produce records they withheld from
us. James A. Scharf became involved for a second time, and proceeded with a morbid interest in protecting the
corrupt government and the enterprise while he scuttled anything to do with me.
On April 4, 2011, the U.S. Department of Education sent out its “Dear Colleague” letter concerning Title IX.32
On April 11, 2011, I wrote to Regina Miles of the Family Policy Compliance Office in response to a phone call she
had with Carol Nye-Wilson concerning Western Seminary's unbridled acts to publicly make me out as a rapist. This
letter also documented Miles' statements to Carol Nye-Wilson, as well as documented the various “rape" claims and
non-claims of this case.

*

By this date, the Department of Education was aware of 1) the bogus rape claims and the kangaroo
court setup against me in 2002; 2) That Western Seminary had lied, falsified documents and made
misrepresentations (18 U.S. Code § 1001) during a federal investigation to OCR in 2005
concerning Section 504 and Tuck’s adult son;33 and 3) that ATS, NWCCU and Western formed a
conspiracy in 2006 to obstruct the federal investigation (2007-2008) about educational fraud by the
school. Duncan and Rose had enough information to draw serious concerns regarding what
Western Seminary and two accreditors were doing. Instead, they ignored everything.
We had to file additional FOIA requests and FOIA lawsuits to force the Department to produce
records until the June 2, 2016 Victim Impact Statement could be published outlining the complex
criminal enterprise and the RICO claims, including the conspiracy to defraud the government (Title
IV and 20 U.S. Code § 1094).34

On April 2, 2012, Carol filed a complaint against Assistant U.S. Attorney James A. Scharf due to his malicious
insults against her and his attacks against me. Carol filed a request to Secretary Hilary Clinton for help regarding
the International Parental Child Abduction of my son and American Joel Chapel, which Carol copied to President
Obama and the FBI. Carol stated:
Ultimately, this is going to end badly. Destroying someone’s life leaves people depressed and suicidal. That is
what Western did, that is what ATS did to help its member school (Western Seminary), and that is what the
government has done with taxpayer money. I fear Randy won’t make it and this mega-corruption will cost his
life. He has nothing to live for. Based upon the malice conducted against me by U.S. Attorney, James Scharf, I
expect that this may be intended by the government to end tragically rather than doing what’s right and
enforcing federal regulations which is also linked to Western, ATS, and NWCCU. People can only be “pushed”
so far. Randy’s damages are immense. Randy has nowhere to “move on” to, and corrupt government acts
working to divide us were a very bad choice.

31

20110411_FPCOResponse
20110404_TitleIXLetter.pdf
33
20101231_OCRReview
34
20160602_AbridgedVictimImpactStatement.pdf
32
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The Obama Administration ignored Carol and her plea for help regarding Joel. James A. Scharf continued his
harassment for the government.
By Nov 1, 2014, Susan publicly announced she was dating Richard Gareth McHugh, and google left a note in the
webmaster’s account that JoelChapel.com was blocked in all of England (by Susan) to prevent Joel from reading
that I love him and I'm seeking him and what happened to his family.
In early 2015, I learned about the message left by google, and that Susan and Richard are making a family with Joel,
while they deleted anything to do with me and left me out of Joel’s life. Carol and I asked the State Department for
a welfare check on Joel, and extradition of Susan for abducting Joel. Only the welfare check was done. State sent
the report of the welfare check to the wrong address.
By June 2, 2016, President Barack Obama, Attorney General Loretta Lynch, FBI Director James Comey, FBI
Special Agent John Bennett out of San Francisco, and Secretary of Education John King (through his U.S. Attorney
Michael Albanese) received the whole--or nearly the whole--enterprise setup via my Victim Impact Statement.
It was ignored, while the Department covered up from the public that Obama, etc., had actually received it.
On June 16, 2016, John Doe v. Catherine E. Lhamon, et al. U.S. District Court, District of Columbia, Case No.
16CV01158 was filed.
On January 20, 2017, Donald J. Trump became President of the United States. Some see this as a higher power
stepped in.
July 13, 2017 Secretary DeVos convened a meeting of stakeholders in review of the 2011 Dear Colleague Letter.
As of the date of this report, the Department of Education has continuously supported and defended with taxpayer's
money the corruption detailed in this report, the corruption of the enterprise exposed in my Victim Impact Statement,
and in Carol’s FOIA 35-paged statement outlining ATS' exception scheme with Western. In addition, the
Department of Justice used James A. Scharf as a weapon against my mother and me. Scharf was used to
psychologically torture and emotionally water board me to the point of irreparable damage in order to support the
unaccountable government bureaucrats who repeatedly prioritized deep-state extreme agendas over and beyond the
U.S. Constitution, federal laws, 34 CFR PART 602, fundamental fairness, rule of law, and basic human decency.
Exactly what President Donald Trump, Attorney General Jeff Sessions, and Secretary Betsy DeVos are going to do
next to avoid this becoming even worse remains a mystery. It seems easier to just label me, “Randy Chapel the
rapist and immoral student of Western Seminary,” strip me of my rights, and as Scharf wrote to Carol, for Randy to
just “move on.”

Evidences and Testimony
For this report, I am not taking time to list each and every misrepresentation by Western Seminary, et al. If called
upon, I can and I will, and so can my mother.

Hostile Educational Environment
During my time at Western, I was repeatedly harassed by Tuck. By late 2001, Tuck took it to a whole new level that
included personal attacks in front of students and other employees of the school. Sawyer, a Theology and Church
History professor at the school testified of this abuse. Put simply, Tuck harbored irrational animosity towards me
(Sawyer, 4/30/04, p. 57):
2
Q. Has it ever been your impression right up
3 through today that Professor Tuck disliked Mr. Chapel?
4
A. Yes.
5
Q. And when did that first become your impression?
6
A. Let's say in the fall of 2001.
7
Q. And what happened to cause you to come to that
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8 conclusion?
9
A. Just offhanded comments in conversations that
10 Dr. Tuck made occasionally.
The hostile educational environment became so tense in the fall of 2001 with Tuck, that other members on staff
noticed and started talking about Tuck’s irrational animosity against me (Sawyer, 4/30/04, pp. 57-61):
14
Q. Do you recollect anything he said as to the
15 content or time and place of occurrence of any of those
16 statements?
17
A. My recollection is that on at least a couple of
18 occasions where students were gathered and Dr. Tuck came
19 in and was bantering, that the banter he directed at
20 Randy was the kind of banter that has a dig in it, that
21 personal -- a personal attack in it.
22
Q. Do you recollect the content?
23
A. I was -- I was not witness to it. I do not
24 recall the exact incident, what he said the exact
25 incidences were.
1
Q. So if I understand correctly, Randy in the fall
2 of '01 -- well, I'm sorry. I'm presuming some time, but
3 you haven't testified to that yet.
4
When was it that Randy first started telling
5 you that -6
A. This would have been the fall of '01.
7
Q. Let me finish, okay?
8
A. Okay. I'm sorry.
9
Q. When was it that Randy started telling you or
10 complaining to you about statements that Professor Tuck
11 had made in his presence about him?
12
A. That would have been the fall of '01.
13
Q. And did Randy tell you whether or not he'd ever
14 been present when Professor Tuck made similar statements
15 about any other student?
16
A. No, he did not.
17
Q. Were you ever present when Professor Tuck made
18 any uncomplimentary statement in public about Randy?
19
A. No, I was not.
20
Q. Were you ever present when Professor Tuck made
21 any uncomplimentary public statement about any student
22 at the seminary?
23
A. No.
24
Q. Did you ever ask Professor Tuck his side of the
25 events about which Randy was complaining?
1
A. No, I did not. I did talk to Dr. Low about it,
2 and Dr. Low believed, as I did, that there was a
3 personality clash between them.
4
Q. And when did you talk to Dr. Low about the
5 conflict between Professor Tuck and Mr. Chapel?
6
A. That would have been in that same time frame.
7
Q. Around about?
8
A. Yes. That fall semester of 2001.
9
Q. And what did Professor Low say to you? You've
10 told us your general impression of what he said. Now
11 I'd like you to tell me more specifically what it was he
12 said.
13
A. He said he believed that Dr. Tuck did not
18
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harbor conscious ill will toward Randy. But at the same
time, he believed, as I have stated before, that there
was something in their personalities that was clashing,
and that each one was perceiving parts of the
relationship in a negative way.
Q. Was it ever your belief that Professor Tuck
consciously disliked Randy?
MR. DRESSER: Objection. The question is
ambiguous as to time.
BY MR. ADLER: Q. Ever.
A. I know that Dr. Tuck did not hold great
affection for Randy.
Q. Well, I take it -A. I -Q. I'm sorry, sir. Go ahead.
A. Your question is a very difficult one to
quantify. He very clearly did not hold great affection
for Randy. He did not like having Randy in his classes.
As to whether that constitutes a conscious dislike, I
don't know.
Q. And on what do you base your belief or
understanding that Professor Tuck did not like having
Randy as a student?
A. Comments to the effect that he found Randy
arrogant.
Q. Anything else?
A. Again, it would be very hard to quantify the
subtleties of interpersonal dynamics. I'll just leave
it at that.
Q. Did you ever find Randy to be arrogant?
A. Toward me? No.
Q. Toward others? Did you ever find Randy to be
arrogant in his comments to you -A. No.
Q. -- about other persons?
MR. JESINGER: Do you understand the question?
THE WITNESS: I'm trying to parse the question.
BY MR. ADLER: Q. Okay. Did you ever find
Randy and his comments about other persons to be
arrogant?
A. I'll answer no.
Q. Okay. Other than Dr. Low, did you talk with
any other member of the faculty -- well, I won't be that
specific.
Other than Dr. Low, did you ever talk with any
other member of the Western community -- faculty,
employees, students -- regarding Dr. Tuck's relationship
or attitudes vis-Β-vis Randy?
A. No.
Q. Did you ever talk with Steve Korch about that
subject?
A. No.

Sawyer also testified concerning Korch (Sawyer, 4/30/04, p. 47):
16
A. There was some longstanding dislike for Randy by Dean Korch.
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In 2001, I was grading M. Tuck, while M. Tuck was being cheated through school without any proof that he was
“disabled.” From 1973 to October of 2005 Western Seminary was not compliant with Section 504 of the
Rehabilitation Act of 1973. A further in-depth analysis of the corruption and fraud involving Tuck and his son with
the school can be found in the Victim Impact Statement, pages 39-49.35
So before any of the events involving Brumbaugh occurred, both Korch and Tuck had irrational motives and dislike
towards me. Brumbaugh then presented an opportunity and the means for them to act out on that irrationality
causing irreparable damage to not only me, but to my now ex-wife Susan, our son Joel, and our extended family
members, and most certainly Carol and Dale.
I was a member of the national and regional Mensa group in the San Francisco Bay area. For a time, I was also a
proctor for the region, testing people so they could enter Mensa. Mensa is the largest and oldest high IQ society in
the world, which is open to people with a minimum score in the 98th percentile or higher on a standardized,
supervised IQ test. Few people knew this of me.
I grew up in a rural farming and dairy setting in South-West Washington State, where there were more cows per acre
than people per mile; where people graduated from high school, went to work in logging or on the farm, raised kids,
and died. After renting the movie Good Will Hunting, I joined Mensa. The part where the Ben Affleck character is
talking to the Matt Damon character about growing old convinced me to accept this part of my life.
Western Seminary is not an educationally difficult or academically rigorous school. Anyone in the educational field
knows that some schools, more than others, tend to have a surplus of more academically minded students. There
can be significant differences between one school’s student population as compared to the population of other’s.
Most students come to Western Seminary because they have a genuine interest in Christianity and to learn about
their own faith. Western Seminary, and most certainly the branch campuses in California are commuter schools.
Some students who come to Western Seminary want to use that interest in some sort of Christian “leadership” or
“preaching” or “counseling” capacity. It is important to draw the distinction that many of these students love people
and they want to love on people through their perceived gifts; they feel “called” or “led” by the Christian God to
Western Seminary to study to that end. Thus, sincerely held beliefs are simply that, sincere. Most of the students at
Western Seminary don’t have an ebullient interest to perform theological mental gymnastics, or delve into
philosophical enquiry, or write apologies, or perform textual criticism, or do historical theology, and so on. Thus, in
a setting such as this, it is very easy to standout where a student’s raw intellectual depth and girth extends wellbeyond the normal cohort of students. As Sawyer noted in 2005, “Randy is very bright, very talented, the best
graduate assistant I’ve ever had.”36 For some educators this is a welcomed situation to be in, for others it is a
challenging and morbidly frightening situation to stare down from in front of a class while you punch the clock
towards retirement.

Deborah Brumbaugh
Brumbaugh lived with her father, had high school level education with some additional medical course work. She
did not own a car, and she mostly volunteered at her Church.
At the age of 19-years-old, Brumbaugh claims she was called by the Christian version of God to be a pastor’s wife.
At that same time, she got involved with her pastor sexually. Claiming going all the way, to nothing at all, and
everything in between. By the time I met her, Brumbaugh was using various web sites as a means to find a husband
to marry. Further, in an early email Brumbaugh stated towards me, “For you to be the one to end this misery of
computer husband-hunting,” while in her own notes she referred to me as her “husband” (Brumbaugh, 12/17/03, pp.
313-314).

35
36
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Forcing a Marriage, Pregnant & Money
Brumbaugh made various allegations to hurt me. One of them was that she was pregnant (See the various Exhibits
to the September 18, 2003 Korch deposition). According to Brumbaugh, she did not take a pregnancy test until she
was at the Terry Reilly Clinic in Nampa, Idaho (Brumbaugh, 11/14/03, pp. 30-32), which was around March 18,
2002. At that time she was prescribed Paxil.37 That means, during the weeks prior to a physician forcing her to take
a pregnancy test at that clinic, she herself made no attempt to seek medical guidance or pick up a pregnancy test at a
drug store to see if she was pregnant.
On February 13, 2002, Brumbaugh made an appointment at Twin Lakes Church to see the pastor on call for the next
day (Lewis, 4/23/04, pp. 65-66). The pastor on duty the next day was Andy Lewis, a graduate of Western Seminary,
who was involved with Korch’s daughter in a group at TLC. On February 14th, Brumbaugh claimed to Lewis she
needed financial assistance to move back to Southern California and that she might be pregnant (Lewis, 4/23/04, pp.
65-66). Lewis at his deposition stated, “I merely remember being told in the context of giving financial assistance
she thought she was pregnant, and she wasn't getting help from Randy.” (Lewis, 4/23/04, p. 47). Lewis testified
Brumbaugh presented no information or Lewis didn’t recall any information demonstrating Brumbaugh could be
pregnant or that I had refused to give her money because she was pregnant. The church had no records
demonstrating Brumbaugh received money. Brumbaugh made no “rape claim” nor gave any dates to Lewis (Lewis,
4/23/04, pp. 54-55):
14
BY MR. DRESSER: Q. Did Ms. Brumbaugh, in
15 her conversation with you, tell you that any sex that
16 she had with Mr. Chapel was not consensual?
17
A. Not that I recall.
18
Q. If Ms. Brumbaugh had in fact told you that
19 sex between herself and Mr. Chapel were not consensual,
20 do you understand that the church had some duty, as a
21 mandatory reporter, to report that fact?
22
MR. CHRISTERSON: That's vague and ambiguous;
23 report to whom?
24
BY MR. DRESSER: Q. Do you understand the
25 concept of a mandatory reporter for purposes of
1 allegations of violence, rape, child abuse?
2
A. Yes.
3
Q. Is the church a mandatory reporter?
4
A. Yes.
5
Q. If Ms. Brumbaugh had told you that she had
6 been raped by Mr. Chapel, would you have had to report
7 that, according to your understanding of the law?
8
A. Yes.
9
Q. You did not, in fact, report such; correct?
10
A. No.
11
Q. Did Ms. Brumbaugh tell you any of the
12 specific dates that she claimed that she had had sex?
13
A. No.
14
Q. Did Ms. Brumbaugh tell you that she claims
15 that she was a virgin when she had sex with Mr. Chapel?
16
A. I don't recall.
According to Brumbaugh’s writings, Lewis counseled her that she should have a clean break from me, unless she
was pregnant. However, Lewis recalled nothing like what Brumbaugh claimed (Lewis, 4/23/04, pp. 50-51). Instead
of heeding Lewis' counseling advice, and instead of taking a pregnancy test, Brumbaugh contacted Korch the next
37

an antidepressant belonging to a group of drugs called selective serotonin reuptake inhibitors (SSRIs). Paroxetine affects chemicals in the brain
that may be unbalanced in people with depression, anxiety, or other disorders. Paxil is used to treat depression, obsessive-compulsive disorder,
anxiety disorders, post-traumatic stress disorder (PTSD), and premenstrual dysphoric disorder (PMDD). Doctors are warned to not let patients
start taking the drug if a person is pregnant. That is why the test was done.
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day to request that he end my education. “What would I like to happen to Randy? That he not be allowed to finish
Seminary. That he not be allowed to teach in a School of Religeon [sp]. I would like for him to get counseling for
his problems” WS 0398 and part of the Exhibit 3 of Korch’s September 18, 2003 deposition:
11
Q. Now, on the second page of the letter, or
12 this portion of the letter, that is the 0405 page, it
13 refers to a discussion that she supposedly had with you
14 in which you advised that the church would support a
15 marriage if she happened to be pregnant.
16
Do you see that?
17
A. I don't -- I'll not reading that
18 specifically.
19
Q. Let me use the specific language. "On the
20 other hand, Pastor Andy Lewis thinks that I should make
21 a clean break from you, unless of course I am pregnant."
22 Do you see that part?
23
A. Yes, I see that line.
24
Q. Do you recall discussing with Ms. Brumbaugh
25 having a clean break with Mr. Chapel?
1
A. I don't recall the details, as this letter
2 bears out.
3
Q. Okay. Does that refresh your recollection in
4 any respect as to what she said to you about that?
5
A. The only thing that I could give you now
6 would be surmising based on that letter. I do not
7 recall the conversation.
Brumbaugh stayed in the Santa Cruz area until March 1, 2002, when she left for Boise, Idaho on a plane. In her own
handwriting, Brumbaugh talks about wanting to get married to me, to have children with me, to harm my genitals,
and that her statements in those letters should “chalk those letters also up to temporary insanity.”
If that wasn’t enough, according to Brumbaugh when she talked to Korch, she suggested that if two people have sex,
with the intention of getting married and then a man decides against it, but God has a person for everyone and there
was a man X waiting for woman A, wouldn’t that be committing adultery! Brumbaugh also stated in the very same
letter, I actually had to marry her because the Bible said so (Exodus 22:16) "If a man seduces a virgin who is not
pledged to be married and sleeps with her, he must pay the bride-price, and she shall be his wife.”
In reality, it was Brumbaugh’s mission to force a marriage (“God’s will” she claimed) and when she did not get her
way, she proceeded down a path of destruction that everyone has now been caught into. Before all this went bad, I
wrote my concerns to Willard Brumbaugh (Debbie's father) regarding Brumbaugh’s aggressive determination to
force a marriage, and on January 1, 2002, Brumbaugh’s father replied to me, stating:
Hello back!
I trust that this communication is just between us guys. There is
nothing that I would like better than to see you two make a perfect
match. I know that she becomes quite single-minded when something
becomes important to her; and it becomes unimaginable that anything can
obstruct her from attaining her goal. Thus, patience is not her favorite
word.
I am glad that you have had this time together, and I am glad that
you see the wisdom of her coming back. A metaphor that I am sure you
will understand: a good cake starts with all the right ingredients, but
it is not satisfying if it is only half-baked. I believe you both have
the right ingredients, and the distance between our residences will give
you both the time you need for the cake to become fully baked.
22
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Willard
At that time, Brumbaugh did not want to return to her father in Southern California. Both he and I saw the wisdom
in her doing so and in taking time to get to know each other. On January 2, I responded to her father:
I do agree that the distance is best. I fear that she will want to
move too quickly. She has told me that she would like to be engaged in
6 months and married off 1 year from the time we met. I said that I
would rather it be longer and that when she comes up here, that is when
we really would be getting serious. This is due to phone calls, letters
and email don't help provide a full description of the person. I agree
with the concerns of others about the internet. You just don't know
what you are getting into with someone on the net. Yet, I also see that
she has been limited in her choices in and around Apple Valley.
I know that for me I will be going through my orals and present my
thesis work in December (should my advisor think I am ready). I might
have more to do. I have not found out yet from the office, if I can
graduate (due to having the correct credits).
I do understand her single-mindedness. I have seen that here with me.
Tonight she told me that if we did not work out, that she is going to
just give up. That is scary in the sense that her diary refers to me as
the man she is going to marry and she has so much riding on this. I am
afraid that she sees me as her only hope and that there is nothing else
out there. I fear that she will push things to get her ends.
Truth be known, I am flattered that she thinks highly of me. However
I am scared she is looking through glass lens with a deep rose color in
them. She desires and wants a 'leave it to beaver household' - which is
a good thing, but that is fiction. Problems are not easily solved in 30
mins and a couple of laughs.
I know that she is romantic and all. I guess that is what young women
are like. I am concerned that she will not be thinking everything
through. So when she is setting a date so quickly, for me I feel that
she is rushing things on account that she wants her kids by 35 and be
happy and married like others. As a result, I slow things down and I
know that bothers her.
I know she is tired of being single. OK that is fine. But we are
talking about a life time here. Willard, I would have rather wanted to
be reconciled with Lori. I would have rather pleased God with that
path. However, I have come to believe that will not happen. Debbie is
a great gal. I know you are bias, but she is. But the hurry up thing
bothers me. I feel that I am part of a program or agenda.
On January 2, 2002, Brumbaugh’s father expressed his understanding of his daughter’s aggression:
Re: phone call Randy,
I am there for you. You see her pretty clearly. Debbie is head-strong
and naive. We just need to make sure that that cake is fully baked.
I have been praying that her aggressiveness does not work against her.
Once she is back down here, I will attempt to do some polishing.
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I sincerely believe that the two of you are well matched; but rushing
the relationship inhibits your opportunity to build a deep confident
relationship, resolving the issue of "in love with love" or in love with
the person.
Your fellow laborer, friend and maybe more;
By January 4, Brumbaugh’s father further stated:
Randy,
Rather than putting a date, which might cause unnecessary pressure to
compromise, I suggest that it be stated that if God is to approve this
relationship then He will open the door for her to work in your area in
His timing.
As to the length of courtship and engagement, I think that that is more
dependent on the maturity of the individuals involved. I think that a
reasonable timeline for the two of you would be six months after she has
moved up there, with a job, it would be safe to make the commitment of
engagement. Then, another 4-6 months for the engagement.
This accomplishes two important goals:
1. Prove to herself that she does not need to be married in order to
survive.
2. Determine the compatibility of each other's high and low points.
You are the finest example of maleness that Debbie has ever had
interested in her. She knows that: so do I. I think that she is afraid
that your ardor will cool once she comes back. Just as you have had a
self-image issue, so does she. Unfortunately, it is this very attitude
that can scare off a worthy mate.
The things we have discussed are critical to the long term emotional
health of both of you. At this point your relationship has not had the
time to create lasting trust. Trust has not even been an issue, since
the mutual attraction has been the motivation of your relationship.
There will be times when that attraction will be missing. That is when
the trust needs to be there,.At this point the trust is a sand castle
built with the mortar of emotion. And emotions can wash it away.
Willard
It took eight years of pain until June 16, 2010, when Brumbaugh signed a general affidavit recanting/changing the
rape claims, and she included a handwritten note38 stating:

38
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Instead of a clean break as purportedly claimed by Lewis on the 14th, Brumbaugh contacted Korch the next day
(February 15, 2002) to end my education. Claiming to not be vindictive, she harassed me and she ultimately joined
with Korch, Tuck, and the rest of them at Western Seminary, to start a downhill path that has caused everyone
problems, and it cost hundreds of thousands of dollars. Meanwhile, Korch and Tuck--two men with a known dislike
for me--now they had a motive, opportunity and means to inflict irreparable damage upon me, and they knew at the
time it would never be recoverable.
Forcing or “controlling” people doesn’t work. It ultimately did not work for Brumbaugh, while Western
Seminary, et al. continues to demand to control not only me, but also my mother. Eventually, people who don’t
understand this, will learn this simple truth in a much harder, much more broader, and much more public way.
In this case, it took eight years of introspection on the part of Brumbaugh, her marriage with Paul Godbey, and
after having destroyed my life that she came to understand or began to understand, that being pushy and making
demands on someone, doesn’t mean you will get what you want. The government and Western Seminary, et al.
show no signs of such growth as Brumbaugh.
Finally, Western Seminary, et al., doesn’t want any of this out in the public, because it doesn’t follow their prepared
narrative. I have to be made out to be a rapist and immoral student, that I can’t be trusted, and that they were
protecting Brumbaugh from me.

I could plead temporary insanity in my dealings with Randy
In the last full paragraph of Exhibit 2 (WS 0397) to Korch’s September 18, 2003 deposition, Brumbaugh
characterized her state of mind as “I could plead temporary insanity in my dealings with Randy.” [Emphasis mine]
At all times, Western Seminary, et al. had this written claim by Brumbaugh in their possession and control
concerning Brumbaugh's confessed state of mind – (meaning) -- I am not responsible for any of my actions or
statements, but use my “insane” actions against Randy anyway. This was never presented to the kangaroo court by
Korch or Ruark on April 2, 2002. They concealed it from the SDC members and denied she pushed marriage, and
they don’t want this information coming to light.

Brumbaugh v. Brumbaugh
There are problems, many problems I will not get into in this report about Brumbaugh v. Brumbaugh. Brumbaugh
would say anything, even if it did not make sense. Here is just one example. Brumbaugh first claims that she spoke
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with Lewis after I had broken up with her, “I spoke to Andy Lewis -- excuse me, Pastor Andy Lewis. It was after
Randy had broken up with me.” The only way, according to Lewis and the evidence he presented during his
deposition concerning Brumbaugh, was to set up a meeting. Brumbaugh did that on the 13th because I had ended the
relationship with her. She then spoke with Lewis on the 14th. Then she proceeded to claim I broke up with her on
the 15th and made up all kinds of things in the process and in an attempt to support her claims (Brumbaugh,
12/17/03, pp. 23-27):
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Q. When did Randy break up with you?
A. He broke up with me February 15th, 2002.
Q. What in your mind indicates to you that the
breakup between yourself and Mr. Chapel occurred on
February 15th of 2002?
A. He took me out to dinner and told me it was
over.
Q. Where did he take you to dinner?
A. He took me to -- I'm not sure of the name of
the restaurant, but a barbecue joint. I believe it was
on Capitola Road across from Capitola Mall.
Q. Was anyone present at this dinner between
yourself and Mr. Chapel?
A. No.
Q. Had Mr. Chapel at any time prior to
February 15th of 2002 told you that your relationship
was over?
A. No.
Q. At any time prior to February 15th of 2002,
had Mr. Chapel sent to you any communication in writing
or by e-mail advising you that your relationship was
over?
A. No.
Q. When was it that Mr. Chapel asked you to go to
dinner on February 15?
A. February 14th when he stood me up.
Q. When you say he stood you up, what do you
mean?
A. He was supposed to pick me up from work that
night and we were supposed to go out to dinner.
Q. What time was it that he was supposed to pick
you up from work?
A. 6:00 o'clock, 6:00 p.m.
Q. Where were you supposed to go?
A. I don't know where we were supposed to go.
Q. When did Mr. Chapel tell you that he'd like to
go to dinner with you on February 15th?
A. When I finally got ahold of him after he had
left a note on my door.
Q. What note -- did you keep the note that
Mr. Chapel left on your door?
A. I don't have it now. I may have copied it and
sent it to Western Seminary. I don't know.
Q. What did the note say?
A. That he had tried to reach me but he didn't
know where I was, and to call him when I got home.
Q. Did you call him when you came home?
A. Yes, I did.
Q. Approximately when was it that you got home?
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A. Probably 8:00 o'clock.
Q. Did Mr. Chapel answer the phone at the
8:00 o'clock phone call?
A. Yes.
Q. Tell me everything that you can recall
Mr. Chapel telling you in this phone conversation at
about 8:00 o'clock on February 14th of 2002.
A. He said that he didn't know that the store
stayed open until 9:00 o'clock on Thursday. On
Thursday nights the store was open, I believe, until
9:00 o'clock and he didn't know that, but he had been
going to that store for years. And that he wanted to
take me out to dinner the following night.
Q. Anything else you can recall him saying?
A. I can't recall.
Q. Did Mr. Chapel in that conversation tell you
that he had been going there for several years and
didn't know that it was open until 9:00 o'clock?
A. Yes, in that conversation.
Q. Tell me everything that you said to him in
that conversation.
A. I can't recall.
Q. Can you recall anything that you said in that
conversation?
A. You know, I really can't. Some of that is a
little bit of a blur for me. I may have said that I
found it hard to believe that somebody who actually
knew the store owner didn't know that the store was
open late on Thursday nights. I'm just not positive.
Q. Is there anything else that you can recall
saying to Mr. Chapel other than you might have said
that you didn't believe that he didn't know it was open
until 9:00?
A. That we could go out the following night.
Q. Anything else you can recall telling him in
that conversation?
A. No.
Q. As of that point, did you consider that you
were going out with Mr. Chapel?
A. Yes.
Q. As of the point in time when that conversation
ended, did you want to marry Mr. Chapel?
A. At that point, I wasn't sure what was going
on.
Q. Prior to 6:00 o'clock on February 14th of 2002
when you believed Mr. Chapel was going to pick you up,
did you want to marry Mr. Chapel?
A. Yes.

Brumbaugh has problems and when it came time to go to trial, she purposely setup a doctor’s appointment for that
date, to have an “excuse” to extend the trial date and not face me in court. Western Seminary, et al., pulled the same
stunt months earlier with “Captain Kangaroo” Ruark claiming his “IBS” was acting up and he could not go to trial.
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Taking Legal Action
When the “Christian god” was not going to come through and Brumbaugh and I would not marry as she wanted,
Brumbaugh proceeded down a course of action to destroy anything and everything related to me, including but not
limited to my education, career plans, goals and even so far as any future relationships. At one point Brumbaugh
even contacted people about the breakup calling her actions a “coup de gra”39 and then in addition calling me a “sex
addict” under the pretense that she had to protect other women from me.
On December 17, 2003 she testified the following (Brumbaugh, 12/17/03, pp. 267-273):
8
Q. Did you speak to any of Mr. Chapel's friends
9 after you broke up?
10
A. Only one.
11
Q. And who was that?
12
A. That was Holly Vance.
13
Q. When did you call her?
14
A. I don't remember, but I know it was within a
15 few days of our breaking up.
16
Q. Why did you call her?
17
A. Because I felt that she should know what
18 type -- what her friend had done -- or her so-called
19 friend had done to me.
20
Q. And why did you feel it was appropriate to
21 call Ms. Vance to tell her what her so-called friend had
22 done to you?
23
A. As a woman-to-woman thing, to warn her not to
24 set any of her female friends up with him.
25
Q. And your conversation that you had -- did you
1 actually get a chance to speak to Ms. Vance?
2
A. Yes, I did.
3
Q. About how long did that conversation last for?
4
A. No more than five minutes. To my knowledge,
5 anyway.
6
Q. What did you say to Ms. Vance in that
7 conversation?
8
A. I said that she shouldn't set any of her
9 friends up because he -- Randy was a sex addict.
10
Q. And is there anything else you told her in that
11 five-minute conversation?
12
A. I don't recall.
13
Q. What can you recall her having said to you?
14
A. I don't remember. I just know the tone of her
15 voice was very catty. And we would not -- if Randy and
16 I had gotten married, she would have been one friend
17 that would have been out of his life.
18
Q. Did she ask you any questions?
19
A. I don't recall.
20
MR. ADLER: Mr. Dresser, it's 20 minutes after
21 12:00, so we have been at this for three hours and
22 change. Is this a good time for us to break?
23
MR. DRESSER: Let me finish my line of
24 questions concerning Ms. Vance.
25 BY MR. DRESSER:
1
Q. This conversation you had with Ms. Vance, that
39

A French phrase meaning blow of mercy, that is, a final killing blow that puts a fatally wounded person out of his misery; used to mean the
action or event that finally destroys or ends something.
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2 was on the phone, correct?
3
A. That was correct.
4
Q. Was this before you spoke to Mr. Korch?
5
A. No.
6
Q. Had you met Ms. Vance before?
7
A. I believe so, yes.
8
Q. How many times had you met Ms. Vance before you
9 made this phone call to her?
10
A. In person, once. And I think we had talked on
11 the phone once before.
12
Q. Where was it that you met Ms. Vance?
13
A. At her place, in Aptos.
14
Q. And how long were you at her place for in Aptos?
15
A. I don't recall.
16
Q. At the time you finished meeting with Ms. Vance
17 in Aptos, did you reach an opinion at that time that if
18 you and Mr. Chapel were married that Ms. Vance would be
19 out of his life?
20
A. Yes, I did.
21
Q. Why?
22
A. Because I felt that she was jealous of my
23 relationship with him.
24
Q. And what about your interactions with Ms. Vance
25 led you to believe that she was jealous?
1
A. It's just something that a woman knows, when
2 talking with another woman.
3
Q. Well, what about it? Was there something she
4 said?
5
A. I really don't know. It's a woman thing, is
6 the only way I can explain it. It's something that I
7 have felt before in a different situation.
8
Q. So as you sit here today, you can't recall a
9 specific thing in terms of something that was said that
10 indicated to you that she was jealous; is that correct?
11
A. That's correct.
12
Q. As you sit here today, is there anything she
13 specifically did that indicated to you that she was
14 jealous of your relationship with Mr. Chapel?
15
A. I don't recall.
16
Q. Did you speak with her after this time when you
17 met her in Aptos and before you made this call to warn
18 her that Mr. Chapel was a sex addict?
19
A. No, I didn't.
20
Q. Why, if you did not want her to have any part
21 of your life with Mr. Chapel, was it that you chose to
22 call her as opposed to anyone else in the world?
23
A. Because as a woman, I felt it was -- even
24 though my personal feelings about her aside, I still
25 felt that I had a responsibility to warn her about
1 Randy.
2
Q. And why did you believe that you had a
3 responsibility to warn her about Randy?
4
A. Because I didn't want to see her or anybody
5 else hurt by him.
6
Q. And when you said to her that Randy Chapel was
7 a sex addict, what did you mean?
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8
A. What I meant by that was if he had had sex with
9 me and then dumped me shortly thereafter, then he
10 probably would do it to somebody else, to another
11 woman. And if I had warned -- as long as I warned her,
12 that means I was covering my bases as a woman, to warn
13 another woman about this person.
14
Q. Do you have a obligation, do you think -15 strike that.
16
Do you believe that you have a responsibility
17 to communicate to every woman that Mr. Chapel might ever
18 come in contact with, to warn them that Mr. Chapel was a
19 sex addict?
20
A. If they were to seek me out and ask me my
21 personal opinion about Mr. Chapel, yes.
22
Q. What if they didn't seek you out and you simply
23 sought them out?
24
Do you believe that you have a responsibility
25 to warn them that Mr. Chapel is a sex addict?
1
A. I don't care what Mr. Chapel does now. And I
2 feel sorry for the next woman that gets involved with
3 him.
4
But I'm not up here. I don't live up here
5 anymore. And unless they come to me, I'm not going to
6 find out who your client is dating, nor do I want to
7 know. I washed my hands of him when he washed his hands
8 of me.
9
Q. As of the time period of late February of 2002,
10 did you believe you had a responsibility to tell every
11 woman that Mr. Chapel knew in a social sense that
12 Mr. Chapel was a sex addict?
13
MR. ADLER: I'll object to the question as
14 argumentative.
15
MR. KIDWELL: Go ahead and answer.
16
THE WITNESS: Only the single ones.
17 BY MR. DRESSER:
18
Q. Were there any single women that you knew
19 Mr. Chapel had as social friends besides Holly Vance?
20
A. To my knowledge, no.
21
Q. Did Ms. Vance seek you out?
22
A. No. I called her.
23
Q. Is there anything that you hoped to gain by
24 contacting Holly Vance?
25
A. No.
1
Q. Did you ever call Randy Chapel a sex addict to
2 anyone else?
3
A. I don't recall.
4
MR. DRESSER: This is a good time for a break.
Besides these actions, Brumbaugh even stated in writing she wanted to physically harming me, including my male
genitals – which Western Seminary, et al., had in its position. Filed under ‘you can’t make this stuff up,’
Brumbaugh chose not to harm me because, “I actually still care too much about those jewels to do something about
it.” So she makes me out to be a rapist and “sex addict,” but she still cares about my genitals and still wants to
marry me?!?
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On September 18, 2003, Korch testified (Korch, 9/18/03, pp. 152-154)
1 BY MR. DRESSER:
2
Q In this first full paragraph it has, "She
3 requested that Western Seminary take disciplinary action
4 toward Randy Chapel."
5
Do you see that?
6
A Yes.
7
Q Is that a correct statement?
8
A Yes.
9
Q The last part of the first full sentence
10 ending with, "That he was intending to take various
11 legal actions against her."
12
Do you see that?
13
A Yes.
14
Q What were the legal actions that you were
15 referring to?
16
A The legal actions that Randy brought up in the
17 conversation I had with him.
18
Q What were they?
19
A I don't recall what they were. That's why I
20 think it's as vague as it is here, too.
21
Q Did Randy Chapel tell you that he was seeking
22 to consider filing an application for a restraining
23 order so that she would stop calling and harassing him?
24
MR. ADLER: Pardon me for a moment. Counsel,
25 what do you mean, "seeking to consider"?
1 BY MR. DRESSER:
2
Q Let me do it.
3
Did Randy Chapel tell you that he was
4 considering filing an application for a restraining
5 order to prevent Debbie Brumbaugh from continuing to
6 call or harass him?
7
A I don't recall the specifics of that.
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Q

Have you ever heard -MR. ADLER: Pardon me for a moment. Did you
finish your answer?
THE WITNESS: I think so, yes. I don't recall
the specifics of what he was -BY MR. DRESSER:
Q Have you ever heard of a restraining order?
A Yes.
Q And have you ever heard of a restraining order
which was applied for between two individuals who had
had a relationship with each other?
A Yes.
Q Do you believe that an application for a
restraining order is wrong?
A No. But depends on the circumstance.
Q Under what circumstance would applying for a
restraining order application be wrong?
A That would have to be taken case by case.
Q And are -- you have now -If a person was applying for a restraining
order application because a person that the applicant
was no longer interested in having a relationship with
was continuing to send this -- the applicant for a
restraining order, harassing letters and phone calls and
taking actions to try to hurt that individual with their
employer, their education and their church be a
situation where you would consider an application for a
restraining order to be inappropriate?
A I think that still would be a case-by-case
situation. There would need to be much more known than
that.
Q What else would need to be known?
A A lot. As far as specifics, I don't know what
I would say are the specifics I need to know. Each
situation has more than just a specific checklist to go
through.

For Korch, my seeking legal action to protect my property and myself was wrong and "lacked spiritual maturity."
This claimed “failure of mine” which is exhibit 3 to Korch’s deposition cited above, was actually his statement dated
March 20, 2002, that he wrote with the help of “Captain Kangaroo” Ruark to be used against me in a kangaroo court
intended to end my education, under the claim "it was for my own good."
Now place this into perspective, this Steve Korch is a man who molested a child in 1975 when he was a 25-year-old
married man, attending Biola University and a youth pastor at the time, and with his co-defendants Ruark, Tuck and
the school demanded the following of me and my mother: ¶8 Non-Disparagement/Non-Disclosure/Non-Interference,
¶9 Confidentiality, ¶10 Selected Speech, ¶11a Arbitration, ¶11b Liquidated Damages of up to $400,000, ¶14 Nocomplaints; ¶15 No Cooperation with the government. These demands were linked as demands for education
criteria as the only way I could retain previously earned and paid for education and earn additional education leading
to Master of Divinity and Master of Theology degrees, and under the extortion threat of ¶11b Liquidated Damages
(great financial vengeance).
For Western Seminary and its administers, it is wrong to take actions to protect oneself from a person who is
deliberately intending to do that person harm, but that same person who wanted to protect himself will be barred by
extortion demands from his education, future goals, etc., if he (or his mother) use or make public the school's or its
employee's own statements, communications, testimonies, exhibits, etc. on the belief it would gravely damage their
(Western Seminary and its administers) reputation, and professional and business interests.
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FERPA
Western Seminary doesn’t see the need to become acquainted with the law or follow it. Dating back well beyond
December 1995, Western Seminary and the faculty affirmed their commitment to Romans 13:1-7 with regard to
relationships. Romans 13:1-7 covers the submission to governing authorities (e.g., federal, state and local
governments, the various courts and the legislative branch). Romans 13:1-7 (NIV) states:
Let everyone be subject to the governing authorities, for there is no authority except that which God has
established. The authorities that exist have been established by God. Consequently, whoever rebels against the
authority is rebelling against what God has instituted, and those who do so will bring judgment on themselves.
For rulers hold no terror for those who do right, but for those who do wrong. Do you want to be free from fear
of the one in authority? Then do what is right and you will be commended. For the one in authority is God’s
servant for your good. But if you do wrong, be afraid, for rulers do not bear the sword for no reason. They are
God’s servants, agents of wrath to bring punishment on the wrongdoer. Therefore, it is necessary to submit to
the authorities, not only because of possible punishment but also as a matter of conscience. This is also why
you pay taxes, for the authorities are God’s servants, who give their full time to governing. Give to everyone
what you owe them: If you owe taxes, pay taxes; if revenue, then revenue; if respect, then respect; if honor, then
honor.
After the Settlement Agreement was signed on March 14, 2006, to cover up the now-known complex white-collar
criminal activities of the school and the child molestation of Korch, Western Seminary and the faculty rejected and
removed the long-standing Romans 13 position (compare the 2005-2006 catalog page 126 under relationships to
2006-2007 catalog pages 124-125).
The first of many examples of Western's violations of the law occurred outside their Section 504 violations,
involved FERPA. “The Family Educational Rights and Privacy Act (FERPA) (20 U.S.C. § 1232g; 34 CFR Part 99)
is a Federal law that protects the privacy of student education records. The law applies to all schools that receive
funds under an applicable program of the U.S. Department of Education.”40
At Western Seminary, protecting the student and his or her privacy doesn’t happen for two main reasons: 1) the first,
because at Western Seminary they simply don’t see the need to follow the law; and 2) the second, they see
themselves as above the law. In short, anything you say to these people can and will be distributed widely and often
– not simply because they disregard the law, but because they have no boundaries.41
Soon after Brumbaugh contacted Korch for the purpose to get the school to end my education, Korch gossiped to
Tuck about what Brumbaugh said to him about me, and then Tuck gossiped to Low what Korch said to Tuck.
Neither Tuck nor Low had any reason to know or be communicated to regarding what Brumbaugh said or didn’t
say. Sawyer made me aware of this violation of FERPA.
On April 28, 2005 Sawyer confirmed this violation (Sawyer, 4/28/05, pp. 196-197):
16
Q. Okay. Prior to the time of your receipt of
17 this letter, had you had a conversation with Professor
18 Low where he indicated he had had a conversation with
19 Professor Tuck, who in turn had had a conversation with
20 Professor Korch where Professor Korch told to Professor
21 Tuck some information about Randy Chapel and Debbie
22 Brumbaugh?
23
A. Yes.
24
Q. Are you aware of any reason why this
25 information would have been passed from Korch to
1 Professor Tuck or Professor Low?
40

https://www2.ed.gov/policy/gen/guid/fpco/ferpa/index.html
Here I am using this term in reference to the work “Boundaries: When to Say Yes, How to Say No to Take Control of Your Life” by Drs.
Henry Cloud and John Townsend. Boundaryless people can wreak havoc in your life. We all know people on the scale of being boundaryless.
Some are good at maintaining confidences while others as harden gossips. In an education situation, FERPA protects students both inside and
outside the educational institution.
41
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2

A. No.

On June 24, 2005 Korch further confirmed this violation (Korch, 6/24/05, p. 296):
11:46:10 5
Q. Did you speak to Dr. Roy Low about the
11:46:13 6 relationship between Randy Chapel and Debbie Brumbaugh?
11:46:17 7
A. I believe that at some point I did.
On September 19, 2005 Tuck further confirmed this violation (Tuck, 9/19/05, pp. 58-62):
1 BY MR. SWENSON:
2
Q. Okay, so we were referring to February 2002,
3 that there was some events involved. Did you talk to
4 anybody during February 2002 about Mr. Chapel?
5
A. Yes.
6
Q. Who did you talk to?
7
A. Mr. Korch, Mr. Low -- Dr. Low.
8
Q. Anybody else?
9
A. Not that I can recall.
10
Q. Do you recall if either Mr. Korch or Mr. Low
11 spoke to you -12
A. We had conversation.
13
Q. Okay. Did Mr. Korch talk to you about Debbie
14 Brumbaugh as well?
15
A. Yes.
16
Q. What about Mr. Low, did he speak to you about
17 Debbie Brumbaugh?
18
A. I think that was in the conversation.
19
Q. And do you recall what Mr. Korch said?
20
MR. ADLER: Well, are you talking about a
21 particular -- you haven't asked him yet if the
22 conversation with Steve Korch was the same as the
23 conversation with Roy Low, you haven't asked him yet if
24 he had more than one conversation. So your answer -25
MR. SWENSON: (Overlapping voices)
1
MR. ADLER: So your answer -- pardon me -- his
2 answer to that last question at best is going to be
3 extremely difficult to figure out.
4
MR. SWENSON: Let me ask you this, let me -5 I'll just be more specific.
6 BY MR. SWENSON:
7
Q. You said that you spoke to Mr. Korch and Mr.
8 Low in February of 2002 about Randy Chapel; correct?
9
A. Yes.
10
Q. Okay, and how many conversations did you have
11 with Mr. Korch in February 2002 about Randy Chapel?
12
A. Two, I think, maybe three.
13
Q. Okay, and do you recall what Mr. Korch said to
14 you during those conversations?
15
MR. ADLER: So now you're asking him without
16 distinguishing one conversation from another to simply
17 tell you what was said by Steve Korch during any of
18 those conversations?
19
MR. SWENSON: Okay, we'll -20
MR. ADLER: I'm just trying to clarify your
21 question.
22
MR. SWENSON: Yeah, and if you have an
23 objection, I'd appreciate it if you just give your
34
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24 objection.
25
MR. ADLER: I'm just trying to clarify the
1 question, Counsel.
2 BY MR. SWENSON:
3
Q. Do you recall what Mr. Korch said to you in
4 your first conversation with him in February 2002?
5
A. Yes, in general.
6
Q. And what was that?
7
A. Something to the effect that he had received a
8 phone call from Debbie Brumbaugh -- I don't remember if
9 he had actually used her name at that time -- and that
10 she had ...
11
Now my recollection is probably somewhat
12 blurred between what came to my ears orally at that time
13 and documents I have read since that time. And so I
14 might be commingling some things, I might be inserting
15 more facts than actually were exchanged at that time.
16
But I think he said something like he had
17 gotten word from the woman that she and Randy Chapel had
18 sex, and that he had -- that he, Mr. Korch, had checked
19 it somehow with Randy, had talked with Randy, and that
20 the general tone of that exchange was disappointing to
21 Mr. Korch in that Mr. Chapel was not repentant and not
22 amenable to a restoration kind of process.
23
Q. And to the best of your recollection, this was
24 part of the first conversation?
25
A. Yes.
1
Q. And what was the second conversation?
2
A. I do not recall. I'm sure that we conversed
3 another one or two times, though perhaps very briefly.
4
Q. Was it -- do you remember the general subject
5 matter?
6
A. No.
7
Q. Okay, but you do recall that the first
8 conversation with Mr. Korch was about Mr. Chapel and
9 that the woman had said she had had sex with Mr. Chapel?
10
A. Yes.
11
Q. And you also said that you had spoken to Mr.
12 Low. Did you simply relay what Mr. Korch said to you to
13 Mr. Low?
14
A. Yes.
15
Q. Did you say anything else to Mr. Low?
16
A. Probably, yes.
17
Q. Do you remember what else?
18
A. Well, I don't specifically remember but I think
19 I probably would have -- I may have said and I might not
20 have said -21
MR. ADLER: You ought not to speculate. If you
22 have a recollection of what you said -23
THE WITNESS: I don't recall.
24 BY MR. SWENSON:
25
Q. So you don't recall anything else that you said
1 other than what you relayed?
2
A. No.
3
Q. So what -- do you recall in general what you
4 did say to Mr. Low then?
10/10/17
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5
A. That Mr. Korch had told me this and this about
6 the phone call from Debbie, about his conversation with
7 Randy, and -- like that.
8
Q. And other than Mr. Low, did you relay this
9 information to anybody else?
10
A. No.
As a result of these conversations, Ruark contacted Korch, Low and Tuck and told them to stop it and that it was
violating FERPA.
The position by the Family Policy Compliance Office (FPCO) is that this sort of communication is a violation of
FERPA. In a decision, FPCO serves as a useful reminder about the legal hazards of student-related “gossip” among
school employees. As noted in Letter to Wolf, 111 LRP 77092 (October 27, 2011), the gossiper was a building
principal who was talking to another staff member in public about a student and, during the conversation, mentioned
the student’s grades and the fact he was disabled.
The parent alleged that the district violated FERPA by disclosing personally identifiable information from the
student's education records without the parent's prior written consent. Specifically, the parent claimed that her friend
sat behind a principal at a girls’ volleyball game and overheard the principal relate to a teacher various matters
concerning the parent's "tort claim notice" that she submitted to the district. The friend also allegedly overheard the
principal mention that the parent's son had a disability and discuss the student's grades. The district superintendent
advised FPCO that the principal acknowledged she had engaged in a conversation with a teacher at the volleyball
game and that it was possible that others who were at the game may have overheard the conversation. Therefore,
FPCO found that the district violated FERPA as alleged by the parent. The superintendent indicated that the
principal was counseled about FERPA's requirement that information from students' education records may not be
disclosed to third parties without parents' prior written consent. FPCO then closed the complaint based on the
assurance that the superintendent took corrective action with regard to the incident.
Knowing Western Seminary, et al. was had on this issue, Western Seminary, Korch, Tuck and Ruark demanded ¶8
Non-Disparagement/Non-Disclosure/Non-Interference, ¶9 Confidentiality, ¶10 Selected Speech, ¶11a Arbitration,
¶14 No-complaints; ¶15 No Cooperation with the government. These demands were linked as demands for
education criteria as the only way I could retain previously earned and paid for education and earn additional
education leading to Master of Divinity and Master of Theology degrees and under the threat of ¶11b Liquidated
Damages.
This is only one example of FERPA violations by Western Seminary, et al. The FPCO and Regina Miles is well
aware of this case.

Policies and Procedures
I started as a student at Western Seminary in September 1999. Page 28 of the 1999-2000 Western Seminary Catalog
and page 3 of the 1999-2000 Western Seminary Student Handbook Northern California covers standards of
Character and Conduct I entered under.
The catalog42 and handbook43 were basically the same for 2001-2002. In both cases the 1999-2000 Western
Seminary Student Handbook Northern California and the 2001-2002 Western Seminary Student Handbook
Northern California, Western assured all students of the branch campus of San Jose California, that “NOTE: On
the branch campuses, investigation and determination of issues should take place in the closest possible
geographic proximity of those involved. However, processes and decisions made on the branch campuses
must always be done with the knowledge and involvement of the Dean of Student Services or Asst. Dean of
Student Development.” According to Western Seminary, San Jose California was considered a branch campus
(page 64 of the 1999-2000 Catalog)

42
43

36
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Matt 18 and the Student Development Committee (SDC)
In both cases, the school expected any matter of concern to be first dealt with according to the principles of Matthew
18:15-22. This verse states:
If your brother or sister sins, go and point out their fault, just between the two of you. If they listen to you, you
have won them over. But if they will not listen, take one or two others along, so that ‘every matter may be
established by the testimony of two or three witnesses.’ If they still refuse to listen, tell it to the church; and if
they refuse to listen even to the church, treat them as you would a pagan or a tax collector. “Truly I tell you,
whatever you bind on earth will be bound in heaven, and whatever you loose on earth will be loosed in heaven.
“Again, truly I tell you that if two of you on earth agree about anything they ask for, it will be done for them by
my Father in heaven. For where two or three gather in my name, there am I with them.” Then Peter came to
Jesus and asked, “Lord, how many times shall I forgive my brother or sister who sins against me? Up to seven
times?” Jesus answered, “I tell you, not seven times, but seventy-seven times.
According to the school’s policy in the catalog, “Failure on a student’s part to live up to these standards become the
concern of the faculty. (It is assumed, however, that any matter of concern in this area between members of the
Seminary community will first be dealt with according to the principles of Matthew 18:15-22.) In this, as well as
the financial and academic areas, care will be taken to assure protection of the student’s interests.” While the
handbook states, “Failure on the student’s part to live up this standard becomes the concern of the Dean of Student
Development. (It is assumed, however, that any matter of concern in this area between members of the Seminary
community will first be dealt with according to the principles of Matthew 18:15-22.) In this, as well as the financial
and academic areas, care will be taken to assure protection of the student’s interests.” [Emphasis mine] In
2002, the Dean of Student Development was Wiggins (2002-2003 catalog, page 98).
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This initial step of Western's policy under Matthew 18:15-22 was never enacted by anyone at Western Seminary
towards me. Rather, the employees violated FERPA, with Korch gossiping to Tuck, who in turn gossiped to Low.
It should be clearly evident given what is noted in the Victim Impact Statement and Carol’s 35-paged exception
review to EDFOIA people, that “protection of the student’s interests” was never important at Western Seminary.
Korch testified (Korch, 8/18/03, pp. 192-197):
13
Do you know what is contained in Matthew,
14 Chapter 18, verses 15 through 22?
15
A Not off the top of my head.
16
Q Let me see if I can read a quote to you and
17 see if this refreshes your recollection:
18
"If your brother sins, go and
19
show him his fault when the two
20
of you are alone. If he listens
21
to you, you have regained your
22
brother. But if he does not
23
listen, take one or two others
24
with you that at the testimony
25
of two or three witnesses every
1
matter may be established. If
2
he refuses to listen to them,
3
tell it to the church. If he
4
refuses to listen to the church,
5
treat him like a Gentile or tax
6
collector. I tell you the
7
truth, whatever you bind on
8
earth will have been bound in
9
heaven and whatever you release
10
on earth will have been released
11
in heaven. Again, I tell you
12
the truth, if two of you on
13
earth agree about whatever they
14
ask, my Father in heaven will do
15
it for them. For where two or
16
three are assembled in my name,
17
I am there among them. Then
18
Peter came to him and asked,
19
Lord, how many times must I
20
forgive my brother who sins
21
against me? As many as seven
22
times? Jesus said to him, not
23
seven times, I tell you, but
24
seventy-seven times."
25
Does that refresh your recollection about
1 that?
2
A Yes, it does.
3
Q What is your understanding of the purpose of
4 those verses from Matthew?
5
MR. ADLER: Pardon me, are you now going to
6 examine this gentleman regarding his theological
7 understanding?
8
MR. DRESSER: I'm asking him what is his
9 understanding of the purpose of Matthew from those
10 verses.
11
MR. ADLER: Excuse me for a moment. I believe
12 that that is violative of this gentleman's First
38
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Amendment rights. I believe it is violative of this
gentleman's privacy rights. But -- let me talk to him
for a moment.
MR. DRESSER: I have a question pending. The
reason I have asked that specific one, and I would
prefer that we don't interrupt it is because that is the
portion of the Bible which is specifically referred to
in the catalog as concerning the school's policies
regarding any dispute that it might have with its
students.
MR. ADLER: I'm well aware of that, Counsel.
And I'm concerned this gentleman and his First Amendment
rights and his privacy rights are being invaded.
MR. DRESSER: Let me -- I'll phrase it a
different way -MR. ADLER: Why don't you let me finish, okay?
MR. DRESSER: Okay.
MR. ADLER: It might be that he is not
offended by that possibility. And in which case,
perhaps I will not be either. Let's take a very brief
break. Don't anybody go anywhere. Come on outside for
a second.
(Whereupon, the witness and counsel
left the conference room at 4:47 p.m. and
returned at 4:50 p.m.)
MR. ADLER: Why don't you read the question
back.
(Record read as follows:
"Q What is your
understanding of the purpose of
those verses from Matthew?")
THE WITNESS: And I would understand those as
instructions concerning how to deal with resolving
conflict or any kind of issues between believers within
the church.
BY MR. DRESSER:
Q When was Matt -- those verses of Matthew, when
did they happen?
MR. ADLER: When did they happen?
BY MR. DRESSER:
Q When did they happen? It refers to a
conversation between Peter and Jesus, correct?
A Yes. And I don't recall when those took
place.
Q Isn't it true that Mr. Chapel approached you
about the matters involving himself and Miss Brumbaugh?
A Yes.
Q Okay.
Did you ever approach him about his
relationship with Miss Brumbaugh?
A I don't believe so.
Q Did Randy Chapel meet with you at any time
other than that first Saturday?
A Subsequent to that?
Q Yes.
A No.
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Q To your knowledge, did Randy Chapel meet with
anyone else at Western Seminary after that first meeting
with you on that Saturday?
A To my direct knowledge, no.
Q Did anyone ever tell you that there was a
meeting between Mr. Chapel and someone else from Western
Seminary which occurred after that Saturday meeting?
A As a vocal conversation?
Q Yes.
A No.

Instead, Korch talked to Downs, who got Captain Kangaroo Ruark involved (Korch, 9/18/03, pp. 211-219)
2
Q For the catalog as of Monday, March 11, 2002.
3 I will rephrase it to refer to that.
4
What is your understanding of that procedure?
5
A That such matters would be referred to Student
6 Development Committee, and that they would take those
7 matters up.
8
Q And would the student be advised of what would
9 be presented to the Student Development Committee?
10
MR. ADLER: Now you're simply asking him to
11 tell you what's in the book?
12
THE WITNESS: We can look at the book, read
13 it.
14 BY MR. DRESSER:
15
Q Do you have an understanding, as you sit here
16 today, as to whether the student is to be told what is
17 being presented to the Student Development Committee?
18
A I would need to look at the book and see what
19 it says, which all the way through this is what I did
20 do. I wasn't operating off of the top of my head.
21
Q Two sentences down after that it says,
22 "However, before making such a" -- well, let me read the
23 next two sentences. The next two sentences are:
24
"Concerning your situation, the
25
next step required of me is to
1
request that the Student
2
Development Committee address this
3
matter and determine what action
4
should be taken."
5
A Uh-huh.
6
Q Was that step required of you?
7
A To my knowledge, yes, that's what I was
8 instructed.
9
Q Who instructed you that that was required of
10 you?
11
A Lynn Ruark.
12
Q The next sentence says, "However, before
13 making such request, I wanted to confirm your intentions
14 to continue with courses in graduation from Western
15 Seminary."
16
Do you see that sentence?
17
A Yes, I do.
18
Q Why did you put that in this E-mail?
19
A Because if Randy Chapel's desire was simply to
20 leave Western Seminary and have nothing to do with us,
40
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then there was no reason to pursue this.
Q Did you have an assumption as you were writing
this that if the matter concerning Randy Chapel had been
presented to the Student Development Committee that the
likely result would be that his education at Western
Seminary would be adversely affected by suspension,
termination or otherwise?
A I was aware that that was a very real
possibility.
Q From your experience in the world of graduate
studies, do you understand that a termination of a
student's education by an educational institution would
adversely affect his ability to attend any other
educational institution?
A Yes, I am.
Q And what is your understanding in that regard?
A Basically, what you just said, that it would
be an adverse -- it would be a negative factor in
attempting to be involved in any other organization -educational organization like this.
Q The next sentence is:
"I know there has been some
uncertainty in your thinking over
the past couple of weeks, and I do
not want to set anything in motion
if you are not claiming to
continue."
Those are your words, correct?
A Yes.
Q What was going to be set in motion?
A The Student Development Committee, the process
that they would carry out.
Q What was the processes you had in your mind as
of Monday, March 11, 2002, at 9:05 a.m. would be
followed?
A It would be my submitting a statement to the
committee posing issues or questions for them to respond
to and that they would then take the matter and address
those.
Q And did you understand that they would address
those in a manner in which Mr. Chapel would agree with
their decision?
A Can you read that one again?
(Record read as follows:
"Q And did you understand
that they would address those in
a manner in which Mr. Chapel
would agree with their
decision?")
THE WITNESS: My awareness was that they would
address it in a manner in which I would hope that he
would agree with them.
BY MR. DRESSER:
Q Was it necessary for Mr. Chapel to agree with
the decision of the Student Development Committee for
the Student Development Committee decision to have any
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effect?
A Effect as in? What are we talking about?
Q To the issue, for example. For example, they
issued him a letter saying he is suspended subject to
certain terms, correct?
A Yes.
Q Okay.
Did you understand that Mr. Chapel would have
to agree with their decision for it to be issued?
A No.
Q The Student Development Committee was, in
essence, an adjudicative body, correct?
MR. ADLER: I don't understand what you mean,
sir, by "adjudicated body".
THE WITNESS: I don't either.
BY MR. DRESSER:
Q Did you understand that the Student
Development Committee would make its decision and
Mr. Chapel would not be part of that actual decision?
A No, he would be part of it. He was requested
to be a part of it.
Q Was he -- would he be voting on what would be
done?
A No.
Q Would he be part of the decision-making body?
A He would be part of the discussions that led
to that decision.
Q Isn't mediation something where both parties
agree to the result?
A That is under best of terms, yes.
Q Isn't conciliation something that results in
both parties agreeing to the result?
A That, again, is under the best of
circumstances. Part of the Matthew portion that was
read indicates that, if he does not listen, take it to
the next level; and if he does not listen there, take it
to the next level.
So it addresses the issue of what happens when
it doesn't work as we would hope it would.
Q Okay.
Does Matthew also address that the things that
are to be decided would be known to the person against
whom it's being decided?
A Do that one again.
(Record read as follows:
"Q Okay. Does Matthew also
address that the things that are
to be decided would be known to
the person against whom it's
being decided?")
THE WITNESS: I don't know if Matthew
specifically says anything about that.
BY MR. DRESSER:
Q Well, doesn't Matthew talk about the matters
to be established?
A It simply says, "If you have an issue, go to
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your brother." That's the whole statement. So there is
a lot captured in that.
Q Did it also capture the idea that the person
would be -- would know what matters were being
established?
MR. ADLER: When we are talking about "it,"
again, we are referring to this biblical passage?
MR. DRESSER: Correct.
MR. ADLER: Okay.
Pardon me before we go any further, I'm a
little bit confused. Is it your position, sir, that the
Seminary and, in turn, this case, are bound by biblical
principles?
MR. DRESSER: They are bound by the specific
expressed terms contained within the catalog as to the
manner in which the school would resolve any disputes
between itself and its students, specifically as
indicated in Matthew.
MR. ADLER: So that this matter -- and then is
it your position that this matter, this lawsuit, must be
decided with reference to those principles?
MR. DRESSER: I don't know what you mean by
"those principles".
MR. ADLER: The principles to which you have
made reference.
MR. DRESSER: Specifically the principles
stated in the catalog are those specific provisions of
Matthew which I have quoted from, at least from one
version of the Bible. No other part of the Bible is
quoted within the catalog that I recall reviewing. It
is simply that provision in the Bible, and it refers to
conciliation, it refers to mediation. This individual
refers to conciliation and mediation.
Mr. Chapel has his E-mail of February 28 of
2002, where he asked for some resolution in a Christian
sense. And it is completely rejected. And this
gentleman never responds to him and no one else ever
responds to him. And the next thing that happens is
they say either you quit -- this is Exhibit 5 -- you
either quit or we get your ass out of here.
And I don't think they used the word "A" in
there, but that's exactly what happened to Mr. Chapel.
And he was not angry, he was righteously indignant.
That is not the way that you're supposed to deal with
something. And as a matter of fact, there is a whole
lot of people who might be immoral and, in fact,
according to Jesus, every single person who went to that
school would be immoral and every single person whoever
was on the face of this earth could never graduate from
Western Seminary, if it was strictly followed as is
indicated in those guidelines.
So that's why I have asked these questions.
And your question is misleading. It only identifies one
and only one thing with respect to a dispute between the
school and the student, it's supposed to follow those
biblical passages. And I don't believe it did with
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respect to those particular issues.
MR. ADLER: And it's your position, and I take
it your client's position, that one of the things that
the Court is going to have to do in this matter is
determine whether or not the seminary, and perhaps other
defendants in this case, have conducted themselves in a
manner consistent with that biblical provision.
Am I right about that?
MR. DRESSER: Among other provisions of the
catalog, yes.
MR. ADLER: Okay.

Instead of owning the failure, Korch blamed me (Korch, 9/18/03, pp. 221-222):
17
Q As of March 11 of 2002, did Randy Chapel have
18 any option to avoid going to Student Development
19 Committee other than for him to simply leave the school?
20
A At that point, I believe that was -- was the
21 means of the solution because he had already rejected
22 meeting with myself and Dr. Tuck, had basically shut
23 down any possibility of dealing with it outside of it.
24
Q Actually, Mr. Chapel had actually indicated he
25 would not meet with you in private, correct?
1
A I'm not sure how he stated that, but however
2 that was, we assumed from that, our deduction from that
3 is that he did not want to meet with us.
4
Q He did not want to meet with Mr. Tuck and you,
5 not with the school, correct?
6
A I would not say correct to that.
7
Q Did Mr. Chapel ever say that he would not meet
8 with anyone else from the school?
9
A No.
So Korch, like the others at Western Seminary, saw no problem with their gossiping nor anything wrong in refusing
to provide any information I requested on February 28, 2002 in my email to Korch, Tuck, and others (Korch,
9/18/03, p. 228). They failed to follow the stated policy of Matthew 18:15-22 in the catalog or handbook, and simply
proceeded with their kangaroo court. It actually took me filing a lawsuit in 2003 to force them to provide my records
and the facts of what they gossiped to each other and to Low that I first requested on February 28, 2002. Rather than
protecting the student’s interests, they plotted against the student.
Ruark was up next and he testified (Ruark, 3/26/04, pp. 165-167)
25
Q Why is the quotation from Matthew
1 Chapter 18, Verses 15 to 20, found in the student
2 handbook?
3
MR. ADLER: Calls for his speculation.
4 There's no evidence that he's the author of the
5 student handbook. If he believes that he knows
6 why it's there, he may testify as to his belief.
7
THE WITNESS: My understanding of why
8 it's there is that we believe matters of dispute
9 or disagreement between individuals' offenses
10 should first be dealt with on a person-to-person
11 basis. I think that's the pattern in Matthew 18,
12 which has primary application to the church.
13 BY MR. DRESSER:
14
Q Okay. Now, I've heard your
15 understanding as it applies to a church. Now I'm
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16 going to ask you how it applies to Western
17 Seminary. What is your understanding of why
18 Chapter 18, Verses 15 to 20, are included in the
19 Western Seminary handbook as it applies to Western
20 Seminary students?
21
A Okay. My understanding is that before
22 an individual would come to the seminary or a
23 seminary official with a concern about a student,
24 that they would talk with that student, him or
25 herself. And so the principle of dealing with
1 issues on a person-to-person basis would be upheld
2 before coming to the seminary.
3
And I don't believe that the implication
4 is that the exact procedure followed, or outlined
5 in Matthew 18 is intended to be followed in the
6 case of the seminary.
7
Q Did you ever communicate to Mr. Chapel
8 that the procedure set forth in Matthew Chapter
9 18, Verses 15 to 20, did not apply to him as a
10 Western Seminary student?
11
A No. Because in principle, I think they
12 do, and did.
Wiggins testified something different (Wiggins, 9/22/05, pp. 383-385)
12 Q. BY MR. DRESSER: Yes. First of all, just make
13
it clear, you're looking at the document that's
14
got at the lower right Bates stamp WS 0511;
15
correct, sir?
16 A. Correct.
17 Q. And you are the individual who made sure that
18
this particular passage was in the catalog at
19
the time that Mr. Chapel was attending the
20
school; correct?
21 A. Correct.
22 Q. And you understand under the topic standard of
23
character and conduct, that that entire passage
24
starts in the middle of the first, in the
25
middle, towards the bottom of the middle column
1
and continues on through the entirety of the
2
right column; correct?
3 A. Correct.
4 Q. And the right column identifies first how it
5
will first be dealt with if there is a matter of
6
concern about character and conduct; correct?
7 A. Can you direct -- I've lost where you are
8
pointing to now.
9 Q. Okay. Look at the reference there to
10
Matthew 18:15-22. Do you see that?
11 A. Okay. Yes.
12 Q. Okay. Did you intend that to be in there at the
13
time that the catalog was published?
14 A. Yes.
15 Q. Did you intend the students to read this?
16 A. Yes.
17 Q. Did you intend the student to be bound by that
18
portion?
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A.
Q.
A.
Q.

By the meaning of it, yes.
Did you intend the school to be bound by it?
Yes.
Okay. The next sentence after that, it says, in
this, as well as the financial and academic
areas, care will be taken to assure protection
of the student's interests, period, end quote.
Is that what it says?
A. Yes.
Q. Okay. Did you intend that to be in this
passage?
A. Yes.
Q. Did you intend the student to be bound by that?
A. Again, I don't understand your question.
Q. Did you intend the student to be bound by what
is in the standard of character and conduct
including the specific sentence that I read?
A. I'm understanding this entire section is
addressed to the students in that they're bound
by it, yes.
Q. Is it your intent in having this placed in the
catalog that the school would also be bound by
it, including the portion that I just read
verbatim?
A. Yes.

Brumbaugh was not a student of the school. She contacted Korch to end my education. Korch was part of the
seminary, and it was Korch, with the help of Ruark, who wrote the March 20, 2002 letter (Exhibit 3 to Korch’s
September 18, 2003 deposition).
The policy states, “It is assumed, however, that any matter of concern in this area between members of the Seminary
community will first be dealt with according to the principles of Matthew 18:15-22.” Instead of following Western
Seminary’s policy, Korch took his concerns to Downs, who got Ruark involved, who testified:
“And I don't believe that the implication is that the exact procedure followed, or outlined in Matthew 18 is
intended to be followed in the case of the seminary”
So what is the policy? For years, the school had no interest following their policies and the students had no idea. To
put it another way, while the policy states, “any matter of concern in this area between members of the Seminary
community will first be dealt with according to the principles of Matthew” none of this mattered, and no one knew
that. Students were just jerked around.
But it gets better.
Filed under, “you can’t make this stuff up,” Ruark testified (Ruark, 3/26/04, pp. 218-219)
11
Q Did you assist in preparing any portion
12 of the student handbook?
13
A Yes.
14
Q Did you assist in any part of preparing
15 the catalog?
16
A Yes.
17
Q What part of the handbook did you assist
18 in preparing?
19
A Most of it. Although there are parts
20 that I asked people who are responsible for areas
21 to give me or make corrections.
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Q Did you assist in preparing the portion
of the handbook that dealt with the student code
of conduct?
A Yes.
Q Did you assist in preparing the portion
of the student handbook that dealt with the
quotation from Mark, which is contained in the
handbook?
A Matthew?
MR. ADLER: You referred to Mark.
MR. DRESSER: Matthew.
THE WITNESS: Yeah, I believe so.

Ruark authored the section in the catalog and handbook on Matthew 18 in question, and he sees no reason why it
should be followed, holding students to something that has nothing to do with the “seminary community.”
Subsequent to the events involving students Randy and Kevin, Western Seminary removed the requirement
of Matthew 18 from its policies in the catalog and handbook.

Location, Location, Location
This has to be the most bizarre part of Western Seminary’s kangaroo court. According to the handbook policies,
students at the San Jose branch campus had a policy that stated:
NOTE: On the branch campuses, investigation and determination of issues should take place in the closest
possible geographic proximity of those involved. However, processes and decisions made on the branch
campuses must always be done with the knowledge and involvement of the Dean of Student Development.
Again, Western did not follow its own written policies and had what it refers to as the SDC meeting about me in
Portland, Oregon. At some point, Western Seminary, et al., realized this major problem and attempted to cover it up
and by changing the narrative to suggest that I was a Portland student, to make it appear that they were following
Western's written policy for location of SDC meetings for Portland students.
Naturally, this went horribly wrong, as Wiggins falsified a student handbook that did not exist, and he entered it into
his deposition in the attempt to create a false paper trail to suggest that it was the authoritative handbook that should
be used concerning me. Clearly by the request for documents for his deposition, no request was made for a Portland
Handbook, because it was known to Dresser and myself that it didn’t exist. When Wiggins entered a false record
during his deposition under oath, he violated California Penal Code §§ 132/134. Offering or Preparing False
Evidence is a felony-level offense that can carry sentences of up to three years in prison, in addition to substantial
court fines.
But Western Seminary sees no need to follow the law.
This all began with Korch when he testified (Korch, 9/18/03, pp. 73-74):
25
Where was the Student Development Committee
1 meeting held?
2
A On the Portland campus, I believe.
3
Q Did you have an understanding of where
4 Miss Brumbaugh resided at that time?
5
A Probably did at that time.
6
Q Did she reside in the State of Oregon at that
7 time?
8
A I don't recall.
9
Q Did anyone offer to provide her transportation
10 to the Student Development Committee?
11
A I wouldn't know that.
12
Q To your knowledge, did anyone provide any way
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for Miss Brumbaugh to speak telephonically to the
Student Development Committee?
A I wouldn't know that either.
Q Did anyone, to your knowledge, agree to
provide transportation for Miss Brumbaugh to travel to
the Student Development Committee?
A I wouldn't know that either.

Then Ruark was deposed and a note was included in his deposition showing that he knew there would be a
difference in the location and that they needed “to make sure we follow our own policies on this one – we may
end up the losers in a lawsuit if we don’t.” He stated as part of his notes (Ruark, 3/26/04, pp. 47-49)
23
THE WITNESS: "Conversation with Steve
24 Korch Re Randy Chapel, 3-4-02. Put any
25 conversations/proposed actions in the context of,
1 quote, general graduation requirements, unquote,
2 number one (page 29) of current catalog, colon,
3 quote, dot dot dot, Christian character and
4 conduct consistent with a God-given call to a
5 position of leadership, closed quote.
6
"CF also, quote, standard of character
7 and conduct, close quote, on page 30."
8
"Went over process of intervention.
9 Need to go to committee. Written statement of
10 concerns. Opportunity to speak on own behalf.
11 Bring, quote, witnesses, unquote, etc. Don't need
12 to answer questions."
13
"G. Tuck concerned about his physical
14 safety. I suggested Steve, underlined, take
15 materials to Travis Owens for input (not Gary) in
16 order to protect institution and Gary."
17
"Suggested that Steve send note to Rob
18 Re: next step. Chapel admitted having sexual
19 relationship with woman, but claims he was, quote,
20 seduced, unquote, (woman said it was, quote, more
21 than once, unquote.) Korch said Chapel did not
22 see where this matter was an issue to seminary.
23 Need to decide if we should offer Chapel the
24 option of withdrawing or to proceed to committee
25 action; if committee action, should it be Portland
1 committee or San Jose committee."
2
"Steve and I discussed the fact that
3 much of info Chapel sent to Bert and Steve is
4 superfluous since info came from woman, not Tuck,
5 and since Chapel is not denying involvement."
6
"Cautioned Steve to make sure we follow
7 our own policies on this one -- we may end up the
8 losers in a lawsuit if we don't."
Thus, by March 4, 2002, Western Seminary, et al., knew and understood the importance of following their policies
and the ramifications if they did not. But, in spite of that knowledge, Western Seminary, et al., proceeded to
knowingly violate their policies, including the location, knowing the detriment it would be to me – the one who’s
purported “care” they were to consider as testified by Ruark himself (Ruark, 3/26/04, pp. 93-95):
12
Q Who scheduled the Student Development
13 Committee?
14
A I did.
15
Q Why did you schedule it in Portland
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16 instead of San Jose?
17
A For several reasons. One, Randy was
18 taking classes at both campuses, so he was a
19 Portland student as well as a San Jose student.
20 There was no existing student development
21 committee in San Jose, and no one who had been
22 through this kind of process before there. And
23 there was a committee in Portland, and that
24 committee had been through a similar process,
25 obviously with a different case, but had been
1 through the process.
2
Q If it had been a student development
3 committee out of San Jose would the members of the
4 committee have been different than those which
5 were the student development committee in
6 Portland?
7
A Yes. If it had been a student
8 development committee down there, it would have
9 been different, yes.
10
Q And if it was scheduled in San Jose,
11 would it have been more convenient for Mr. Chapel
12 to be able to present witnesses?
13
MR. ADLER: Objection; calls for
14 speculation.
15 BY MR. DRESSER:
16
Q Did you in your mind, as of let's say
17 March of 2002, specifically March 7 of 2002, have
18 it in your mind that it would have been more
19 convenient for Mr. Chapel to present his case or
20 his side of the story if student development
21 committee had been held in San Jose?
22
A Setting aside the date for a moment, you
23 know, as I talked with the Dean of Student
24 Development, Dr. Wiggins, and we talked about
25 alternatives on how to proceed, it was our belief
1 that having it in Portland, using the Portland
2 committee with a representative from San Jose,
3 Dr. Britts, would be the best way to proceed.
4
Q That isn't responsive to the specific
5 question, sir. I know you chose to make it that
6 way. But I'm going to ask you a question. In
7 here it says, quote -- and I'm referring again to
8 this March 7, 2002 e-mail from yourself to
9 Mr. Korch with a copy to Wiggins, Downs and
10 Roberts -- where you say, quote, the main
11 disadvantages are that it would be more difficult
12 for Randy to have persons accompany him and that
13 Randy would be away from his support base while
14 he's going through a difficult process." Is that
15 from that e-mail, sir?
16
A It is.
17
Q And was that your state the mind as of
18 March 7th of 2002?
19
A Yes.
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Here Capitan Kangaroo understands he is caught, and so he changes the role Britts plays at the SDC from observer
to a “representative from San Jose.” In fact, Britts was actually from Sacramento and he was Kevin's instructor who
Western Seminary used against Kevin.
By this point, Western understood they had failed to follow their own policies and procedures, so when Wiggins was
deposed, Western Seminary, et al., proceeded to create a false record claiming there was a Portland Student
Handbook, and Wiggins entered it into the record as a means to suggest I was a Portland student and that they were
following the “Portland Handbook” which was entered at Wiggins’ deposition as exhibit 161.
Wiggins testified (Wiggins, 8/9/05, pp. 99-101)
14
(Exhibit No. 161 was marked for
15
identification.)
16
17 BY MR. DRESSER:
18
Q What is the document which has been
19 marked as Exhibit 161?
20
A This is our student handbook for
21 2001/2002, and I believe it's the Portland campus
22 handbook. The student handbook.
23
Q You used the words "I believe," which
24 makes the answer somewhat ambiguous. So, first,
25 is this the student handbook for 2001/2002?
1
A Yes. 2001/2002 Student Handbook.
2
Q Is it the student handbook that applies
3 to students who are enrolled in the degree program
4 at the Portland campus?
5
A Okay, I'm looking a little more through
6 to make sure. Yes. This would be the Portland
7 campus handbook.
8
Q You understand that Mr. Chapel was he
9 enrolled in an M.Div. program, correct?
10
A Correct.
11
Q Was he enrolled at the San Jose campus
12 for purposes of that degree?
13
MR. ADLER: I'm going to object to the
14 question as unclear and ambiguous in its reference
15 to time -- or its failure to refer to time. Are
16 you referring to a given time, Mr. Dresser?
17 BY MR. DRESSER:
18
Q Prior to April -- In the year 2002,
19 prior to April 2 of 2002, was Mr. Chapel enrolled
20 as a student in a program through the San Jose
21 campus of Western Seminary?
22
A Yes.
23
Q Was he enrolled in a program as of 2002
24 prior to April 2 of 2002 in a degree program at
25 the Portland campus?
1
A Yes.
2
Q What degree program was enrolled in in
3 the Portland campus?
4
A Pre-TH.M.
5
Q Does Western Seminary offer a pre-TH.M.
6 program?
7
A It's a special status. It's a part of
8 TH.M. for someone who is not fully qualified for
9 TH.M.
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Q Was Mr. Chapel fully qualified to be
enrolled in the TH.M. program prior to April 2 of
2002?
A No, he was not.

So at this time, Wiggins, who is the person responsible for all catalogs and handbooks, enters what he calls the
Portland Handbook in to evidence for the school. Then makes up why he did and is caught because I am actually a
San Jose student, which Western Seminary, et al., knew the whole time. So Wiggins is caught and Dresser drills
down further, while Wiggins is evasive with his answers.44 Wiggins testified (Wiggins, 8/9/05, pp. 101-108):
25
Q Was Mr. Chapel provided a student
1 handbook for the 2001/2002 school year for the
2 Portland campus?
3
MR. ADLER: I'm going to object. The
4 question calls for this witness's speculation.
5 You can answer, sir, as to whether or not you
6 provided a handbook or have reason to believe that
7 he was given a handbook.
8
THE WITNESS: I don't know. I could say
9 it's customary.
10 BY MR. DRESSER:
11
Q It's customary?
12
A To provide the handbook.
13
Q To provide which student handbook?
14
A For the student enrolling at a campus.
15
Q Well, Mr. Chapel, did he get -16 Mr. Chapel was in an M.Div. program for the San
17 Jose campus, correct?
18
A He was enrolled in an M.Div. program at
19 San Jose campus, yes.
20
Q And he was taking courses that would
21 lead to a TH.M. degree through the Portland
22 campus, correct?
23
A He was taking courses, yes.
24
Q And you've identified him as being in a
25 pre-TH.M. program, correct?
1
A Correct.
2
Q Does Western Seminary's accreditors
3 recognize a pre-TH.M. degree status?
4
A Could you clarify what you mean by
5 recognize?
6
Q Is Western Seminary accredited by any
7 institutions?
8
A Yes.
9
Q And who accredits Western Seminary as an
10 educational institution?
11
A Regional and our national.
12
Q And who are the regional?
13
A NWCCU.
14
MR. ADLER: You better let the court
15 know what that stands for. Letters and/or words.
16
THE WITNESS: NWCCU, I believe is what
17 the abbreviation is. Northwest -- they changed
18 their title a couple years ago, and I don't have
44

Here I note for reference that Wiggins notes the Britts resigned. You will recall that it was Britts that also violated FERPA in 2002 with Andy
Lewis and it was later Britts who helped destroy Kevin’s education. Britts would testify that “god” had led him into other things. Right.
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it memorized very well. It's the Northwest region
for colleges and universities.
BY MR. DRESSER:
Q And what is the national accrediting
institution?
A Association of Theological Schools.
Q Is a pre-TH.M. degree accredited by ATS.
MR. ADLER: I believe that misstates the
witness's testimony. I don't believe that he
indicated that there was a pre-TH.M. degree. If
I'm wrong about that, he can certainly comment on
that.
THE WITNESS: Could you repeat the
question?
MR. ADLER: I think the question was, is
a pre-TH.M. degree accredited by ATS?
THE WITNESS: We do not have a pre-TH.M.
degree.
BY MR. DRESSER:
Q Does ATS accredit Western Seminary's
issuance of a TH.M. degree?
A Yes.
Q And does ATS require as part of its
accreditation that a student complete certain
programs before he can be enrolled in a TH.M.
program?
A Yes.
Q Does ATS accreditation require that a
student complete an M.Div. program before they
become enrolled in a TH.M. program?
A It's one of the requirements.
Q What are the other requirements?
A A student can also complete a Master of
Arts in theology with additional courses or
additional training.
Q Had Mr. Chapel received a Master of Arts
in that program that you just identified?
A I'm sorry, could you repeat the
question?
Q Sure. Did Mr. Chapel complete a
Master's of Arts with the other information that
you've already identified?
A If you're asking did he, I don't believe
he did.
MR. ADLER: It's 12:30. Is this a good
time to break?
MR. DRESSER: Almost.
BY MR. DRESSER:
Q With respect to the document which has
been marked as Exhibit 161, did you have any
participation in drafting any of the words which
are found under the subsection, "Regulations and
Appeals," which is found on page eight and
continues on to page nine? And, specifically, did
you write any of the exact words which are used in
that section?
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25
MR. ADLER: I'm going to object to the
1 question in its reference to, quote, drafting the
2 words, end quote. And you've not been instructed.
3
THE WITNESS: Okay. I don't recall.
4 BY MR. DRESSER:
5
Q I'm going to show you the document which
6 has been marked as Exhibit 160. We've talked
7 about this before. This is the job description
8 that you've prepared, correct?
9
A That's correct.
10
Q And you've interlineated, at the very
11 beginning of the deposition, a line through the
12 words, "Associate dean of student development for
13 Northern California; is that correct?
14
A That's correct.
15
Q Is there now an associate dean of
16 student development for Northern California?
17
A No.
18
Q In April of 2002, was there an associate
19 dean of student development for Northern
20 California?
21
A Yes. We just had hired a new one who
22 had just started.
23
Q Who was that?
24
A Dan Britts.
25
Q Do you have any understanding why there
1 is not at the present time an associate dean of
2 student development for Northern California?
3
A Well, we lost a person, a person
4 resigned and left the employment, and it was our
5 intention on reflecting that we did not -- we
6 would not have an associate dean for Northern
7 California. There was a change of plans.
8
Q And who was the individual who resigned?
9
A Dan Britts.
10
Q Did Mr. Britts tell you why he resigned?
11
A When you say "tell me," could you be
12 more specific?
13
Q Did he state to you orally or in
14 writing, by an e-mail, or by any other form of
15 communication why he resigned?
16
A Yes. I recall he did.
17
Q And what did he tell you as to why he
18 resigned?
19
MS. HUNG: I'm going to object to this
20 question in that it may invade Mr. Britts' right
21 to confidentiality and privacy. It's not relevant
22 to any of the issues in the matter of the pending
23 litigation, nor is it more reasonably calculated
24 to lead to the discovery or relevant and/or
25 admissible evidence.
1
MR. ADLER: And I would certainly
2 concur. The witness seems to have some difficulty
3 with the question. Let's take a very brief break
4 and let us find out why he has a difficulty.
5 Okay, let's go outside.
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MR. DRESSER: I would prefer that the
witness answer the question before the break is
taken. It's a possibility that counsel is telling
the witness how to answer the question.
MR. ADLER: With all due respect, it
appears that the witness is personally
uncomfortable with the question and the demand
that it be answered. Let's see whether or not
that's something that can be resolved. Come on
outside.

Notice how Wiggins skirts, is evasive and tends to be misleading in his answers because it is now going to heat up.
Unknown to Western Seminary, et al., I was aware there was no Portland Handbook and that Wiggins had lied and
produced a false record during his deposition. Ruark testified (Ruark, 8/10/05, pp. 189-195):
13
Q I'm going to show you a document that is
14 marked as Exhibit 161 to the deposition of Rob
15 Wiggins. Do you know what that document is?
16
A It's the 2001/2002 Portland campus
17 student handbook.
18
Q Did Portland campus have a 2001/2002
19 student handbook?
20
A Yes.
21
Q Does it presently have a student
22 handbook?
23
A Yes.
24
Q In what fashion is the student handbook
25 for the Portland campus distributed to its
1 students?
2
A We distribute it to all incoming
3 students.
4
Q How?
5
A It's usually included in a packet of
6 information that new students receive generally at
7 orientation. Or if they aren't at orientation,
8 when they come to enroll and register.
9
Q Any other ways it's provided to the
10 students?
11
MR. ADLER: I'll object to the question
12 as calling for speculation. But if the witness
13 can think of other ways it might be provided, he
14 can answer.
15
THE WITNESS: If a student came in and
16 asked for a handbook, we would give it to him or
17 her.
18 BY MR. DRESSER:
19
Q And who would the student go to to ask
20 for a copy of the handbook?
21
MR. ADLER: That kind of calls for
22 speculation, don't you think?
23 BY MR. DRESSER:
24
Q What department would the student go to
25 to obtain a copy of the student handbook?
1
MR. ADLER: Again, that calls for
2 speculation. If you'd like to know what
3 department he might be directed to, that would
4 probably be different.
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5
THE WITNESS: The admission and records
6 office holds the copies of the handbook.
7 BY MR. DRESSER:
8
Q Who works in the admissions and records
9 department?
10
MS. HUNG: I object to these questions
11 because they're not relevant to the issue of the
12 litigation.
13
MR. ADLER: And to the extent that those
14 questions are cast in the present tense as opposed
15 to the past tense so as to cover circumstances
16 relevant to Mr. Chapel, I would certainly have to
17 agree with that. Are you asking about today's
18 employees?
19
MR. DRESSER: Yes.
20
THE WITNESS: And are you asking about
21 Portland?
22 BY MR. DRESSER:
23
Q Yes.
24
MR. ADLER: Go ahead, but, again, we're
25 wasting time.
1
THE WITNESS: The assistant registrar is
2 Rachelle Gibb.
3
MR. ADLER: Let's hold on until Mr.
4 Chapel is through rustling papers.
5
MR. DRESSER: He can answer the
6 question.
7
MR. ADLER: Not if the court reporter
8 can't hear the answer. Mr. Chapel appears to be
9 done. Go ahead.
10
THE WITNESS: The student services
11 associate is Mark Baker; enrollment associate is
12 Krista Cane, "Krista" with a K and "Cane" with a
13 C. And that would be the employees of the student
14 services department.
15 BY MR. DRESSER:
16
Q Does the admissions and records
17 department have employed any enrollment
18 counselors?
19
A Yes, they have. I'm sorry.
20
Q And who are the enrollment counselors?
21
MR. ADLER: And, again, counsel, the
22 question is cast in the present, right?
23
MR. DRESSER: It is.
24
MR. ADLER: And, again, this is a waste
25 of time. But I'm not going to stop you from
1 wasting your time. Go ahead.
2
THE WITNESS: The director of enrollment
3 is Steve Thomas. One enrollment counselor is
4 Jodie Tingle, J-o-d-i-e, T-i-n-g-l-e. The other
5 is Matt, M-a-t-t, Vorhees, V-o-r-h-e-e-s.
6 BY MR. DRESSER:
7
Q Have you been to the admissions and
8 records department within the last month?
9
A Yes.
10
Q Have you observed any student handbooks
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being present at the admissions and records
department?
MR. ADLER: I'm going to direct him not
to answer this question. It's totally
inappropriate and irrelevant, and now you're
wasting my time and Mr. Hung's and the witness's.
That I resent.
MR. DRESSER: Did you instruct the
witness not to answer?
MR. ADLER: I sure did.
MR. DRESSER: I believe the student
handbook, which is identified as Exhibit 161, is a
false document that wasn't ever intended to be
produced. That document was not produced at any
time prior to today. Lynn Ruark swore under
penalty of perjury and to verification of
discovery responses that he's produced all the
student handbooks.
Yesterday for the first time we get the
student handbook that says Student Handbook
2001-2002.
MR. ADLER: Now, what has that got to do
with what's sitting in the student service office,
whatever that was, in Portland today in 2005/2006.
And I might add during a period of time when
there's nobody -- when there are no students on
campus. The school is in recess right now.
Now, if you can tell me what the one has
to do with the other, I will reconsider my
instruction. If you can't tell me, I'm going to
assume that you have no explanation.
MR. DRESSER: Because I don't believe
that this is a true document. And the fact that
there are none today is a good indication that
they weren't back in 2001/2002. And the fact that
it's not listed on a website is a good indication
that there wasn't any in existence. And the fact
that no enrollment counselors are able to identify
a student handbook as existing now or at any time
in the past for the Portland campus is a further
indication that it is a false and fraudulent
document. The fact that you're client, Mr. Ruark,
who is sitting here, swore under penalty of
perjury that they produced all the student
handbooks, and did so in responses of at least two
sets of discovery requests which asked for that,
including a supplemental request to produce
documents, and a supplemental interrogatory,
meaning that on four separate occasions this
witness has not identified a student handbook such
as that which is identified as Exhibit 161, are
all good reasons to indicate that might not be an
accurate document.

I confronted the fraud being perpetrated by Western Seminary, et al., against me the next day by going to the
Portland campus where I asked for the “Portland Handbook.” Of course, none existed! Western Seminary, et al.,
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came unglued, and Adler threatened criminal trespass against me if I ever stepped foot on campus again (Ruark,
8/10/05, pp. 63-65):
21
(Mr. Adler's phone ringing. Break taken
22
11:26 to 11:40 a.m.)
23
24
MR. ADLER: Before the examination
25 starts, I will reiterate, as I did off the record,
1 that I've been informed that Mr. Chapel was on the
2 Portland campus of the seminary today, where he
3 was attempting to obtain information under false
4 pretenses by giving a false name.
5
Mr. Dresser, I will tell you right now,
6 Mr. Chapel is not permitted on that campus. It
7 will be dealt with as trespassing.
8
MR. DRESSER: Did you ever give Mr.
9 Chapel notice prior to today that the public
10 access areas of Western Seminary were not open to
11 him?
12
MR. ADLER: No. Did you ever give
13 notice to Mr. Chapel or to us that it was
14 appropriate for him to attempt to obtain
15 information under a false name?
16
MR. DRESSER: I'm not going to discuss
17 my conversations with Mr. Chapel, and I have no
18 knowledge of what you speak about concerning
19 alleged false pretenses. As far as I understand,
20 you've been here in this deposition, so what you
21 just said is at best slanderous statements.
22 Whether they happen to be true or not or whether
23 they happen to be privileged or not, I don't
24 particularly know. I do know that you're not
25 under oath at the moment. If you'd like, we can
1 place yourself under oath if would like to do
2 that.
3
MR. ADLER: I will reiterate.
4 Mr. Chapel is to stay off of the seminary's
5 private property.
6
MR. DRESSER: I heard that.
7
MR. ADLER: Good.
The fact is, there never was a Portland Handbook and Western Seminary, et al., was caught providing a known false
document, with two main parties – Wiggins (Dean of Student Development) and Captain Kangaroo Ruark, both
lying under oath to cover for what they and the school did.
As a way to document what happened, Wiggins had the two people I spoke with at the school write down their
account. Both are actually noted in the transcript above as people found in the office. In doing so, Western
acknowledge that no Portland Handbook existed, while at the same time attempting to make me out as a liar in order
to misdirect the fact that both Wiggins and Ruark had perjured themselves.
Here are the three statements and they were later entered as exhibits 286, 287 and 288. Matt Vorhees stated in
reference to the purported Portland Handbook:
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Krista Cain stated in reference to the purported Portland handbook:

and Helen York stated

Asking for, what is claimed to be public information at a school and under a different name is not a crime as noted
by Dresser; falsifying a record, knowing that in fact the record is false is. Falsifying records is what Western
Seminary did in 2005, during the OCR investigation (18 U.S. Code § 1001) and lying about it under oath is perjury
(18 U.S. Code § 1621).
They see no reason to follow the law.
In spite of reality, Western Seminary, et al., continued with the false narrative that a Portland Handbook existed.
This is what Western Seminary does: it falsifies materials and expects to get away with it.45
Ruark finally comes clean and admits which handbook (the fake Portland or the actual San Jose) applied to me.
They went to all that trouble thinking they would not get caught, and yet perjured themselves in the process, while
committing a felony in order to falsely appear that they were following their policies (Ruark, 8/10/05, pp. 201-202):
14
Q Why was there a separate handbook
45
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prepared for the Northern California campus?
A Because their campus is different. Some
of their policies are different, some of their
procedures are different. Some information in the
Portland handbook is unique to Portland. So a
decision was made for that they would publish
their own handbook.
Q Which handbook applied to Mr. Chapel?
MR. ADLER: At what time, please?
BY MR. DRESSER:
Q In the year of 2002.
A I guess I would say the Northern
California handbook.

As detailed in the OCR review and once again in the Victim Impact Statement, Western Seminary, et al., falsified
records during a federal investigation, while making additional misrepresentations to OCR in 2005. Then the school
and its administration took creating false evidence to a whole new level after March 14, 2006. Western Seminary, et
al., involved ATS and NWCCU over and against the 18-month federal investigation of complaints I filed to the U.S.
Department of Education. Western Seminary, ATS and NWCCU colluded together against my complaints and our
two civil cases. These three examples of habitually falsifying documents and evidence, and not following published
policies or laws all in one case, demonstrate the ongoing pattern and practices of Western Seminary. What they do is
not in error; corruption and deceit is normalized at Western Seminary.
More broadly, it demonstrates the length Western Seminary, et al., will go to cover up and commit fraud and other
criminal activities. Further, they expect to get away with it. Western Seminary is not a place that the Christian
version of God exists nor are they interested in the welfare of their students. Western Seminary is a place of evil; a
place run by evil people; a place willing to do evil and wicked things to anyone that gets in their way.

No Investigation
According to Brumbaugh, on February 15, 2002 she contacted Korch and on April 2, 2002 a kangaroo court was
held in Portland. Then on February 13, 2003 my lawsuit was filed against Western Seminary, et al. By August 10,
2005, Ruark was deposed. By this date, it had been 1272 days (3 years, 5 months, 26 days) since Ruark and others
first became aware of the allegations made by Brumbaugh. Naturally, Ruark was asked if any investigation had
been conducted (Ruark was deposed on 8/10/05, pp. 36-37):
4
Q Did you conduct any independent
5 investigation to determine whether Debbie
6 Brumbaugh's allegations of having sex with
7 Mr. Chapel on multiple occasions was true?
8
A No.
9
Q Did you perform any independent
10 investigation to determine whether Debbie
11 Brumbaugh's allegations that Mr. Chapel's sex with
12 her was not consensual was true?
13
A No.
14
Q Now, I just asked the question, did you.
15 At any time up until today have you conducted an
16 independent investigation on your own to determine
17 whether Debbie Brumbaugh's allegations that she
18 had sex with Randy Chapel on multiple occasions
19 was true?
20
A No.
21
Q At any time up until today have you
22 conducted any independent investigation to
23 determine whether Debbie Brumbaugh's allegations
24 that her sexual relations with Mr. Chapel were
10/10/17
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25
1

nonconsensual?
A No.

So when Secretary DeVos on September 7, 2017 made her statements regarding people’s lives, due process and
schools with kangaroo courts, it is as if this case was designed years in advance as the bench mark case for the
nation of every possible thing that could go wrong, and just how corrupt schools can be against students and
families.

Remorse
Remorse can be defined as a deep regret or guilt for a wrong committed. The term "remorse" is not mentioned in
either the catalog or the student handbook, and “lack of remorse” is not noted as an “issue” a student will be judged
by. But this did not stop Western Seminary, and in particular the child molester Korch from making "remorse" an
“issue” to discredit me. It also didn't stop Korch from denying testimony from Sawyer favorable to me during the
kangaroo court regarding my remorse, because it did not fall within the narrative Western Seminary wanted to
portray about my character. Korch further denied my personal communication to him on February 19, 2002,
expressing my personal remorse--just as Sawyer told Korch and Ruark, and also testified I had expressed to him.

Sex and the School
At Western Seminary, students had sex all the time outside of marriage, but if you talked to Western Seminary, et
al., you got a completely different set of answers and narrative. Korch testified (Korch, 9/18/03, pp. 206-210):
25
Q The sections that refer to conduct expected of
1 students, is that conduct mandatory?
2
MR. ADLER: That's already been asked and
3 answered. He said it was expected.
4
MR. DRESSER: He did not answer the question
5 about whether it is mandatory. He could have answered
6 it, "yes"; he could have answered it "no." He gave a
7 different answer.
8
I am now asking the question specifically
9 about mandatory. An evasive answer to a deposition
10 question may be considered tantamount to no answer. I'm
11 asking a question to get the answer to the words using
12 the phrase "mandatory." If he has an answer, he has
13 one; if he doesn't, he doesn't.
14
MR. ADLER: I forget what the question was,
15 but instead I'm going to ask the court reporter if she
16 is able to go back to the last question in which the
17 word mandatory was used without unduly delaying the
18 deposition.
19
(Record read as follows:
20
"Q The sections that refer to
21
conduct expected of students, is
22
that conduct mandatory?")
23
MR. ADLER: And this question is different
24 how? And his answer was?
25
MR. DRESSER: He hasn't answered this
1 question.
2
MR. ADLER: I mean, what was his answer to the
3 last question that you just read back?
4
(Record read as follows:
5
"Q Okay. Do you believe that
6
that catalog sets forth
7
mandatory provisions for conduct
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by a student?
"A It sets forth expectations
of a student.")
MR. ADLER: Okay.
I think that demonstrates that the pending
question has been asked and answered, but I won't stop
him from answering it again.
THE WITNESS: I believe it's -- it would be
more accurate to say that it's an expectation of
students rather than a mandatory.
BY MR. DRESSER:
Q Why?
A Because I believe mandatory puts a more
legalistic spin to that question that you're asking, and
that is not the nature of that.
What these pages outline in the conduct and
character expectations that this is what the normal
Christian life looks like. This is what is typical
normal character, and we are training spiritual leaders
who need to be exemplary of this.
Q Okay.
If Mr. Chapel had continued to engage in
premarital sex, even after being advised that that may
violate the morality provisions of the handbook, would
it be appropriate for him to continue to be a student at
Western Seminary?
A If he had continued in that?
Q (Nods head.)
A No, it wouldn't be appropriate.
Q Why?
A Because he is not displaying the character
expected of a student.
Q Are you aware of whether there are any
students who have graduated from Western Seminary who
have been known to have engaged in premarital sex to
continue to have engaged in premarital sex throughout
their studies at Western Seminary and who have still
graduated?
A I'm not aware of those.
Q Have you ever asked whether there is any such
person -A No.
Q -- or persons?
If a person had engaged in premarital sex
throughout the time period of their education at Western
Seminary, do you think they would be appropriate to
become a pastor?
A No.
Q Why?
A Because of the character that indicates the
normal Christian life and spiritual maturity that is
required in the scriptures of a spiritual leader.

One example of the many students having sex outside of marriage and graduating from Western Seminary is Pastor
Rob Bryceson, M. Div. ’93. Pastor Bryceson testified on April 15, 2005: 1) he attended Western Seminary; 2) he
was involved in ministry at the time; 3) he met his future wife (Tanya) in December of 1991 and at some point they
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had sex in and around April/May of 1992; 4) WESTERN’s administration knew about Bryceson’s pregnant
girlfriend (in and around October/November) when Dean David Eckman was involved; 5) there was a meeting that
“was not a hugely meaningful meeting to me” as WESTERN “wasn't the kind of campus life where private and
personal life interacted. It was a commuter school.” (p. 13)
Pastor Rob Bryceson clearly indicated in his testimony “NO” to the following questions:
• “Did the school at any time require that you go through any counseling?” (pp. 13-14)
• “Did the school ever tell you that they were going to suspend your education?” (p. 14)
• “Was your education with Western Seminary ever suspended by the school?” (p. 14)
• “Did anyone at the school ever tell you that you would not be qualified to graduate unless you went through
some school program?” (p. 14)
• “Did the school request that you give to them any information about any counseling you went to, either church
counseling or psychological counseling?” (p. 14)
• “Did you ever go through a student development committee or other disciplinary hearing?” (p. 14)
Pastor Rob Bryceson’s shocking testimony caused there to be a hush in the deposition room as he was asked:
“Were you allowed to continue with your education and graduate?” Pastor Rob Bryceson clearly testified: “Yes.
My daughter was born in December of '92. I graduated the following -- you know, six months later. I graduated
on a Saturday, went to ceremonies. The very next day I married Tanya.” (p. 14)
Finally, on October 18, 2005 Rev. Dr. David Eckman, PhD stated under oath (Eckman, 10/18/05, pp. 110-111):
22 Q. During the time period when you were
23 executive vice-president or dean of Western Seminary,
24 did you become aware that any student had had sexual
25 relations outside of marriage?
1 MR. ADLER: You can answer that question yes
2 or no.
3 THE DEPONENT: Yes.
4 BY MR. DRESSER:
5 Q. How many times?
6 MR. ADLER: You mean how many times the
7 student had sex or how many students are we talking 8 about?
9 THE DEPONENT: That's why I'm laughing.
10 BY MR. DRESSER:
11 Q. How many students did you become aware?
12 A. Probably several. As to the specifics, I
13 cannot recollect clearly.
Apparently at Western Seminary, everyone graduates having sex outside of marriage, regardless of how many times,
including having a child. It is well known by the administration and it is something they want and have demanded is
covered up. In fact, Western Seminary, et al., demanded ¶8 Non-Disparagement/Non-Disclosure/Non-Interference,
¶9 Confidentiality, ¶10 Selected Speech, ¶11a Arbitration, ¶14 No-complaints; ¶15 No Cooperation with the
government. These demands were linked as demands for education criteria as the only way I could retain previously
earned and paid for education and earn additional education leading to Master of Divinity and Master of Theology
degrees and under the threat of ¶11b Liquidated Damages. Because if this information got out – to the government,
to the public, etc., Western Seminary’s, et al. whole narrative breaks down.

Habitual
Western Seminary, et al., knew that the whole multiple times bit was thin, and most of all since Bryceson not only
claimed to have sex once, but also had a child from it. We would learn through investigation work that students had
sex, got drunk and smoked pot.
So Dresser explored this point, because Western’s policy claimed “habitual.” Dresser drilled down on Sandy
Wilson who testified (Wilson, 8/17/04, pp. 139-141, etc.):
19
Q And you were primarily looking at
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"Standards of character and conduct," is that
correct?
A Yes. Uh-huh.
Q Now, what did you understand -- In April
of 2002, did you have an understanding about what
the word at the end of the first paragraph under
"Standard of Character and Conduct, quote,
habitual infraction, end quote, meant?
A Habitual infraction? What I thought
what meant?
Q Yes. In April of 2002, did you have an
understanding what that meant?
A That is was an ongoing event for a time.
Q Okay. And, now, in the handbook that
you have, it has a section that begins on that
same page 30, quote, failure on a student's part
to live up to those standards becomes the concern
of the faculty. Does it have that?
A Yes.
Q And then it says after that, parens, it
is assumed however, that any matter of concern in
this area between members of the Seminary, with a
capital "S," community will first be dealt with
according to principles of Matthew 18:15-22,
closed parens. Does your copy have that?
A Yes, it does.
Q First all, what do you understand
seminary community to be?
A Seminary community would be faculty,
students.
Q Would it include employees?
A I wouldn't necessarily -- Well, we're
all employees.
Q Even students? Are all people who are
employees at Western Seminary either students or
faculty?
A No.
Q How about administrators?
A Yeah. It would include administrators.
Q Would it include individuals who are
visiting students, or temporary students?
A No.

Then she testified, pp. 210-212
1 BY MR. DRESSER:
2
Q Does it matter to you if it was once and
3 only once?
4
A If I knew what resulted following that,
5 what had Randy done in regards to that, his own
6 process.
7
Q Okay. Well, let me read to you from the
8 transcript of the memorandum of the points and
9 authorities in preliminary opposition to petition
10 for writ of mandate. Page two, footnote one,
11 quote, more recently, plaintiff has denied that he
12 and Ms. Brumbaugh had intercourse more than one
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time." This is a documents signed by Mr. Adler.
MR. ADLER: Is that statement untrue,
Counsel?
MR. DRESSER: No. The statement is that
Mr. Chapel does in fact deny and has denied and
has always denied having intercourse with her more
than one time.
MR. ADLER: But does acknowledge having
had sex with her once. Is that also true?
Apparently not deserving of an answer.
BY MR. DRESSER:
Q So, now, assume that that is the fact
from Mr. Chapel's perspective and that he told
that to people and that that was relayed to both
Mr. Korch and Mr. Ruark that sex occurred only on
one occasion. And then let's assume that the
student handbook which we read from refers to
habitually, and that your understanding of
habitually is ongoing. And that the only
theoretical evidence is what Mr. Korch and
Mr. Ruark told you, and that in fact it comes from
a person named Debbie Brumbaugh who first we
talked about her being odd about this rape issue,
now we're talking with another one, about her
asserting that the first time that she ever had
sex with Mr. Chapel and that she doesn't remember
the time or location of having that sex. Would
that affect your opinion of her credibility on the
particular issue of the numbers of times that they
had had sex?
MR. ADLER: Calls for speculation, it's
complex and compound, it's an incomplete and
inaccurate hypothetical. If the witness is able
to speculate on what would have happened if
certain other things had happened, she can
respond.
THE WITNESS: I don't understand that
question.
MR. ADLER: I don't either.
BY MR. DRESSER:
Q Is the numbers of times that Randy
Chapel had sex with Debbie Brumbaugh in your
opinion as of April of 2002 an issue for
consideration by the Student Development
Committee?
A Is the number of times? For me
personally it's not the number of times, but it's
the attitude about what he had done that makes the
difference. I mean, if it's one or three, I don't
know, it seems to be a point where you need to
say, okay, so what is he doing to not fall into
that trap again.

Dresser here is asking if sex is a problem to Wilson, because he is probing if she knows the policy and if the policy
was applied. For Wilson, having sex on multiple times (“habitual infraction”) is not the issue, it’s the attitude.
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Thus, if you have a bad “attitude” and have sex once, you cross the line – this is not the policy. Here is a person
making judgments regarding a student, and she is unable to qualify her actions and understanding per policy.
So Korch was up next and he testified (Korch, 6/24/05, p. 262):
10:48:17 9
Q. Do you understand what the term habitual
10:48:19 10 means?
10:48:20 11
A. Yes.
10:48:21 12
Q. What does habitual mean, to your
10:48:24 13 understanding?
10:48:25 14
A. Something that has become a pattern in
10:48:28 15 someone's life.
10:48:30 16
Q. Do you have an understanding that Mr. Chapel
10:48:33 17 had a pattern of moral failure involving fornication?
10:48:37 18
A. I believe so.
10:48:39 19
Q. How so?
10:48:41 20
A. By repeated involvement in sexual relations
10:48:46 21 outside of marriage.
10:48:48 22
Q. And who did he have repeated instances of
10:48:51 23 sexual relations outside of marriage with?
10:48:53 24
A. It's my understanding that would be with
10:48:56 25 Deborah Brumbaugh.
Then Wiggins proceeded to dance around the various questions (Wiggins, 9/22/05, pp. 375-382)
3 Q. BY MR. DRESSER: Mr. Wiggins, do you have a
4
meaning for the word fornication?
5 A. Not off the top of my head. I would need to
6
look it up.
7 Q. Do you expect students who read the handbook to
8
have an understanding of what the word
9
fornication means?
10 A. I think that they would have a general idea, and
11
then if they were concerned or troubled they
12
would look it up.
13 Q. Do you have an understanding of the word
14
habitual?
15 A. I'd say yes.
16 Q. What does habitual mean to you?
17 A. Likely more than once.
18 Q. Okay. How many more times than once?
19 A. You have to give me a context.
20 Q. Well, in the student handbook -- Well, let me do
21
it more specifically. In the Western Seminary
22
catalog it uses the word habitual infraction
23
with respect to standard of character in
24
conduct. Are you familiar, do you have a
25
recollection of how that's used in the catalog?
1 A. To answer that question I need to see the text.
2 Q. Okay. I'll show you the document which we'll
3
have marked as Exhibit 260. It is the cover
4
page and pages Bates stamped 0507 through 0511.
5
(Exhibit 260 marked for identification.)
6 Q. BY MR. DRESSER: Okay. Can you look at the
7
document which Mr. Adler got a chance to look
8
at.
9 A. Okay.
10 Q. Okay. I believe it's found at page, the page
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which is 28 in the catalog, which is stamped at
the lower right WS 0511.
A. Okay. I have the page open.
Q. In the middle column under the heading standard
of character and conduct, at the bottom of the
first full paragraph it uses the word habitual
infraction. Do you see that?
A. I do.
Q. Okay. What do you -- Strike that.
What does the word habitual infraction mean
in the context of this handbook, excuse me, of
this catalog?
MR. ADLER: I would suggest that the
witness read to himself the entire paragraph in
which that reference appears before answering
the question.
THE WITNESS: And the question.
(Record read as follows:
"Q What does the word habitual
infraction mean in the context of this
handbook, excuse me, of this catalog?")
THE WITNESS: I believe habitual infraction
is speaking of one of the possible ways in which
a person would jeopardize their student
continued enrollment.
Q. BY MR. DRESSER: Fine. But what does the word
habitual infraction mean?
A. It means more than once.
Q. How many more times than once?
A. More than once.
Q. So if a person did something twice, that would
be habitual infraction?
A. It may be. Depends on the nature of the
infraction. You only need to murder a person
once to have an infraction. Depends on the
nature of the infraction.
Q. So if something was a criminal act one would not
need to be habitual; correct?
MR. ADLER: Object. Pardon me. Objection.
Calls for speculation on the reference to,
quote, criminal act, end quote. Could mean
anything from overtime parking to mass murder.
So the question is so overly broad to be
meaningless. I won't instruct.
THE WITNESS: Could you repeat the question
to me.
(Record read as follows:
"Q So if something was a criminal act
one would not need to be habitual;
correct?")
THE WITNESS: I don't believe I can speak
to criminal act.
Q. BY MR. DRESSER: Well, why did you indicate that
murder would only have to happen once for it to
be a basis for -- Strike that.
When you said murder only has to happen
Randy Chapel: America’s Rapist and Immoral Student
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once, you mean that murder only has to happen
once for purposes of application of the
discipline by Western Seminary?
A. I use that as an example. A person could do
something one time and it's an infraction. You
do it several times and it's an infraction.
They're both infractions. They're both a
violation of the standard of the school.
Q. Okay. Did you, in approving the text of the
standard of character and conduct, intend the
reader student to understand that they would be
subject to discipline for a single act of
fornication?
A. Yes.
Q. How so?
A. Because that's a violation of the school's
standards and as the standards are listed or
stated here both in specific and in principle.
And when a student violates the standards, he
has an infraction.
Q. But where, please tell me where in the text of
this standard of character and conduct the
information by words are being communicated to
the student that a single act of fornication
would subject the student to discipline.
A. It says, it's essential the student exemplify a
God control life both on and off the campus and
affirm to the highest standards of conduct.
So if a student doesn't adhere to the
highest standards, it's a concern.
It also says, failure on the student's part
to live up to these standards become a concern
of the faculty.
Q. But where does it say in this document that
whether it be a concern of the school or a
concern of the faculty, that a single act of
fornication will be, will subject the student to
discipline?
MR. ADLER: You should answer that
question, sir, with respect to the specifics of
the statement. Does it say anywhere in there
specifically that a single act, specifically of
fornication, would have that impact?
THE WITNESS: It doesn't say specifically a
single act of fornication.
Q. BY MR. DRESSER: It does specifically refer to
habitual infraction; correct?
A. No.
Q. So you're telling me on the record under oath
that the word habitual infraction does not fit
within the standard of character and conduct in
this document?
MR. ADLER: Pardon me. I am going to
object to the question as unclear and ambiguous
in its reference to, quote, fit within, end
quote. I don't know what you mean.
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23
THE WITNESS: I don't know what you mean.
24 Q. BY MR. DRESSER: How about you -- You've taught
25
hermeneutics; correct?
1 A. Correct.
2 Q. Okay. And it deals with the author's intent as
3
communicated to the reader in a literary
4
document; correct?
5 A. Correct.
6 Q. And you were the individual who approved the
7
language used in the catalog; correct?
8 A. Correct.
9 Q. And you approved in this catalog the use of the
10
word habitual infraction; correct?
11 A. Correct.
12 Q. And this document, this catalog is the language
13
that as of the time Mr. Chapel was attending the
14
school was communicated to the student; correct?
15 A. Correct.
16 Q. Why did the words habitual, why were the words
17
habitual infraction placed within this portion
18
of the catalog under the heading standard of
19
character and conduct?
20
MR. ADLER: I'm going to object to the
21
question as incomplete in its hypothetical. The
22
wording is, quote, habitual infraction of this
23
principle, end quote. Sir, with that caveat, if
24
you can answer the question, you should.
25
THE WITNESS: Can you reread the question.
1
(Record read as follows:
2
"Q Why did the words habitual, why were
3
the words habitual
Finally, Ruark was back to muddle things up as to what habitual meant (Ruark, 9/23/05, pp. 64-67)
10 Q. As you sit here today, do you have an
11
understanding of what the word habitual means?
12 A. Yes.
13 Q. Okay. What is your understanding of what the
14
word habitual means?
15 A. Something that happens repeated over time.
16 Q. Okay. Did you participate in the preparation of
17
the language contained in the catalog in the,
18
under the topic of standard of character and
19
conduct again which is part of Exhibit 260 where
20
it refers to habitual infraction?
21 A. Yes, I did.
22 Q. Okay.
23
MR. ADLER: And the references were
24
completely to, quote, habitual infraction of
25
this principle will jeopardize a student's
1
continued enrollment.
2 Q. BY MR. DRESSER: What act or acts was -- Strike
3
that.
4
With respect to the word habitual, did, to
5
your knowledge, has anyone explained to Randy
6
Chapel that there is a different meaning for
7
habitual other than what you have just given to
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8
us?
9 A. Not that I am aware of.
10 Q. Are you aware of anyone having explained to
11
Randy Chapel what the word habitual means?
12 A. Not aware of that, no.
13 Q. Okay. What act or acts are you aware of that
14
Mr. Chapel was charged with that would
15
constitute habitual infraction of any principle?
16
THE WITNESS: Would you repeat the
17
question, please.
18
(Record read as follows:
19
"Q Okay. What act or acts are you aware
20
of that Mr. Chapel was charged with that
21
would constitute habitual infraction of
22
any principle?")
23
THE WITNESS: The charge that he had sex on
24
more than one occasion with Debbie Brumbaugh.
25 Q. BY MR. DRESSER: Anything else?
1 A. I would say that his repeated failure to take
2
responsibility for his actions.
3 Q. Anything else?
4 A. I think that would cover it.
5 Q. When you say failure to take responsibility,
6
what do you mean?
7 A. May I go back to the previous question?
8 Q. Certainly.
9
MR. ADLER: Of course you can.
10
THE WITNESS: Would you read the previous
11
question again.
12
(Record read as follows:
13
"Q Okay. What act or acts are you aware
14
of that Mr. Chapel was charged with that
15
would constitute habitual infraction of
16
any principle?")
17
THE WITNESS: And it had reference to the
18
student development committee meeting?
19 Q. BY MR. DRESSER: Yes.
20 A. Okay. Then I'm satisfied with my answer.
21
And the current question, please.
22
(Record read as follows:
23
"Q When you say failure to take
24
responsibility, what do you mean?")
25
THE WITNESS: Acknowledging that the acts
1
took place and his role in those actions.
2 Q. BY MR. DRESSER: Did not Mr. Chapel, in fact,
3
acknowledge in his initial communications with
4
Steve Korch that the act of sexual relations
5
with Debbie Brumbaugh took place?
6 A. That is my understanding, yes.
So at Western Seminary, they make policies for students. No one knows which policy applies; everyone has
different understandings of what the policy is and how it is applied.

Rape
From the start, Western Seminary denied any claim about rape. This included Adler (Korch, 9/18/03, pp. 219-220):
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25
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10

MR. DRESSER: Including payment of wages,
setting policy and procedure, telling him what's going
on, responding to his -- the obligations under the labor
code to provide him information about a grievance
procedure, to not withhold from him that they are going
to state at the time of the Student Development
Committee that he had raped this woman, when there is
absolutely no way in believing that it did. That's what
they did.
MR. ADLER: Counsel, you are apparently heard
a different tape from the one I heard, but that's okay.

The "tape" Adler is referring to is the audio tape I asked Ruark to make of the meeting Western Seminary, et al.,
calls the SDC. On that tape Ruark suggests to Sandra Wilson that I raped Brumbaugh. If it is understood that Ruark
is leading the members of the SDC to believe that I raped Brumbaugh, then my rights have been violated, since at no
time was any claim alleging I raped Brumbaugh told to me by either Korch or Ruark prior to April 2, 2002, that it
would be presented to the SDC kangaroo court, nor was that presented to me as an issue at the SDC itself. That
clearly was meant to skew the members against me.
Ruark stated, "…She, on only one of those occasions does she say that it was non-consensual."
Then Sandy Wilson asks, "Who did not consent?"
Ruark states, "… she did not consent on one occasion…and it wasn’t the first time, wasn’t the second time…"
Note that Brumbaugh’s written statement was never provided to the kangaroo court. They only have Captain
Kangaroo’s statements to go by. In addition, Ruark claimed there was no entrapment by Brumbaugh.
Obviously, I sued on this issue, so the narrative changed, and by September 18, 2003 Korch testified (Korch,
9/18/03, p. 225):
3
Q What did the Student Development Committee
4 decide with respect to prior matters?
5
A I said they varied.
6
Q What did they include?
7
A They included suspension and reinstatement, it
8 included resolution and progress in process.
9
Q Did they include termination of the education?
10
A I'm not sure if that was one or not.
11
Q Did any of them involve one where the student
12 was reported to have raped someone?
13
A I don't know that.
14
Q Are you aware of any student who had been
15 accused of raping another person and that matter went to
16 the Student Development Committee?
17
A I believe if there was an actual rape case, it
18 would go beyond even the Student Development Committee.
19
Q Wasn't it reported to the Student Development
20 Committee that the sex that Randy Chapel had with
21 Miss Brumbaugh was against her will and was forced on
22 her?
23
A I believe that's in those documents, yes.
Western Seminary’s attorney Andrew Adler stated of the April 2, 2002 tape (Korch, 9/18/03, pp. 219-220):
25
MR. DRESSER: Including payment of wages,
1 setting policy and procedure, telling him what's going
2 on, responding to his -- the obligations under the labor
3 code to provide him information about a grievance
4 procedure, to not withhold from him that they are going
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6
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9
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to state at the time of the Student Development
Committee that he had raped this woman, when there is
absolutely no way in believing that it did. That's what
they did.
MR. ADLER: Counsel, you are apparently heard
a different tape from the one I heard, but that's okay.

Steve Korch testified (Korch, 9/18/03, pp. 84, 126, 127, 225):
p. 84
20
Q Did you ever speak to any police officers
21 concerning Randy Chapel?
22
A No.
23
Q Did you ever speak to any police officers
24 about Debbie Brumbaugh?
25
A No.
p. 126
17
Q Do you understand that Miss Brumbaugh asserted
18 facts that, if true, would constitute rape?
19
A Yes.
20
Q Did you ever tell Randy Chapel that Debbie
21 Brumbaugh had asserted facts which, if true, would
22 constitute rape?
23
A No.
p. 127
20
Q Did you ever have a conversation with
21 Mr. Ruark in which he stated that he had communicated to
22 Randy Chapel that Debbie Brumbaugh had asserted facts
23 which, if true, would constitute rape?
24
A No.
p. 225
3
Q What did the Student Development Committee
4 decide with respect to prior matters?
5
A I said they varied.
6
Q What did they include?
7
A They included suspension and reinstatement, it
8 included resolution and progress in process.
9
Q Did they include termination of the education?
10
A I'm not sure if that was one or not.
11
Q Did any of them involve one where the student
12 was reported to have raped someone?
13
A I don't know that.
14
Q Are you aware of any student who had been
15 accused of raping another person and that matter went to
16 the Student Development Committee?
17
A I believe if there was an actual rape case, it
18 would go beyond even the Student Development Committee.
19
Q Wasn't it reported to the Student Development
20 Committee that the sex that Randy Chapel had with
21 Miss Brumbaugh was against her will and was forced on
22 her?
23
A I believe that's in those documents, yes.
Next up was Ruark who testified (Ruark, 3/26/04, pp. 83-87):
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Q If one student tells you that another
student forced her to have sex against her will,
do you understand that to be rape?
MR. ADLER: Objection; calls for a legal
conclusion. I won't instruct.
THE WITNESS: Say the question again.
Can you read it back?
(Whereupon, the court reporter read back
as follows: If one student tells you
that another student forced her to have
sex against her will, do you understand
that to be rape?
THE WITNESS: You know, I'm not up on
legal definitions of crimes.
BY MR. DRESSER:
Q You may not be up on the legal
definitions of crimes, I'm asking you whether you
understood that to be rape.
MR. ADLER: So then whatever your
understanding might be, understanding that it
might be imperfect, you should apply it to
Mr. Dresser's question.
THE WITNESS: I guess I would categorize
that as rape.
BY MR. DRESSER:
Q And Ms. Brumbaugh then told you things,
that if they were true constituted rape, correct?
MR. ADLER: Object to the question as
calling for a legal conclusion. You can answer -well, no. As posed, I'm going to instruct. He's
already said that he didn't have much of an
understanding. I'm going to direct him not to
answer the question.
BY MR. DRESSER:
Q Did Ms. Brumbaugh ever communicate to
anyone at Western Seminary prior to the
commencement of the civil lawsuit in this case why
she believed that the sex between herself and
Mr. Chapel on one occasion was not consensual?
MR. ADLER: I'm going to object to the
question as calling for his speculation. He can't
possibly know everything that might have happened
or might have been said by Ms. Brumbaugh to
anybody associated with the seminary.
MR. DRESSER: Okay. I'll phrase it
another way.
BY MR. DRESSER:
Q Are you aware of Ms. Brumbaugh having
told anyone at Western Seminary why she believes
sex with Mr. Chapel on one occasion was not
consensual?
A All I know -- I'm not aware of why she
said that; I'm aware that in a written statement
she gave to me she said that on one occasion it
Randy Chapel: America’s Rapist and Immoral Student
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19 was not consensual.
20
Q Did she tell you why there was no
21 consent, such as by virtue of drugs, physical
22 force, anything else?
23
A Without looking at her statement again,
24 I'm hesitant to answer that specifically. Well -25 I guess let's leave it at that.
1
Q Do you believe it would be inappropriate
2 for Mr. Chapel, as a student at Western Seminary,
3 to file a lawsuit for defamation seeking
4 compensatory damages if someone falsely accused
5 him of rape?
6
MR. ADLER: Objection to the term
7 "inappropriate." That's unclear and ambiguous.
8 BY MR. DRESSER:
9
Q Let me do it other way. Do you believe
10 it would be an appropriate manner to be brought to
11 a Student Development Committee as a violation of
12 the student moral code for a student to sue
13 another individual for defamation when that
14 student was falsely accused of rape?
15
MR. ADLER: Object to the question as an
16 incomplete hypothetical. But I won't instruct.
17
THE WITNESS: Could you repeat the
18 question again.
19
20
(Whereupon, the court reporter read back
21
as follows: Let me do it another way.
22
Do you believe it would be an
23
appropriate matter to be brought to a
24
Student Development Committee as a
25
violation of the student moral code for
1
a student to sue another individual for
2
defamation when that student was
3
falsely accused of rape?
4
5
THE WITNESS: Let me make sure I
6 understand the question. You're saying if a
7 student is falsely accused of rape and that
8 student files a lawsuit for defamation of
9 character, are you asking if that would be
10 appropriate -- if that would be a violation of our
11 student code of conduct?
12 BY MR. DRESSER:
13
Q Yes, sir.
14
A As I understand your question, and given
15 the facts, I would say no I would not consider
16 that a violation of our code of conduct.
Western Seminary, et al., demanded I go to counseling – like what they did to Kevin, which destroyed his life and
family. Dresser asked several questions of Ruark, as Adler repeated blocked (Ruark, 3/26/04, pp. 201-208)
22
Q Did Western Seminary believe that
23 Mr. Chapel could be cured of being a rapist?
24
MR. ADLER: That assumes for the moment
25 that Western Seminary believes Mr. Chapel is a
1 rapist. I'll object to the question as calling
10/10/17
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2 for -- pardon me, assuming facts not in evidence.
3 BY MR. DRESSER:
4
Q Do you believe that Mr. Chapel raped
5 Debbie Brumbaugh?
6
A Again, I don't know what a technical
7 definition of rape is. I have no reason to
8 disbelieve her statement that on one occasion when
9 they had sex, it was against her wishes.
10
Q Okay. And you've told me that that in
11 your mind is an indication of rape, correct?
12
A You know without looking at a transcript
13 of what I said before in response to that
14 question, I would choose not to answer that.
15
Q Fine. How about this: Do you think
16 that -- Does Western Seminary believe that
17 Mr. Chapel could be cured of being an individual
18 who would force someone to have sex against her
19 will?
20
MR. ADLER: Objection. Calls for
21 speculation as in state of mind of an entity,
22 assuming for the moment that an entity can have a
23 state of mind. I'm going to direct him not to
24 answer the question.
25
1 BY MR. DRESSER:
2
Q Do you believe that Randy Chapel could
3 be you cured of being a person who would force
4 someone to have sex against their will?
5
MR. ADLER: Counsel, tell me why that is
6 relevant to any issue involved in this lawsuit or
7 likely to lead to discovery of relevant
8 information.
9
MR. DRESSER: Because of the language
10 contained in the April 12, 2002, letter from Mr -11 no, April 12, 2002, dated letter from Mr. Ruark to
12 Mr. Chapel requiring him to go through counseling
13 and to have the reports of the counseling given to
14 Western Seminary at Mr. Chapel's expense, and for
15 Mr. Chapel to waive the penitent/clergy privilege,
16 and provide that information to Western Seminary
17 as part of a suspension, which is based on an
18 allegation that Mr. Chapel had sex with Debbie
19 Brumbaugh, where the person who authored that
20 record has just testified that he had no reason to
21 doubt Debbie Brumbaugh when she said that
22 Mr. Chapel forced her to have sex against her
23 will.
24
MR. ADLER: Are you done?
25
MR. DRESSER: Yes.
1
MR. ADLER: Okay. There's a logical
2 fallacy included in your argument. And the
3 logical fallacy is in Latin, what little Latin I
4 remember from high school, post hoc ergo proctor
5 hoc: After this and therefore because of this.
6
There is no indication that the decision
7 that was made by the Student Development Committee
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was in any way, shape, or form based on a
conclusion that Mr. Chapel was guilty of rape, or
that the committee concluded he had had
nonconsensual sex with Ms. Brumbaugh. There is no
reference in the April 12th letter, to the best of
my recollection, to such a conclusion, or even to
that allegation. And so it seems to me that your
conclusions regarding relevance are at best
speculative, ill-based, and unfounded.
MR. DRESSER: Okay. Is that an
objection to the form of the question? Is that an
objection to relevancy or not reasonably
calculated to lead to discovery to admissible
evidence? Is that an objection as to privacy? Or
is that simply your statement that is delaying the
continuation of this deposition?
MR. ADLER: I don't believe it's a
privacy objection, because the privacy right would
be your client's. And obviously by your asking,
that privilege is waived.
I certainly do think it has a great deal
to do with relevancy or likelihood of leading to
relevancy of admissible evidence.
What was the questions again. They tend
to get lost in our dialogs.
MR. DRESSER: There's been no dialog,
you've been making a statement.
Can you please read back the question.
And I'd like an answer.
(Whereupon, the court reporter read back
as follows: Do you believe that Randy
Chapel could be you cured of being a
person who would force someone to have
sex against their will?
MR. DRESSER: That was the question.
MR. ADLER: That was the question. And
now I understand the privacy issue, because now
you're invading this gentleman's privacy. And I
will tell him that I do not believe he is under a
legal obligation to disclose the thoughts inherent
in a response to your question. He's free to do
so if he wishes, but, again, I will tell him I do
not believe he has that legal obligation. I will
also tell him that I believe he is free to consult
with me off the record.
THE WITNESS: I'd like to do that.
MR. DRESSER: I object to that because
there is a question pending. And the result is
that you could advise the witness how to answer
the question, and that's inappropriate.
MR. ADLER: And the result could also be
that I will simply instruct him that he need not
waive his right of privacy to that question, and
then he will choose to exercise his right to
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14 privacy and you won't get an answer. Would you
15 prefer that?
16
MR. DRESSER: On what basis does he have
17 a right of privacy in that?
18
MR. ADLER: Counsel, you are inquiring
19 of him regarding his religious beliefs, regarding
20 his private thoughts and philosophies. As I've
21 mentioned previously, I'm extraordinarily dubious
22 as to whether or not any of this has anything to
23 go do with the lawsuit. And, yeah, I think that's
24 all closely related to whether or not he ought to
25 answer the question. But why don't you give us a
1 chance to figure that out, and maybe he'll come
2 back and say, yeah, I'll answer.
3
MR. DRESSER: Okay. Fine.
4
MR. ADLER: Come on outside.
5
6
(Short break taken.)
7
8
MR. ADLER: Do you want the question
9 read back?
10
THE WITNESS: Yeah.
11
MR. ADLER: One more time with the
12 question.
13
14
(Whereupon, the court reporter read back
15
as follows: Do you believe that Randy
16
Chapel could be you cured of being a
17
person who would force someone to have
18
sex against their will?
19
20
MR. ADLER: I'm also going to object to
21 the question as calling for expertise that there
22 was no indication this gentleman is competent to
23 provide.
24
THE WITNESS: And my response is that I
25 don't believe I'm trained to make a judgment as to
1 whether he could be cured of that.
So what was Brumbaugh’s version (Brumbaugh, 11/14/03, pp. 98-103, etc.):
pp. 98-103
7
Q. Has any doctor ever told you that your
8 consumption of Benadryl would place you under the
9 influence such as to be unable to make rational
10 decisions?
11
A. No.
12
Q. Has anyone ever told you that taking Benadryl
13 would affect your ability to act?
14
A. No.
15
Q. In your responses to the interrogatories which
16 we've had marked as an exhibit here, I believe it's
17 Exhibit Number 10, in your response to interrogatory
18 number 14.1, you have the response, quote, "other than
19 Randy raping me on 01-26-02, while I was under the
20 influence of a Benadryl," with a capital B, period, end
21 quote; is that correct?
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A. That's correct.
Q. What did you mean when you said that?
A. I was exhausted, and when I get overtired, I
have a tendency not to be able to sleep. And I knew
that a lot of over-the-counter sleep agents have
Benadryl in it, and that's why I had taken the
Benadryl. To put me -- to sleep.
Q. What did you mean when you used the word
"rape," end quote, in that interrogatory response?
A. I did not want to have sex that night. I told
him so. I told him that I was overtired. And that I
needed to sleep. And he forced himself on me. He
raped me.
Q. Anything else you mean by "rape"?
A. No.
Q. Where were you at the time this occurred?
A. I was in his bedroom.
Q. How had you gotten yourself into his bedroom
on that occasion?
A. I had walked in there. We were up at his
house after having crammed a portion of my stuff into
my room where I was moving into. And, yeah, we went
back up to his place so I could spend just one more
night up there. And he said he would sleep on the
couch.
Q. On January 26th, 2002, had you already begun
to reside with Laurie?
A. I had moved my stuff in that day with Randy's
help that evening.
Q. Did you have a bed at the Santa Cruz residence
as of January 26th of 2002?
A. Yes, I did, but -Q. Why did -A. -- it was not set up.
Q. Why did you choose to stay at Mr. Chapel's
residence that evening?
A. Because my bed was not set up, and I didn't
have my linens. And it was a mess.
Q. Did Mr. Chapel force you to get into his car
to drive to his residence on the night of January 26th,
2002?
A. No.
Q. Did Mr. Chapel force you to sleep in his
bedroom on the night of January 26th of 2002?
A. No. But he said that he would sleep on the
couch, and I took him at his word.
Q. Did he begin to sleep on the couch?
A. I have no idea.
Q. What time did he, quote, unquote, "rape you,"
end quote?
A. I have no idea.
Q. Is your memory clear enough notwithstanding
the emotional breakdown you had on Palm Sunday of 2002
to be able to describe to us what physically happened
that particular night?
A. Not totally clear.
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Q. Did you ever report Mr. Chapel to any law
enforcement agency?
A. No.
Q. Did anyone ever tell you not to report
Mr. Chapel to a law enforcement agency?
A. No.
Q. Did Mr. Chapel ever specifically -- did
Mr. Chapel ever tell you not to talk to any law
enforcement agency?
A. Not that I recall.
Q. Did you ever attempt to speak to a district
attorney about the claimed rape?
A. No.
Q. Did you ever ask anyone to report the rape to
any law enforcement agency?
A. No.
Q. Is there something different in your mind
between rape and sex which was not consented to?
A. No.
Q. Why in your previous responses when we talked
about dates when you did have sex with Mr. Chapel, you
referred to earlier dates as being ones which were
against your will and the one on January 26th of 2002,
you're now referring to as rape? Is there something
different between the two events?
A. Because he knew that I was under the influence
of Benadryl at the time. I was overtired and I had
flat-out said before he started anything that I did not
want sex that night.
Q. Did Mr. Chapel ever tell you that he
understood that Benadryl would cause you to become
under the influence?
A. Not that I recall. I don't know.
Q. Is there anything that you're aware of about
Mr. Chapel that would indicate to you that he had some
knowledge that Benadryl would place you under the
influence?
A. That's supposition.
Q. Is it true, then, you don't know anything that
Mr. Chapel might have in his mind that would cause him
to believe that Benadryl would cause you to be under
the influence?
A. That's still supposition.
Q. Have you ever seen Mr. Chapel reading any
materials concerning Benadryl?
A. I have not personally seen him, no.
Q. Did he ever tell you that he had read anything
about Benadryl?
A. No.
Q. Did you or Mr. Chapel ever talk about the
effects of Benadryl?
A. I don't recall.
Q. Have you ever provided anyone with a
memorandum that concerns Mr. Chapel and anything he may
know about Benadryl other than what's contained in this
response to interrogatory 14.1?
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A. Can you repeat the question again, please.
MR. DRESSER: Can you read the back, please.
Thank you.
(Record read as follows:
QUESTION: Have you ever provided
anyone with a memorandum that concerns
Mr. Chapel and anything he may know
about Benadryl other than what's
contained in this response to
interrogatory 14.1?)
THE WITNESS: To my knowledge, no.

pp. 73-78
17
Q. Did you ever tell Mr. Korch that Mr. Chapel
18 raped you?
19
A. I may have.
20
Q. When did you first tell Mr. Korch that
21 Mr. Chapel had raped you?
22
A. I don't recall.
23
Q. How many times did Mr. Chapel rape you?
24
A. I believe it was twice.
25
Q. What days did Mr. Chapel rape you?
1
A. I know one of the times for sure was the 26th
2 of January 2002.
3
Q. What other days did Mr. Chapel rape you, if at
4 all?
5
A. I'm not positive about the others, but I know
6 that not all the sex was consensual. I did say no.
7
Q. What do you mean by "not positive about the
8 others"?
9
A. It's blurry, some of that time.
10
Q. Do you have any records, notes or memoranda
11 that memorialize your relationship with Mr. Chapel
12 during the time period of January and February of 2002?
13
A. Only that you've already received, only what
14 you've already received.
15
Q. I don't know what I have received or have not.
16 I have received, first, these documents from Western
17 Seminary which you apparently mailed to Mr. Korch.
18
A. Correct.
19
Q. These pages from a calendar which Mr. Kidwell
20 provided during the lunch break, and your handwritten
21 notes which were provided to me just before the break.
22
A. Those are all the documents.
23
MR. KIDWELL: What was the question?
24
MR. DRESSER: Can you read back the question.
25
(Record read as follows:
1
QUESTION: Do you have any records,
2
notes or memoranda that memorialize
3
your relationship with Mr. Chapel
4
during the time period of January and
5
February of 2002?)
6
MR. KIDWELL: If by "memorialize" you mean
7 anything in writing that's pertaining to events that
8 occurred at that time, I did go through her files and
9 found one more document. It appears to be a plane
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ticket voucher with baggage stubs and a boarding pass
dated January 6, 2002, flight 2648 from San Jose to
Ontario. And I'm placing that before you, as well,
which we can copy it, if that's important.
BY MR. DRESSER:
Q. Is there anything else, Ms. Brumbaugh, that
would reflect your relationship between yourself and
Mr. Chapel?
A. Not that I have in my possession. There may
be some stuff at my aunt and uncle's, I have stuff up
there. I don't know, but a lot of it, when I came
home, I burned.
Q. Did you have any notes or records concerning
your relationship with Mr. Chapel for the time period
of January and February of 2002 that you burned?
A. I burned the copies of what the seminary had,
what I had sent to Western Seminary prior to the
burning of them.
Q. Anything else that you burned?
A. No.
MR. DRESSER: We'll have marked as the next
group exhibit the pages from the calendar that have
been produced.
(Plaintiff's Exhibit 15, marked for
identification.)
BY MR. DRESSER:
Q. I'm going to show you the document which has
now been marked as group Exhibit 15. Are there any
entries on this that refer to your having sex with
Mr. Chapel?
A. Yes, there is.
Q. Where is that located?
A. On page number 3, the letters "PMS" are the
abbreviation for "premarital sex."
Q. What date is that listed on?
A. The 2nd of January through the 5th of January.
There's one that didn't come out for the 10th of
January, and then there's one on the 25th of January
and one on the 26th of January.
Q. Did you have sex with Mr. Chapel -- did you
have sexual relationships with Mr. Chapel on January 2,
2003?
A. Excuse me?
Q. Did you have sexual relationships with
Mr. Chapel on January 2 of 2002?
A. Yes.
Q. Did you have sexual relations with Mr. Chapel
on January 3 of 2002?
A. Yes.
Q. Did you have sexual relations with Mr. Chapel
on January 4 of 2002?
A. I believe so. It's what's written in my
calendar.
Q. Did you have sexual relations with Mr. Chapel
on January 5 of 2002?
A. I believe so.
Randy Chapel: America’s Rapist and Immoral Student
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Q. Did you have sexual relations with Mr. Chapel
on January 10 of 2002?
A. Yes, I believe so.
Q. Did you have sexual relations with Mr. Chapel
on January 25 of 2002?
A. Yes.
Q. Did you have sexual relations with Mr. Chapel
on January 26th of 2002?
A. Yes. And it wasn't consensual.
Q. Which date was not consensual?
A. For sure the 26th.
Q. Were there any other dates that you had sexual
relations with Mr. Chapel other than the dates we've
just identified?
A. There was one date I'm not sure of, it was in
the shower, that was not consensual.
Q. Excuse me. Are you now writing on this
document?
A. No, I'm not. What I'm doing -Q. You just did. Did you just write on this
document?
A. Yes, I just wrote on the document.
Q. Now let's go through the things that you wrote
on the document. What did you write on the document
for the date of January 4?
A. I'm darkening "PMS," the initials "PMS."
Because -Q. And did you -- go on.
A. Because they weren't dark, and they were
photocopied but they were written in pencil and the
pencil did not come out on the document.

For Brumbaugh I raped her once, then she stated under oath twice and then perhaps even more? Then Brumbaugh
explained that she wrote down the times after because she was instructed by the school to do so. (pp. 162-165):
4
Q. Did you ever tell anyone other than
5 Steven Brumbaugh that Mr. Chapel forced you to have sex
6 with him?
7
A. I think I told my Aunt Lois Hamilton.
8
Q. Anyone else?
9
A. I told Dean Korch. I also -- I had written it
10 down with the stuff that they wanted me to write down,
11 times, places and whatnot.
12
Q. That's what Western Seminary wanted you to
13 write down?
14
A. Correct.
15
Q. Anyone else that you told that Mr. Chapel had
16 forced you to have sex with him?
17
A. I told my father.
18
Q. Anyone else?
19
A. I told my pastors.
20
Q. Which pastors?
21
A. Tom Taylor and Steve Cobbs.
22
Q. Anyone else?
23
A. Yeah. I have a prayer group that their names
24 are confidential. We keep each other's name
25 confidential. I'm not at liberty. It's just a prayer
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group.
Q. You told people from a prayer group?
A. Yes, I did.
Q. This was a prayer group from what area?
A. From Victor Valley.
Q. Anyone else?
A. No. My sister may know. If she knows, then
my brother-in-law knows, her husband knows.
Q. Did you tell anyone from Twin Lakes Church?
A. I may have talked with Andy Lewis. It may
have come out when I was talking to Andy. I don't
remember what all was said.
Q. Specifically, do you have a recollection of
telling Andy Lewis that Mr. Chapel forced you to have
sex with him?
A. I don't recall whether I did or not.
Q. Did you tell anyone from Santa Cruz Bible
Church that Mr. Chapel forced you to have sex with him?
A. I don't recall.
Q. Did you tell any of these people, and you just
identified a whole host of them, that the reason
Mr. Chapel forced you to have sex with you was because
you were under the influence of Benadryl?
A. No, I did not. But they knew I was taking
Benadryl at the time.
Q. Did you ever tell anyone, whether it's these
groups of people or anyone, other than what you may
have told your attorney, that you had sex with
Mr. Chapel because you were under the influence of
Benadryl?
A. I think you need to rephrase that question
because I only stated once about that.
Q. When was that?
A. That was, I believe it was the 22nd of
January.
Q. Did you ever tell anyone other than what you
may have told your attorney that you had sex with
Mr. Chapel on at least one occasion because you were
under the influence of Benadryl?
A. I think I may have told my prayer group and my
father.
Q. When you told these people from your prayer
group that you had been forced to have sex because you
were under the influence of Benadryl, did any of them
tell you that they thought that that was not logical?
A. No.
Q. Did any of them tell you that that's not
medically possible?
A. No.
Q. Did your father tell you that he believed that
the Benadryl was a cause for your not being able to
prevent Mr. Chapel from having sex with you?
A. No.
Q. Did anyone tell you that they agreed that
Benadryl could cause you to lose the ability to prevent
Mr. Chapel from having sex with you?
Randy Chapel: America’s Rapist and Immoral Student
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A. No.

Finally, you will notice her dates are all over, she doesn’t recall what days she alleged I raped her and so on. She
first claimed to have a diary, but when she showed up she produced a calendar and then she got off the narrative in
which Western Seminary’s attorney Hung asked for a break to get her back on the narrative. So Dresser drilled
down (Brumbaugh, 11/14/03, pp. 37-41, etc.):
23
Q. Is there a journal which you had been keeping
24 during that time period?
25
A. I only kept a journal about us until
1 December 29th. And then on March 24th, I had written
2 some thoughts down, just about what I was going through
3 at the time.
4
Q. Had you been keeping a journal for any reason
5 other than to track your communications with
6 Mr. Chapel?
7
A. I keep a personal journal of generally what
8 goes on in my day, what I've done -- about -- I write
9 out my prayers or, I haven't been real regular the last
10 couple of years. I started -- at the time that I met
11 Randy, I was reading in Haggai. And then I was writing
12 out my prayers. That's how I would do it.
13
Q. So the, as you call it, a diary of your
14 communications with Mr. Chapel was in addition to your
15 personal diary, correct?
16
A. Correct.
17
Q. And was the diary that you kept concerning
18 Mr. Chapel, did it concern anyone other than your
19 communications with Mr. Chapel?
20
A. No, it didn't.
21
Q. Why were you keeping a personal diary of your
22 communications with Mr. Chapel?
23
A. Because if we had gotten married, I would have
24 wanted when my kids were older to pass these letters on
25 to my kids and say this is what father was like, this
1 is how your father courted me, whatever, just like in
2 the '50s or early '40s with love letters being passed
3 through the mail. This is just a modern form of that.
4
Q. Had you ever kept a diary of your
5 communications with anyone else that you had dated?
6
A. Yes.
7
Q. For whom else had you kept a diary of your
8 communications?
9
A. I just recalled another guy I went out with,
10 but it was only once. My friend Richard, and he and I
11 would exchange e-mails. I keep those. But that wasn't
12 a serious relationship. It was only going out once and
13 my dad was along.
14
Q. Have you kept a diary of your communications
15 with anyone else you've dated subsequent to Mr. Chapel?
16
A. Yes. I met a man recently on the Internet and
17 we were exchanging e-mails and I have those printed up.
18 And when I saw him this past Sunday, he surprised me by
19 coming up, I asked him if it was okay, and he said,
20 yeah, he saw no problem with it.
21
Q. Why did you not keep any personal diary of
22 your communications with Mr. Chapel between December 29
10/10/17
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and March 4?
A. I just -- I'd fall in bed exhausted at night,
and I just quit writing. I don't always write. Even
now, I don't always write in a journal. And there will
be blank periods where all of a sudden, I'll go, you
know what, I need to write this down.
Q. Did you write in your personal diary in the
months of January and February of 2002?
A. No. Let's see. The last -- no, I did not.
The last date I have written down, or at least that I
have copies of, is December 29th, 2001.
Q. And is that the, when you just gave that
answer, was that concerning your diary for Mr. Chapel?
A. It's both my personal and, I guess you would
say scriptural, religious diary or journal, whatever.
Because it has Randy, and basically, that was all about
Randy. And then there's the prayer that I had, writing
out my prayer.
MS. HUNG: Can we take a quick break.
MR. DRESSER: Sure.
(Recess had from 11:22 until 11:36.)
MR. DRESSER: Can we go back on the record.
Q. You indicated, Ms. Brumbaugh, that you wanted
to explain a prior response?
A. Yes.
On February 14th of 2002, when Randy stood me
up, I need to explain that I was thinking that there
were some questions in our relationship about should
we -- about marrying him, but I hadn't made my decision
not to marry him at that time.

pp. 122-124
14
Q. Let me follow up, then, about something else
15 we talked about before in terms of that.
16
Did you prepare a diary during the months of
17 January and February of 2002 which you have lost or
18 burned?
19
A. To my knowledge, no, but I'm not positive.
20
Q. Did you make a diligent search to locate your
21 records that were responsive to the request to produce?
22
A. Yes, I did.
23
Q. Did you ever tell Western Sem- -- did you ever
24 tell anyone from Western Seminary in writing that there
25 were specific dates that you had had sex with
1 Mr. Chapel?
2
A. Yes, I did.
3
Q. Where did you obtain the information for the
4 specific dates that you had sex with Mr. Chapel?
5
A. I had written them down.
6
Q. Where had you written them down?
7
A. In Exhibit 16, under the initials "PMS," which
8 stands for "premarital sex."
9
Q. Do you consider the document which has been
10 marked as Exhibit 16 to be a diary?
11
A. No.
12
Q. When did you put the "PMS" entries onto a
84
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13 document, this calendar book which has been marked as
14 Exhibit 16?
15
A. I do not know. It may have been -- I can't
16 give a positive answer.
17
Q. Was it done the same day that you had sex?
18
A. No.
19
Q. Was it done within a week after you had sex?
20
A. I can't give a positive answer.
21
Q. Was it done after you had reported to
22 Mr. Korch that you had had sex with Mr. Chapel?
23
A. I do not know. It could have been done in
24 January or I could have done it in February. I don't
25 recall.
1
Q. Could you have done it in March?
2
A. No. I think it was already done by then.
3
Q. Did you do it after you broke up with
4 Mr. Chapel?
5
A. Excuse me. Rephrase that, please.
6
Q. Did you do it after Mr. Chapel broke up with
7 you?
8
A. I don't recall. It could have been done in
9 January or it could have been done in February of 2002.
10 I don't know.
What is known is that under the direction of Korch, Brumbaugh was asked to write things down. The calendar and
her claims come after the fact (p. 162)
4
Q. Did you ever tell anyone other than
5 Steven Brumbaugh that Mr. Chapel forced you to have sex
6 with him?
7
A. I think I told my Aunt Lois Hamilton.
8
Q. Anyone else?
9
A. I told Dean Korch. I also -- I had written it
10 down with the stuff that they wanted me to write down,
11 times, places and whatnot.
12
Q. That's what Western Seminary wanted you to
13 write down?
14
A. Correct.
So there were no records at any time, according to her view of the events or she doesn’t know. But what is known is
that records are created after the breakup and when Western Seminary, et al., wanted info to use her against me.
None of this information was ever presented to me PRIOR to April 2, 2002. This is a person who claims to have
been raped and having her purported first sex.
On June 16, 2010, Brumbaugh signed a general affidavit concerning her claims regarding Randy Chapel raping
her.46 She stated that time:

46
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Appeal
While the word “appeal” is used in both the catalog and handbook, neither documents states that a student has 30
days to make an appeal. In 2002, Ruark claimed I had a right to appeal the verdict of the SDC and that I had 30
days to do so. After the SDC came up with its verdict, and before the time was up, the school had already expelled
me. As it turns out, the school did the same thing to Kevin.

Failures
It is not a requirement of the student to correct or advise the correction for the school to follow the law or the
policies as written in the catalog or handbook. Attending what the school referred to as the SDC in Portland, may
have been construed as “agreement” with the school, for example.

Regina Miles, Arne Duncan and Charles Rose
One might be asking, is it possible that this case could get any worse for the Department? Enter Regina Miles, Arne
Duncan and Charles Rose. Ask them about the April 11, 2011 letter I wrote them.
As we all know, on April 4, 2011, the U.S. Department of Education sent out its “Dear Colleague” letter concerning
Title IX.47 Then on April 11, 2011, I wrote to Regina Miles of the Family Policy Compliance Office in response to
a phone call she had with my mother concerning Western Seminary’s unbridled acts to make me out as a rapist.
This letter was also sent to Duncan and Rose.48 That letter noted the statements by Miles to Carol, as well as
documented the various rape claims, and issues of this case.
Putting things into perspective, by this date the Department was aware of 1) the bogus rape claims and the kangaroo
court setup against me in 2002; 2) that Western Seminary had lied, falsified documents and made misrepresentations
(18 U.S. Code § 1001) during a federal investigation to OCR in 2005 concerning Section 504 and Tuck’s adult
son;49 and 3) that ATS, NWCCU and Western formed a conspiracy in 2006 to obstruct a federal investigation (20072008) into educational fraud by the school. By this time, Duncan, Rose and the staff had enough information to
draw serious concerns regarding what Western Seminary and two accreditors were doing and claiming.
And what did the Obama Administration and the Department do? They ignored me.
It required us to file additional FOIAs requests and FOIA lawsuits to force the Department to produce records until
the June 2, 2016 Victim Impact Statement could be published outlining how the complex criminal enterprise was put
together, outlining the RICO claims, including the conspiracy to defraud the government (Title IV and 20 U.S. Code
§ 1094).50 Thus, by June 2, 2016 President Barack Obama, Attorney General Loretta Lynch, FBI Director James
Comey, FBI Special Agent John Bennett out of San Francisco, and Secretary of Education John King (through his
U.S. Attorney Michael Albanese) had information about nearly the whole enterprise setup.
47
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Yet, as of the date of this report, the government continues to support and defend the corruption and by doing that,
they support Western Seminary’s efforts to claim I am a rapist and immoral student when it suits them.

Western Seminary: A Reckless Pattern and Practice of Sadistic Abuse
Western Seminary is a place that habitually abuses people and violates their rights. It is only a matter of time before
a student turns on the school or an employee as a result. It is no longer a matter of “if” but rather now a matter of
“when.” Western Seminary doesn’t want anyone to know this.

Threats and The March 14, 2006 Settlement Agreement
Western Seminary is about control and abuse. It is either their way or nothing else. On March 14, 2006, for my
civil case to settle, Western Seminary, Tuck, Korch and Ruark demanded M. Tuck as a particular 3rd party person
about whom neither my mother nor I could file complaints to the government. Western Seminary, et al., knew as of
that date they were attempting to cover up the Section 504 fraud and did not want anything to come back on them in
the future. It took years of fighting not only the school, but accreditors and the government to learn the full extent of
the corruption and how the Section 504 fraud was interwoven into Western’s other complex criminal activities.
In addition to the demand of no complaints demanded as educational criteria, Western Seminary, et al. also
demanded ¶8 Non-Disparagement/Non-Disclosure/Non-Interference, ¶9 Confidentiality, ¶10 Selected Speech, ¶11a
Arbitration, ¶14 No-complaints; ¶15 No Cooperation with the government. These demands were linked as demands
for education criteria as the only way I could retain previously earned and paid for education and earn additional
education leading to Master of Divinity and Master of Theology degrees and under the threat of ¶11b Liquidated
Damages.
Western Seminary, et al., then used ¶6 Waiver of § 1542, in an attempt to cover their ongoing illegal activities
unknown at that time by my mother and me, as Western Seminary, et al., attempted to shield it/themselves from
prosecution of criminal and civil activity when and if it was discovered. All of these demands are required
education criteria, for which Western Seminary, et al. has no authority to link as education criteria nor demand of
students and/or their family members as shown in other cases in California. Since 2008, ATS, NWCCU and the
government has supported this nonsense for Western Seminary.
These settlement demands come from and were being driven and developed by Korch’s attorney, goose-stepping
with the other attorneys, Western Seminary, Downs, Roberts, Wiggins, Ruark, and Tuck. Accordingly, it was only
them who came up with the corrupt criteria terms that fly in the face of the concept of “mediation.”
Finally, if I did not accept the demands being placed on me, Western Seminary’s attorney Adler made it clear that
the school would act to bar me from my education and degrees, even if I won the lawsuit. Since such threats would
constitute extortion by the school and its legal representatives, it was important to get others to acknowledge their
extortion statements, which I did.

Kevin Ford
As is my case, Western Seminary used a 3rd party to attack Kevin. In his case, Kevin asked the wrong questions
regarding overlapping class scheduling that once again involved Tuck. According to Kevin, Tuck had been
scheduling courses so that students would have to leave one class before it finished to go to another class, missing
out on course instruction, and clock hours.
In Kevin’s case, Western Seminary used a corrupt pastor named Clark Crebar against Kevin to drum up false claims
in order to get rid of Kevin. Naïve, Kevin thought at first this all could be handled in a Christian manner, but as he
learned later, there was nothing godly, spiritual or Christian about these people and putting faith into empty words
by ungodly people was meaningless.
Unlike what Western Seminary, et al., did to me, the school attempted to follow more of the catalog and handbook
policies and procedures than they did with me, including having the meeting at the correct location per policy. In
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spite of that, the school did not follow all its policies as Kevin notes himself, including but not limited to having
Tuck as the person acting to get rid of Kevin on the Student Development Committee.
It required an investigation into Crebar by the Evangelical Covenant Church of America’s headquarters,51 to set the
record straight concerning the vile acts of Crebar that Western Seminary was using to attack Kevin. As noted by
HQ, at the time Crebar was being used by Western Seminary to attack Kevin, Kevin had already left that church and
Crebar’s cultic grasp. Under the first amendment of the U.S. Constitution, Crebar had no spiritual authority over
Kevin, and most importantly with regard to Western Seminary, Crebar also had no authority over Kevin at the time
of the kangaroo court Western Seminary setup against Kevin.
But the HQ did not stop there. The HQ noted very plainly to Downs and Western Seminary by December 16, 2004,
that it had no problem with Kevin resuming his studies at Western Seminary. This of course was unacceptable to
Downs, Wiggins, Western Seminary, and most certainly Tuck. Kevin was in their eyes a bad person that needed
Jesus, and he required some sort of extended religious abuse to deal with his “sin.”
“The First Amendment to the Constitution of the United States of America provides: ‘Congress shall make no law
respecting an establishment of religion, or prohibiting the free exercise thereof; or abridging the freedom of speech,
or of the press, or the right of the people peaceably to assemble, and to petition the Government for a redress of
grievances.’ This provision of the Constitution creates two very different protections. The ‘establishment clause’
guarantees the government will neither establish nor aid religion; whereas the "free exercise clause" guarantees the
government will not prevent us from freely pursuing any religion we choose - or none at all. Molko v. Holy Spirit
Association for the Unification of World Christianity, 46 Cal. 3d 1092, 252 Cal. Rptr. 122, 762 P.2d 46 (1988).
Thus, while the establishment clause concerns freedom from a state imposed religion, such as the colonists
journeyed to America to escape, the free exercise clause concerns individual citizen's freedom of choice in
worship.”52 In spite of what Western Seminary, et al. held, Kevin had the right to leave and not be associated with
Crebar and Westside Covenant Church at all times and he and his family did so prior to anything transpiring or
involving Western Seminary. Western Seminary was using Crebar to get at Kevin.
The Molko court stated:
Because the First Amendment refers only to Congress, it originally did not apply to state and local
governments. (See, e.g., Permoli v. New Orleans (1845) 44 U.S. (3 How.) 589, 610 [11 L.Ed. 739, 748-749]
[upholding conviction of Catholic priest for violating ordinance against exposing corpses to public view when
he blessed the deceased at a funeral mass].) After the Civil War the states ratified the Fourteenth Amendment,
and pursuant thereto the Supreme Court made the free exercise and establishment clauses federally enforceable
against the states. (Everson v. Board of Education (1947) 330 U.S. 1, 8 [91 L.Ed.2d 711, 719-720, 67 S.Ct. 504,
168 A.L.R. 1392]; (Cantwell v. Connecticut (1940) 310 U.S. 296, 303-304 [84 L.Ed. 1213, 1217-1218, 60 S.Ct.
900, 128 A.L.R. 1352].)
California guarantees free exercise and disestablishment in the state Constitution. (Cal. Const., art. I, § 4.)
Here Kevin’s rights extended to the state level as well. Molko continued with:
The religion clauses protect only claims rooted in religious belief. (Wisconsin v. Yoder (1972) 406 U.S. 205,
215 [32 L.Ed.2d 15, 25, 92 S.Ct. 1526].) The free exercise clause protects religious beliefs absolutely. (Cantwell
v. Connecticut, supra, 310 U.S. at pp. 303-304 [84 L.Ed.2d at pp. 1217-1218].) While a court can inquire into
the sincerity of a person's beliefs, it may not judge the truth or falsity of those beliefs. (United States v. Ballard
(1944) 322 U.S. 78, 86-88 [88 L.Ed. 1148, 1153-1155, 64 S.Ct. 882].) The government may neither compel
affirmation of a religious belief (Torcaso v. Watkins (1961) 367 U.S. 488, 495 [6 L.Ed.2d 982, 987, 81 S.Ct.
1680]), nor penalize or discriminate against individuals or groups because of their religious beliefs (Fowler v.
Rhode Island (1953) 345 U.S. 67, 70 [97 L.Ed. 828, 831, 73 S.Ct. 526]), nor use the taxing power to inhibit the
dissemination of particular religious views (Murdock v. Pennsylvania (1943) 319 U.S. 105, 116 [87 L.Ed. 1292,
1300, 63 S.Ct. 870, 146 A.L.R. 81]).
51
52
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However, while religious belief is absolutely protected, religiously motivated conduct is not. (Sherbert v.
Verner (1963) 374 U.S. 398, 402-403 [46 Cal.3d 1113] [10 L.Ed.2d 965, 969-970, 83 S.Ct. 1790]; People v.
Woody (1964) 61 Cal.2d 716, 718 [40 Cal.Rptr. 69, 394 P.2d 813].) Such conduct "remains subject to
regulation for the protection of society." (Cantwell v. Connecticut, supra, 310 U.S. at p. 304 [84 L.Ed. at p.
1218].) Government action burdening religious conduct is subject to a balancing test, in which the importance
of the state's interest is weighed against the severity of the burden imposed on religion. (Wisconsin v. Yoder,
supra, 406 U.S. at p. 214 [32 L.Ed.2d at p. 24].) The greater the burden imposed on religion, the more
compelling must be the government interest at stake. (Compare Wisconsin v. Yoder, supra, 406 U.S. at pp. 221235 [32 L.Ed.2d at pp. 34-36] [government's strong interest in educating citizens insufficient to justify
educational requirement that threatened continued survival of Old Order Amish communities], with Goldman v.
Weinberger (1986) 475 U.S. 503, 508 [89 L.Ed.2d 478, 484-485, 106 S.Ct. 1310] [government's reasonable
interest in uniform military attire sufficient to justify mild burden on religious expression created by ban against
Jewish officer wearing a yarmulke].) A government action that passes the balancing test must also meet the
further requirements that (1) no action imposing a lesser burden on religion would satisfy the government's
interest and (2) the action does not discriminate between religions, or between religion and nonreligion.
(Braunfield v. Brown (1961) 366 U.S. 599, 607 [6 L.Ed.2d 563, 568-569, 81 S.Ct. 1144].)
Applying these criteria, the Supreme Court has allowed some religious conduct to be banned entirely (see, e.g.,
Reynolds v. United States (1878) 98 U.S. 145, 166 [25 L.Ed. 244, 250] [upholding law against polygamy];
Prince v. Massachusetts (1944) 321 U.S. 158, 170-171 [88 L.Ed. 645, 654-655, 64 S.Ct. 438] [permitting state
to prohibit parents from allowing their children to distribute religious literature when necessary to protect
children's health and safety]), and some conduct to be compelled in the face of religious objections (see, e.g.,
Jacobson v. Massachusetts (1905) 197 U.S. 11, 38 [49 L.Ed. 643, 654-655, 25 S.Ct. 358] [upholding
compulsory vaccinations for communicable diseases]; United States v. Lee (1982) 455 U.S. 252, 261 [71
L.Ed.2d 127, 134-135, 102 S.Ct. 1051] [upholding mandatory participation of Amish in Social Security
system]).
Other religious conduct, though not banned, has been restricted. (See, e.g., Heffron v. International Society for
Krishna Consciousness, Inc. (1981) 452 U.S. 640, 654 [69 L.Ed.2d 298, 310-311, 101 S.Ct. 2559] [upholding
law restricting sale and distribution of literature and soliciting of funds at state fair to booths at specified
locations]; Cox v. New Hampshire (1941) 312 U.S. 569, 575 [85 L.Ed. 1049, 1053, 61 S.Ct. 762] [upholding
license requirement for religious parades].) Still other religious conduct, though not banned or restricted, has
been made more costly. (See, e.g., Braunfield v. Brown, supra, 366 U.S. 599, 605 [6 L.Ed.2d 563, 567-568]
[upholding Sunday [46 Cal.3d 1114] closing law in spite of financial burden on Orthodox Jew who must refrain
from working Saturday as well]; Bob Jones University v. United States (1983) 461 U.S. 574, 604 [76 L.Ed.2d
157, 181, 103 S.Ct. 2017] [upholding denial of tax-exempt status to private school practicing religiously
motivated racial discrimination]; Tony and Susan Alamo Foundation v. Secty. of Labor (1985) 471 U.S. 290,
305 [85 L.Ed.2d 278, 290-291, 105 S.Ct. 1953] [holding minimum wage laws applicable to religious groups].)
While judicial sanctioning of tort recovery constitutes state action sufficient to invoke the same
constitutional protections applicable to statutes and other legislative actions (New York Times v. Sullivan
(1964) 376 U.S. 254, 265 [11 L.Ed.2d 686, 697-698, 84 S.Ct. 710, 95 A.L.R.2d 1412]), religious groups are not
immune from all tort liability. It is well settled, for example, that religious groups may be held liable in tort
for secular acts. (See, e.g., Malloy v. Fong (1951) 37 Cal.2d 356, 372 [232 P.2d 241] [religious corporation
liable for negligent driving by employee].) Most relevant here, in appropriate cases courts will recognize
tort liability even for acts that are religiously motivated. (See, e.g., O'Moore v. Driscoll (1933) 135
Cal.App. 770, 778 [28 P.2d 438] [allowing priest's action against his superiors for false imprisonment as
part of their effort to obtain his confession of sins]; Bear v. Reformed Mennonite Church (1975) 462 Pa.
330 [341 A.2d 105, 107] [allowing action for interference with marriage and business interests when
church ordered congregation to "shun" former member]; Carrieri v. Bush (1966) 69 Wn.2d 536 [419
P.2d 132, 137] [allowing action for alienation of affections when pastor counselled woman to leave
husband who was "full of the devil"]; Candy H. v. Redemption Ranch, Inc. (M.D.Ala. 1983) 563 F.Supp.
505, 516 [allowing action for false imprisonment against religious group]; Van Schaick v. Church of
Scientology of Cal., Inc. (D.Mass. 1982) 535 F.Supp. 1125, 1135 ["[c]auses of action based upon some
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proscribed conduct may, thus, withstand a motion to dismiss even if the alleged wrongdoer acts upon a
religious belief or is organized for a religious purpose"].) [Emphasis mine]
In Kevin’s case, he and his family left the authority of Westside Covenant Church due to Crebar and his corruption.
Kevin has an absolute right to do so, and he did that PRIOR to any act involving Crebar and Western Seminary. The
HQ acknowledges this very important point, because by doing this, Kevin could not be forced by Western to return
to Westside Covenant Church or forced to be under the vile control of Crebar without violating Kevin’s rights.
Then there are the due process issues. When Western Seminary setup up its kangaroo court against Kevin, they used
Crebar who had no authority over Kevin to make a judgment as to Kevin’s spiritual fitness. Once again, the HQ
makes clear that at the time of the kangaroo suspension act by Western Seminary, Kevin was not under the spiritual
authority of Crebar or any of the elders of the church. In other words, all the so-called “claims” that were used
against Kevin in the kangaroo court were moot at the time they were made. Hence, the HQ goes on to note that
“neither the Evangelical Covenant Church nor Westside Covenant Church has any objection to Kevin resuming his
studies at Western Seminary. Clark Crebar, leaders of Westside Covenant Church, or leaders of The Evangelical
Covenant Church will assume no role in assessing Kevin’s suitability for further seminary studies or future
ministry.”
Western Seminary refused all of those material facts. Western Seminary’s history is that it repeatedly disregards the
U.S. Constitution, federal and state laws and decisional cases, and rather goes off on whatever it can get away with
or deceitfully get others to support to its advantage (e.g., as in the case being noted in this report).
It took until 2008, and being damaged for years under the spell of Crebar and others before Kevin confronted
Downs. It was Downs that continued to insist that Kevin must return to a church that no longer existed, to a pastor
that is not a pastor of that church and had left the area, and to which the HQ had no problem with Kevin returning to
his studies at Western Seminary all the way back in 2004!
Let that sink in just how wicked Western Seminary, Downs, Roberts, Wiggins, Ruark, Tuck really are. They want
people to believe they are some sort of godly group of men teaching people “Christian truths.” The reality is these
men know nothing else but to sell snake oil to the naïve and uninformed.

Kevin Ford’s Parents
To understand just how vile and treacherous Western Seminary is, and in particular, Ruark would take things,
Western Seminary, et al., got Kevin’s own parents to turn against him, by misleading them and using religious
rhetoric to control and shame them.
With Kevin meeting me, he learned he was not the only one being abused by Western Seminary. He found a great
sense of relief and normalization by that fact. By learning how my mother was supporting and working with her
son, Kevin and his parents realized how they had been used. This upset them and they made it known in a letter to
Western Seminary, et al., while they apologized to Kevin.53

Jill Ford
It is not simply a matter of sexual misconduct kangaroo courts, schools are using their power and position to destroy
lives and cause serious damage to people.
On March 16, 2008, Jill Ford wrote to Western Seminary, et al., concerning the abuse Kevin and thus the family was
experiencing.54 When schools setup kangaroo courts, it doesn’t just impact the student, rather it impacts the whole
family. By attacking Kevin, Jill notes that Western was also doing this to her. By abusing Kevin, they were also
abusing her and the family.

53
54
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No Possible Resolution
As I have pointed out to Secretary DeVos, there is no possible resolution to this case. Highly qualified people left
this mess for DeVos and her staff. Parties from the Departments of Justice, State, Education and the White House
did everything they could to make things worse. I am not even sure President Donald Trump can unwind this now.
•

Because the Department of Justice used James A. Scharf to beat me up to the point that I wanted to die,
psychologically torturing and emotionally water boarding me to the point of irreparable damage, taking
away my 2nd amendment rights from me, on this point alone assures this will not resolve.

•

Because the government has blocked Carol and me as realtors in a False Claims Act case (31 U.S.C. §§
3729-3733), by supporting and defending the violations regarding (1) Western's fraudulent Program
Participation Agreements (20 U.S. Code § 1094, 34 CFR § 668.14) and (2) corrupt government letters in
2008 directed by Spellings that quote corrupt decisions by two accreditation agencies (20 U.S.C. § 1099b,
34 CFR PART 602), on this point alone assures this will not resolve.55

•

Because the government has obstructed justice in two civil cases by its corrupt letters by Nancy C Regan in
2008 that quote corrupt accreditation “determinations,” it caused even more damage. It was more
interested in protecting the Washington D.C. elite, the accreditors and the school that it crossed the line to
abuse its power and obstruct justice deceitfully, much like in the case of Limone, et al., v. U.S., No.
02cv10890-NMG, 2007 U.S. Dist. Lexis 54224 (D. Mass.). Government expects to get away with its
corruption and leave the damage for Carol, Joel, Susan, Dale and Randy to deal with – just like in the case
of Limone. For doing this to my parents, my family and me, on this point alone assures this will not
resolve.

My August 21, 2017, letter to DeVos was the turning point for us. On that day, my mother turned 77 years old. I
love and respect my mother. She has spent the last 15 years at the end of her life fighting a corrupt and abusive
government, accreditors and school with their attorneys, insurance companies. My 100% disabled retired Army
officer father has been left for months on end alone without his wife, attempting to make due, helping as he can.
Both have done everything they can to keep me alive and fighting. I have lost everything in my life and my parents
are living check to check.
This has now become a very tense and potentially dangerous situation that the government itself created and
defended with public money. While Western Seminary, et al. doesn’t want any of this information reaching
beyond those involved in the corruption at the school, it is the Executive Branch of the government itself that
doesn’t want any of this information reaching beyond the Executive Branch of the government. We are here
not simply because of a corrupt school and accreditors; we are here because the government has fought to keep
things as they are with public money. There is no more time left to “kick the can” on this.

Unwanted Chilling Effect
In addition, the ongoing abuse by the Executive Branch against and directed towards my mother and me has a direct
“chilling effect” to “others” considering coming forward to say this is not right or stand up against Western
Seminary, or ATS, or NWCCU. By using government resources to target and abuse my family, my mother, my
father and me, the Executive Branch is sending a particular message to would be parties in the future and is actually
causing a “chilling effect” which in turn impacts all of us, with a detrimental effect on civil rights.

55

As of the date of this report, Western Seminary has taken in over 20 million in Title IV money. Under the False Claims Act if the
government intervenes in the qui tam action, the relators (Carol and Randy) are entitled to receive between 15 and 25 percent of the amount
recovered from the school by the government through the qui tam action. If the government declines to intervene in the action, the relators’ share
is increased to 25 to 30 percent. These varieties provide for a possible recovery range of $3,000,000 to $6,000,000 for the relator plaintiffs.
Western Seminary, et al., is well aware of this and made various demands attached to my education in order to avoid being found out by the U.S.
Department of Education, attempting to cause both Carol and Randy from working with government attorneys against Western Seminary and
being held accountable for what they did. Western Seminary knew they were committing fraud, and expected to get away with it. In the case
they didn’t they premeditated and attempted to keep Carol or Randy from working with the government against the school.
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If people will be destroyed for political “special” interests, people will not stand up. Remarkably, blatant violations
of law engaged by corrupt political figures and bureaucrats who assume they will not have to answer for their
conduct, buttresses this point.

Conclusions
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.
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Western et al., will falsify, conceal or cover up by scheme material facts.
Western et al., will make materially false, fictitious or fraudulent statements or representations.
Western et al., will make or use false writings, knowing such writings contained materially false, fictitious
or fraudulent statements.
Western et al., will enter false evidence and materials into the record.
Western et al., has no interest following its own policies and procedures.
Western et al., will act arbitrary and capriciously.
Western et al., will suppress evidence not favorable to its narrative.
Western et al., intentionally ‘hurts’ its students or family members.
Western et al., targets people for destruction.
Western et al., will conspire to defraud the government and get others to help.
Western et al., will hire attorneys to malicious harass and injure a person and/or family.
Western et al., sees itself as a “victim” or is being “victimized.”
Western et al., has no interest following the law and expects to get away with everything.
It is only a matter of time before Western, et al. kills someone, or someone kills people associated at
Western, et al.
Western et al., wants everything covered up and silenced. The government using taxpayer money has aided
this.
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III. Federal Government: The Defender of this Senseless Tragedy
It is true that conspirators originated from Western Seminary and have their own personal and corporate reasons to
have engaged in the complex white-collar criminal activities that required the total and complete destruction of
Randy Chapel and his family. However, it was only with the power of the federal government that this could
become fully realized.

Margaret Spellings: Anti-Lesbian, Pro Child Molestation
Margaret Spellings and her staff (2007-2009) elevated the efforts of the enterprise to a whole new level, assuring
that this would become a senseless tragedy. There were warning signs that Spellings would use her position for
particular interest groups, whether it was for-profit/business over student/family, or even the needs of the religious.
For example, after Spellings became the Secretary of Education in January of 2005, she immediately threw herself
into the country's culture wars by pressuring public television not to broadcast an episode of a children's program
that included a segment with unseen lesbian mothers (Postcards from Buster). In that episode, the word lesbian or
homosexual was never said, and the episode — like all Postcards episodes — has no sexual content. Buster meets
the children and comments, "Boy, that's a lot of moms!" One girl mentions her "mom and stepmom," adding that she
loves her stepmother very much, and no other comments were made about the couple. PBS vice president of media
relations, Lea Sloan, said at the time, “The fact that there is a family structure that is objectionable to the Department
of Education is not at all the focus of the show, nor is it addressed in the show.”56
In 2005, Spellings demanded that PBS return all federal funding that had been used in the production of that
“Postcards” episode, claiming, “Many parents would not want their young children exposed to the lifestyles
portrayed in this episode.”57 By 2015, when Spellings became University of North Carolina system’s president-elect,
she was asked about her statements regarding Postcards from Buster. She said, “I have no comments about those
lifestyles.”58
For Spellings and her staff, government money used for a program with no lesbian or homosexual content was
wrong and should be returned. Kids being exposed to a TV program with no sexual content that refers to a
mom and a stepmom (a somewhat all-to-common occurrence in America for children in 2005) is somehow
about “lesbian’s lifestyles.”
But by 2007-2008, Spellings supported government money defending and covering up an actual sexual
assault of a child (kissing, touching, fingering and penis action) and fraud against the government as
criteria for a Master of Divinity degree and a Master of Theology degree.
How many UNC students and alumni would support a president of their school system that has it out for gays, but
supports the lifestyle of religious child molesters?

Obama Administration
The Obama Administration acted to defend the enterprise, and even made everything worse. At all times, the
Obama Administration could have used its position to review what Margaret Spellings and her staff did by reversing
those corrupt government letters in 2008 by Nancy C. Regan and Cheryl Oldham, and hold accountable Western
Seminary, et al., ATS, et al., and NWCCU, et al. It didn’t. One reason is that some government employees were
heavily involved in the corruption that Spellings supported, and to deal with the enterprise also meant having to
expose those government employees. As a result, all parties are actually here because of the government, not in
spite of it. Every request we've made for correction has been ignored.

56
57
58

www.nbcnews.com/id/6869976/ns/us_n…
http://www.washingtonpost.com/wp-dyn/articles/A40188-2005Jan26.html
http://www.dailytarheel.com/article/2015/10/unc-systems-president-elect-spellings-criticized-for-word-choice
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Trump Administration
Attorney General Jeff Sessions
Neither Carol nor I have sent communications concerning this case to Attorney General Jeff Sessions as of the date
of this report. I did contact Jeff Sessions when he was a sitting Senator, as well as all other members of Congress
concerning this case. This is not to say that Attorney General Jeff Sessions is not aware of this case, only that Carol
and I have not contacted him concerning this case in his official capacity as Attorney General.

President Donald Trump
Neither Carol nor I have sent communications concerning this case to President Trump as of the date of this report.
This is not to say that President Trump is not aware of this case, only that Carol and I have not contacted him
concerning this case in his official capacity as President.

Secretary of Education Betsy DeVos
I contacted Betsy DeVos on August 21, 201759 when the Department and Navient proceeded with it latest efforts to
threaten and intimidate me about the loan I took that was based upon a fraudulent Master of Divinity degree with
extortion criteria from Western Seminary that Spellings supported.

FBI
The FBI has known this case since the days of Robert Mueller. Mueller and James Comey, as well as others in the
FBI have known about this case for years.
As of the date of this report, at no time has the FBI met with Carol or me to discuss or take any statement regarding
this case. The FBI has made no requests to Carol or me concerning this case.

Not the First Time Government Used its Position to Abuse
This case actually resembles the case of Limone, et al., v. U.S., No. 02cv10890-NMG, 2007 U.S. Dist. Lexis 54224
(D. Mass.).60
Joseph Savati spent 30 years in prison for a murder he did not commit, and his wife Marie Savati stood by him and
visited him every week.61 Savati with the others sat in prison; in spite of the fact that the FBI, including J. Edgar
Hoover knew they had not committed the murder. “Mr. Hoover, knew as long ago as 1965 that Boston agents were
employing killers and gang leaders as informers and were protecting them from prosecution.”62 Peter Limone was
sentenced to die in the electric chair. “His life was spared only when Massachusetts outlawed the death penalty in
1974.”63 “Tameleo and Greco died of old age in prison before a sensational series of legal developments beginning
in the late 1990s proved that they had been framed by mob turncoats with the knowledge of agents at the highest
levels of the FBI.”64 “Salvati and the other victims produced as evidence hundreds of previously secret FBI reports
showing that their innocence was widely known in the FBI within minutes of Deegan's murder. Nearly all the
reports were routinely forwarded to the office of then-Director J. Edgar Hoover.”65 At all times, the DOJ knew what
was going on, and the harm it was causing these men and their family members. Presiding Judge Nancy Gertner
noted regarding the actions taken against these men by the government:
59

20170821_DeVos
To review the order, see ECF No. 615. Or see https://www.courtlistener.com/opinion/1614593/limone-v-united-states/
61
Ibid.
62
Ibid.
63
Ibid.
64
Mahony, Edmund. “Justice Department Won't Appeal $102 Million Verdict In Boston Wrongful-Conviction Case.” available at
http://articles.courant.com/2010-05-01/news/hc-mob-no-appeal0501.artmay01_1_fbi-agents-winter-hill-wrongful-imprisonment-case
65
Ibid.
60
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Now is the time to say and say without equivocation: This ‘cost’ to the liberty of four men, to our system of
justice is not remotely acceptable. No man's liberty is dispensable. No human being may be traded for
another. Our system cherishes each individual. We have fought wars over this principle. We are still
fighting those wars. [Emphasis]
Judge Gertner further noted:
Framing innocent men for a capital crime, prolonging their suffering for decades while they made futile
attempt after attempt to win their freedom, thwarted at every turn these are acts beyond all bounds
of decency. Perverting the system of justice they had sworn to uphold that has no place in a civilized
community. The plaintiffs who knew themselves to be innocent were wrongfully convicted. Three were
told that they were to be executed, another that he would live the rest of his natural born life behind bars.
There is no way to describe that kind of horror than as so severe and of such a nature that no
reasonable person could be expected to endure it. The FBI's conduct was intentional, it was
outrageous, it caused plaintiffs immeasurable and unbearable pain, and the FBI must be held
accountable. [Emphasis]
Judge Gertner went on to quote in her order, the case, Justice Brandeis' dissent in Olmstead v. United States, 277
U.S. 438, 48 S. Ct. 564, 72 L. Ed. 944 (1928):
Decency, security and liberty alike demand that government officials shall be subjected to the same rules of
conduct that are commands to the citizen. In a government of laws, existence of the government will be
imperilled if it fails to observe the law scrupulously. Our Government is the potent, the omnipresent
teacher. For good or for ill, it teaches the whole people by its example. Crime is contagious. If the
Government becomes a lawbreaker, it breeds contempt for law; it invites every man to become a law
unto himself; it invites anarchy. To declare that in the administration of the criminal law the end justifies
the means to declare that the Government may commit crimes in order to secure the conviction of a private
criminal would bring terrible retribution. Against that pernicious doctrine this Court should resolutely set
its face. [Emphasis]
Judge Gertner awarded Joseph Savati, Peter Limone Sr. and the estates of the two other men, Henry Tameleo and
Louis Greco Sr. $101.7 million. Claimants received $1,000,000 per year. All family members received $50,000 for
intentional infliction of emotional distress. Wives also received $1,000,000 and children also received $200,000.
Even Roberta Werner, the ex-wife of Louis Greco Sr., received $50,000.66
By April 30, 2010, their tortured ordeal came to an end.67 The Obama Administration chose not to appeal the
August 28, 2009 decision by the U.S. 1st Circuit Court of Appeals upholding the $101.7 million verdict.6869 The 1st
Circuit Court of Appeals noted several things of interest, two of which are:
•

The record evinces egregious governmental misconduct; the FBI agents responsible for handling Barboza
exhibited a callous disregard for the scapegoats' rights. But it is our duty to interpret and apply the law
even-handedly, regardless of the egregiousness of a defendant's misconduct

•

Its [government’s] misconduct was not only outrageous but also tortious. That misconduct resulted in
severe harm to the persons wrongfully convicted and to their families. Under these unfortunate
circumstances, the large damage awards mark the last word of a sad chapter in the annals of federal law
enforcement.

The Limone case is like this case for several reasons:
1) The Department knew at all times that what ATS was claiming, the Department had previously found and
66

Limone, ECF No. 598.
Mahony, Edmund. “Justice Department Won't Appeal $102 Million Verdict In Boston Wrongful-Conviction Case.” available at
http://articles.courant.com/2010-05-01/news/hc-mob-no-appeal0501.artmay01_1_fbi-agents-winter-hill-wrongful-imprisonment-case
68
AP. “U.S. must pay $101.7 million to men framed by FBI” available at http://www.informationliberation.com/?id=23113
69
FBI originally sued for $375 million. “Hoover's F.B.I. and the Mafia: Case of Bad Bedfellows Grows.” available at
http://www.nytimes.com/2002/08/25/us/hoover-s-fbi-and-the-mafia-case-of-bad-bedfellows-grows.html
67
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determined would allow schools open to doing illegal acts;
2) That there was never any evidence to support the claims of ATS, when the claims were made;
3) That Western, ATS and NWCCU had established a conflict of interest pack to deal with civil cases and the
federal government investigation and the government knew about it at the time;
4) That NWCCU modified their policy in order to not hold Western accountable to accreditation standards;
5) That known misrepresentations were being used over and against the government and its investigation by
Western and its accreditors (18 U.S. Code § 1001);
6) Government employees played key role in provoking and causing scapegoats' (Susan Allister, Carol NyeWilson, Dale Wilson, Joel Chapel, Randy Chapel) immeasurable and unbearable pain;
7) Government became a lawbreaker, perverting due process and supporting the corruption of Western and the
accreditors over and against rule of law;
8) Government maintains a callous disregard for the scapegoats' rights, supporting and defending criminals
over and against the scapegoats;
9) Perverted the system of justice, by obstructing justice in favor of itself and its approved and benefited
“friends;”
10) The government itself had a history of failing to rein in accreditors, but was instead rubber-stamping
approval. Like in Limone, the government was more interested in making its “case” and “protecting” the
accreditors at all costs, that it sidestepped rule of law and reason, while promoting falsehoods, regardless
the impact those falsehoods would cause to others. As of this date, the government continues promoting
falsehoods in spite of the evidence and in spite of the detrimental effect it has caused over and against the
scapegoats' lives; and
11) Would just assume let the targeted scapegoats' die than undo the damage the government caused.
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IV. Epilogue
The fact that no one is in jail, Western Seminary remains accredited, and ATS and NWCCU continue as accreditors
speaks volumes about the corrupt educational-industrial complex in America. But this is not the first time
government looked the other way, when schools abused students.
On November 30, 2015, Senators Elizabeth Warren, Richard Durbin and Richard Blumenthal wrote to Arne Duncan
and Loretta Lynch regarding their dissatisfaction with the settlement with Education Management Corporation
(EDMC).70 The Senators noted regarding Title IV and measures taken to penalize EDMC, “The leniency of
EMDC’s fine is further compounded by the Department of Education’s decision not to restrict the flow of additional
federal funds to EDMC moving forward. EDMC will continue operating its institutions and will continue to be able
to receive tuition funds paid with federal aid, meaning that the spigot of federal taxpayer funds will remain wide
open for EDMC.”71 The Senators further noted:
We are also highly troubled by additional terms of the deal. No executive will go to jail, none will be
sanctioned, and the settlement does not even contain an admission of wrongdoing by the company. This is
inexplicable and it runs counter to a highly-touted new DOJ policy on “Individual Accountability for
Corporate Wrongdoing” that was announced on September 16, 2015.
This policy was put in place specifically because, as DOJ noted, “One of the most effective ways to combat
corporate misconduct is by seeking accountability from the individuals who perpetrated the wrongdoing,”
and because “Only by seeking to hold individuals accountable...can the Department ensure that it is doing
everything in its power to minimize corporate fraud, and, over the course of time, minimize losses to the
public fisc through fraud.” But a mere two months after announcing this policy, when settling a case that
recovered less than one percent of funds that were illegally gained by EDMC, DOJ garnered no admission
of wrongdoing and held no individual accountable for the actions that significantly harmed students and
taxpayers.72
It is reasonable that these Senators, as well as many others, including millions of Americans will be outraged when
they learn that for years the Departments of Education and Justice spent an untold amount of money protecting and
defending the racketeering schemes of Western Seminary, et al., ATS, et al., and NWCCU, et al. at the direct cost to
the lives of Susan Allister, Joel Chapel, Dale Wilson, Carol Nye-Wilson and Randy Chapel.
Government had years to resolve and hold accountable the members of the enterprise, and most certainly, the
conspirators at Western Seminary. It hasn’t; it refuses to. To buttress this assertion, Government has spent untold
about of public money defending the enterprise (because it includes Government employees), in spite of the
complex white-collar criminal activity the enterprise is involved in.
It is much easier to label Randy a rapist and immoral student.

Western Seminary, et al.
As of the date of this report, Western continues as an accredited school, receiving Title IV funds in spite of
contractual violations of 20 U.S. Code § 1094 and its corruption aided by its gatekeeper accreditors. Data produced
by both Western and the government suggests there is no slowing down of Title IV distributions.73 Western has
received some $20-million dollars in Title IV funds, which accounts to around 40% of its source of income.
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Steve Korch carried on, became a “student” and “earned” a Doctorate of Ministry at Western Seminary. His title
changed from Director to Associate Professor. Cover up of his child molestation activities has become an
institutional mandate at Western Seminary and by its “company men.”
Purported disabled student Matt Tuck graduated with a Master of Divinity and then preceded with a Master of
Theology. He is now married and a father.
Gary Tuck remains employed at Western Seminary. Lynn Ruark retired. Rob Wiggins became Vice President,
Randal Roberts became President, and Bert Downs became Chancellor.
As of the date of this report, no record has surfaced via FOIA requests seeking such information about anyone at
Western Seminary being indicted, jailed, or fined. No one has expressed their sincerest remorse to my family or me
concerning their dishonest acts or what they have caused. No record has been produced showing Western or its
administration repudiates the child molestation actions of Steve Korch. They are not sorry for what they have done
against others or me, and they don’t consider their actions wrong. They just want their corruption covered up and
enjoy the fact that taxpayers are footing the bill to defend the school.

ATS, et al. and NWCCU, et al.
As of the date of this report, both ATS and NWCCU continue as recognized accreditors by the Department in spite
of corruption involving their gatekeeper role.
Daniel Aleshire retired from ATS and his position at ATS has now been filled as of the date of this report. During
his time at ATS, he paved the way for 270 schools located across America to use their accreditor as a means to
conduct criminal activities through the use of “exceptions” while tying their criminal activities as educational
criteria.
Jeremiah McCarthy is a Catholic priest of the Diocese of Tucson, AZ. McCarthy left ATS in and around July 2009,
to serve as academic liaison officer and a Professor of Moral Theology at St. Patrick’s Seminary and University in
Menlo Park, CA while he was still involved with ATS. Western Seminary attempted to pass him off as an “expert”
to support and defend their schemes against our two civil lawsuits as a member of ATS. Ultimately in April 2014,
McCarthy returned to his home Diocese of Tucson, Arizona -- a well-known and established haven for child
molesters and sexual deviants. McCarthy is working for Bishop Gerald Kicanas, the same individual Hower74 sued
over his education, and the same Bishop noted in the massive cover up of priest sex abuse cases in Chicago, that also
includes another ATS seminary cover up (Mundelein Seminary at the University of St. Mary of the Lake).
Prior to ATS, Jeremiah McCarthy served St. John's Seminary in Camarillo, California, for almost two decades in the
roles of professor of moral theology, academic dean, vice-rector and rector/president. “St. John’s Seminary in
Camarillo, California, is an integral part of a network of pedophile priests and seminarians. Pedophile students at
the seminaries have encouraged the enrollment of other such students, and graduates who have become priests have
extolled the seminaries to their pedophile cohorts, resulting in a student and graduate population of these two
seminaries which is in large measure comprised of sexual perverts.”75
Jeremiah McCarthy comes off as humble and gracious, but as demonstrated by his collusion with Daniel Aleshire to
support the conspirators, co-conspirators, and enterprise, both will do anything to cover for the member schools of
the ATS and the child molesters with whom they are involved.
By 2017, Sandra Elman left NWCCU, and a search was conducted by NWCCU for replacement. As of the date of
this report, no public statement has been made concerning her replacement. Sandra Elman worked with the
conspirators, supporting the enterprise over and against Randy Chapel, Carol Nye-Wilson, and the government. She
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also interfaced with Jeremiah McCarthy and Daniel Aleshire to collude with Western Seminary in order to
manipulate the government and the Courts.
As of the date of this report, no record has surfaced as a result of our FOIA requests for information about anyone at
ATS or NWCCU has been indicted, jailed, or fined. No one has expressed their sincerest remorse concerning their
involvement in this educational corruption and the damages they have caused. No record has been produced that
ATS or NWCCU or their various administration staff repudiates the child molestation actions of Steve Korch or the
deceptive actions by Western Seminary. They are not sorry for what they have done and they don’t consider their
actions wrong. They just want all of the corruption, and their part in it, covered up, and to enjoy the fact that
taxpayers are footing the bill and defending each accreditor.

Margret Spellings and Staff
Upon leaving the appointment of U.S. Secretary of Education, Margret Spellings started her own consulting firm
and worked as a lobbyist at the U.S. Chamber of Commerce. Margaret Spellings was president of the George W.
Bush Presidential Center from 2013 through 2016, and she is currently the President of the University of North
Carolina, as of March 2016. Kent Talbert partnered up for a time, then started his own law firm. He has involved
himself with the Trump Administration transition team.
Cheryl Oldman involved herself with Spellings’ consulting firm and as a lobbyist at the U.S. Chamber of
Commerce. Diane Auer Jones bounced around a bit, including starting her own consulting firm. As of the date of
this report she serves as senior fellow in the Center on Labor, Human Services, and Population at the Urban
Institute.

Obama Administration
For eight years, the Obama Administration spent an untold amount of money defending and supporting the complex
white-collar corruption of the enterprise, leaving the mess for President Donald Trump and his Administration to
deal with.

Trump Administration
As of the date of this report, the Trump Administration has not produced all requested FOIA records. There is no
word if the Trump Administration has taken any action against Western Seminary, ATS, NWCCU, the insurance
carriers or law firms who involved themselves in the various schemes and fraud.

James A. Scharf
Mr. Scharf remains employed by the government, where it can be assured he will use that position to abuse people.
His actions alone, and in particular using his position to beat the crap out of me, to obstruct justice, while protecting
the enterprise and corruption that the government was/is involved in, guarantees this can’t be resolved. Justice will
never be obtained due to the interference and obstructionism by the government.

Deborah Brumbaugh
Deborah married Paul Godbey on January 13, 2007. She has two sons. For a time,
Paul was an associate pastor. Thus, at least some parts of what “God” told her were
true (she became a ‘pastor’s wife’).
After all the damage was caused that cannot be undone, she stated on June 16th
2010 in an affidavit “I did not intentionally or unintentionally tell Western
Seminary that Randy S. Chapel, Raped me.”76
76
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Then in a hand written note she wrote, “Carol, Tell Randy that this is his Father’s Day Present. I now know that I
was probably too strong of a personality for him. I wish nothing but the best for Him an his family.”77
Eight years after Western used Debbie against me, she and her father admitted she changed her "consent" to
"unconsensual" after the fact, because I refused to cave into her demands to marry her which she believed
was predestined by God.

Rob Bryceson
Like all other students at Western Seminary having sex outside of marriage, Rob
Bryceson continued on and became successful. He did not become a child
molester like Steve Korch, and he did involve himself in complex white-collar
corruption like the administration of Western Seminary has done. He did not
grow horns out of his head or sacrifice children to Satan.
Instead, Rob has been in ministry for over 25 years and has worked in six
different churches and five different denominations but most of his
experiences have been in affluent towns or suburbs like Scottsdale Arizona
and Pleasanton California. Rob is a native of the Spokane area and has deep
roots in this region.
He is a father of five outstanding kids and works alongside his incredible wife
Tonia in building Street Wise. He has been a musician and recording artist in
Christian music, but currently uses his guitar and vocal skills for church
services and occasionally plays his favorite classic rock and country tunes at
several wine bars around town. He loves outdoor sports, hunting, fishing,
riding his dirt bike in the mountains, and is an avid reader.
Rob holds a Masters of Divinity from Western Seminary, a Graduate Certificate in Ministry from Multnomah
School of the Bible, and a Bachelor’s in History from Eastern Washington University. He has served on the board of
the Spokane Homeless Coalition, which comprises 70 different non-profit organizations and government agencies as
well as on the board of Streets of Hope, an organization building orphanages and schools in Africa.78
Western Seminary, et al., did not label Rob as an immoral fornicator, or as an immoral father of a bastard child, and
they didn’t condemn any other students commonly known to be having sex outside of marriage. Western Seminary,
et al., didn't force Rob. They graduated Rob, like they graduated all other students.

Shana (Chisholm) Hackworth
She is now married to Dave Hackworth, and has two sons: Trevor and Lucas.
Shana and Randy were to get married in Aug 2006. Western began
antagonizing Randy after settlement when Randy asked to register for classes,
and their wedding was canceled. Thirteen thousand dollars was lost as
unrecoverable costs. Shana was very hurt and angry about how Western
treated Randy. She wrote to Bert Downs and Western Seminary on August 18,
2006 stating:
My name is Shana. I was scheduled to be married to Randy Chapel on August 20th of this year in a beautiful
ceremony in Napa.

77
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I have known, and loved Randy for many years, and I have seen first hand the trail of devastation that this battle
with Western has left in his life. It is devastating for me to see someone that I love suffer all over again as a new
battle begins.
Western Seminary is supposed to be a place where people come to learn to be pastors and teachers of God's Word.
In addition to learning tangible material, seminary should be a place where students are encouraged, guided, and a
place where they feel safe. For my family, my friends, and me who have watched all of this unfold over the years,
Western has become a place of deceit, lies and cover-ups, and far from a place of safety. This deception has
infiltrated all ranks of the school from the very top, to professors, and administrators. It is very sad to think that
students at the school could learn this behavior as they attempt to follow your poor "example".
Reading the letters that you all have written to Randy, makes me want to scream from the rooftops about how
Western does not represent a place where God is working. Instead, Western is a place where the staff and board are
more interested in keeping face, than honoring God. In Proverbs 8:13 (and countless other verses), God states that
He hates pride and arrogance. You may not realize now, but your actions are doing more to push people from God,
than they are to drive them on to dependence and trust in God. For a Seminary, that is an appalling reality.
At this point, many people already know the truth, and have downloaded materials. This continued harassment will
cause even more people to know the truth behind what is really happening at the school and in the administration.
Believing that you are above the law simply because you are a Seminary does not excuse this behavior.
Please know that this is no longer just about Randy, as the effects of your choices are rippling through me, and our
families. As teachers and examples of God, own that responsibility by making steps towards a resolution.

Jill Field (previously Jill Ford)
For years Jill stood by her husband Kevin, dealing with the ongoing damage
and the sadistic pleasure Western Seminary and Clark Crebar took at abusing
Kevin, Jill, and other family members.
Ultimately, things broke down completely and Jill and Kevin divorced. On May
8, 2016 Eric Field started to date Jill. By September 29th they were engaged
and then they married on January 24, 2017. On March 16, 2008 she wrote:
The injustice that was carried out by the staff of Western Seminary and Westside Covenant Church against Kevin
was merciless and treacherous given the level of trust he had for you. I disagree with the choices, actions, and
excuses that were made by Western Seminary in conjunction with Westside Covenant Church. The "disciplinary"
actions were forced upon Kevin by a variety of spiritual abuse tactics. Kevin's reputation and schooling was attacked
and injured by false and malicious statements from Clark Crebar in conjunction with Sacramento and San Jose
Western Seminary staff. I am extremely disappointed in your working to control illegally and withhold unethically
Kevin's seminary units. You have tampered with Kevin's education goals and have not kept his best interest in mind.

Kevin Ford
Kevin thought for years that Western would do the right thing. He was wrong.
Kevin attended two cult-deprogramming centers to deal with the damage
caused by Western, et al. While helpful, he was so damaged that it became
nearly impossible for him to continue on, and he thought of wanting to kill
himself and others.
Western, cared less what a host of people said in support of Kevin and Jill;
including intentionally ignoring the statement from the headquarters in favor
of Kevin. This continues as of the date of this report. According to Kevin
when asked “if it was possible, would you want to finish your degree at
another school???” His reply was “eventually yeah.”
10/10/17
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On June 11, 2008, Kevin stated:
Lynn Ruark concealed favorable evidences when he hand selected a jury called a Student Development
Committee to judge me in a matter of a few minutes. Mr. Ruark defrauded me into believing he would provide
the committee a summary of my evidences, but he omitted them. Mr. Ruark threatened me if I appealed, Western
Seminary would dismiss me. Together with the Registrar, Mr. Ruark withheld my student records from me for
over four years, and only recently was I given the very brief statement by which I was judged over four years
ago. Even though I chose a new church based on recommendations of Dan Britts and a fellow student, Western
forced me to return to the malfeasant church I left as my instructor had recommended and approved. My First
Amendments rights were extorted from me as well as my $15,000 academic investment and future. My family
and I were damaged by Western Seminary's unfair business practices.
Friends and family came to support him and Jill over and against what Western, et al. was doing. Brian and Karen
Fitzgerald stated on March 14, 2008:
We are prepared to testify on behalf of our brother Kevin whom we believe was wrongly accused and victimized
by an over zealous religious dictator. We hope that with us coming before you to testify to the innocence of our
brother, you will see the errors of your ways and the wrongs you have done to him and will repent and restore
Kevin's units and remove any derogatory or inflammatory marks on his transcripts.
As of the date of this report, Western Seminary continues to violate his first amendment rights, holding back any
chance of him continuing on with his education, unless his submits to “discipline” to a church that no longer exists,
to a pastor that no longer is involved with that church that no longer exists, and a headquarters of a religious group
that has no problem with Kevin returning to his studies as of 2004!
Kevin Ford is now involved with Violeta Mahserelli.

Susan Allister
Susan Allister did not know the full extent of the corruption centered at Western
Seminary or the corruption involving the enterprise. Susan Allister took no part in
any aspect of the case.
Unfortunately, Susan Allister used the corruption as a means to force a divorce and
to retain Joel indefinitely.
While Susan Allister’s choices have caused damage, Susan Allister has been
damaged as well, and would be entitled to claims if it were not for the Obama
Administration’s actions to cover for and defend the enterprise at all costs.
The events after and including May 10, 2010 would not have transpired, IF, the enterprise had been dealt with. The
impact of the ongoing corruption of the enterprise on the marriage and lives of Joel Chapel, Susan Allister, and
Randy Chapel, and the marriage of Susan Allister and Randy Chapel (April 5, 2008) would have negated, had
Margaret Spellings and others within the U.S. Department of Education not supported the corruption of the
enterprise, nor defended it.
Dale, Carol, Justin, Randy's sister Cindy, Kevin Ford and Carol's friend attempted to speak with Susan in order to
cause her to not do this. Susan never responded. Carol spoke to Kevin Ford who was also going through a divorce as
a direct result of Western Seminary screwing with his life and he wrote. Susan never responded. After Randy was
served the divorce papers, Randy called the Allisters and left a message (because no one answered) crying for Susan
to not do this to him. Again, Susan never responded.
Susan has been encouraged by her family and friends to divorce. While Donald has been recently involved in
services where people were renewing their marriage vows, Susan and the Allisters saw no reason to encourage
Susan to work on her marriage, be faithful to her marriage and vows, and for months she and the Allisters made no
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effort to contact Randy - even when they knew that Randy was in pain; even when they knew Randy had cried out
for Susan to not do this.
Randy has pleaded with Susan to not go through with the divorce - not to do this. Randy does not know when or if
he will ever see Joel again. Susan has now gone off with someone else to “create” a new family with a new potential
husband and father for Joel. Until the unjust award of May 10, 2010, Susan praised the relationship and marriage
(see her own words on the family blog).

Joel Chapel
Joel Tristan Allister Chapel was conceived in love; He was born on Feb 7, 2009
with his father's pride and his mother's joy; His last words in Nov 2010 was asking
to speak to his father.
Susan Allister has determined to keep Joel from Randy until Joel is an adult completely acceptable by Donald, Bishop of Peterborough. Since Nov 2010, Susan
Allister with other Allisters has kept Joel from his father and grandparents. The
website www.joelchapel.com was created to reflect on the life and relationships
that are now lost.
The last photo of Joel and Randy together was taken at John and Lydia’s Wedding on May 3, 2010. Joel was nearly
15 months old when this photo was taken. Since this time, Susan has blocked any searches for Joel in England
while attempting to keep no photographic evidence of Joel on the web.

Dale Wilson
Dale Wilson is a retired, U.S. Army Major who taught "military history" at West
Point and honorably served America for 22 years. He is the National Historian for
the Military Order of the Purple Heart, and has served many years as Commander
of the local Purple Heart chapter in Hilo, Hawaii.
As a Christian man and father, Dale has been exceedingly supportive of Randy and
his pursuit for justice regarding the unscriptural and unethical demands by Steve
Korch, Gary Tuck, Lynn Ruark, Bert Downs and Western Seminary concerning
Randy's two master degree programs.
Dale surveyed accreditation agencies asking if it is OK for a school to require cover
up of child molestations with its enrollment contract for education. Not surprising,
the respondents replied, "NO!"

Dale also queried Dr. Lloyd Hartley, Professor of Theology at the Lancaster Theological Seminary who directed the
1999 ATS Visiting Team interviews at Western Seminary before ATS approved its application for accreditation.
Dale asked Dr. Hartley, "Is it OK for a youth pastor who molested a child to continue in ministry and to conceal his
molestations from employers?" Dr. Hartley replied, "As for the kinds of moral failure you mention, I would say that
all of them are flatly disqualifying for anyone who practices ministry, certainly from a theological/moral standpoint
and also from an insurance standpoint. In the denominations with which I work most closely (Episcopal, United
Church of Christ, United Methodist, Presbyterian), a person who molests a child would be dismissed and would not
be allowed to apply elsewhere. If deception or misrepresentation of the facts occurs, they would also be dismissed."
Dale filed complaints to ATS about Steve Korch molesting a child and concealed his molestations from employers
for over 30 years and from ATS in order for Western to become accredited by ATS. ATS' response quoted a letter
from Randal Roberts, claiming Bert Downs said it had all been dealt with at the time (‘code of silence’).
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Carol Nye-Wilson
In 2002, when Randy failed to respond to Carol's messages, she became worried
about Randy’s safety. After learning of Western Seminary’s nefarious actions
determined to damage and destroy Randy’s life, she was filled with righteous
indignation, both as a mother and as a Christian, she first acted to secure Randy,
and then she began seeking justice about the dishonest and ungodly acts by Western
Seminary, et al. Carol is appalled by the unethical, unlawful, and ungodly acts
against her son by Steve Korch, Gary Tuck, Lynn Ruark, Rob Wiggins, Bert
Downs, and Randal Roberts for Western Seminary. She sought legal counsel,
because the abuse by Western Seminary, et al., had spiritually, psychologically, and
emotionally damaged Randy. A lawsuit was filed, while Carol gathered facts
needed for his justice. She soon learned about Matt Tuck being cheated through
school by his father, Gary Tuck, who verbally, emotionally, and socially abused
Randy.
In 2005, Carol became aware of the child molestations by Steve Korch. She picketed in front of the Seminary asking
people in cars to "honk" if they agreed child molestation is horrible. She surveyed churches asking if they would
hire a youth pastor who told them he molested a child in his youth group. Churches where Steve Korch had worked,
and over 150 other churches replied, "No," to her survey, indicating Korch concealed his child molestations for over
30 years from his employers, including Pastor Flohr at Southwood Park Church, Faith Baptist Church, and Western
Seminary. Pastor Flohr stated Steve Korch never told him in 1975 he had any sex problems in any church, or that he
worked at Covenant Presbyterian Church (CPC) where he molested his victim for weeks, and Pastor Didier's family
told Carol no one asked CPC for a reference about Korch.
In 2006, Carol asked Faith Baptist Church to terminate Steve Korch's ordination for his criminal sexual abuse of a
child AND over 30 years of ungodly deception in violation of I Tim 3 and Titus 1:5-9. Instead, Pastor Marshall and
his Deacons suggested Steve Korch "voluntarily step down." By pacifying Steve Korch, and a fraternal code of
silence, Faith Baptist allowed Steve Korch's ungodly deceptive acts to continue harming himself and others,
including his victim, Randy Chapel and his family, Carol and her husband, Dale Wilson, Pastor Kumlin and his
family, Bethel Church, students, readers, donors, and churches. Steve Korch heretically defames "God's Grace" as
the reason for his continued profession.
Carol, as a retired teacher with over 30 years of teaching experience and two life-time teaching credentials, was
sickened by Gary Tuck's pressure for special treatment for Matt with no medical validation or Section 504 program
at Western. She edited Randy’s complaint to the Office for Civil Rights in 2005 about Western Seminary having no
Section 504 program and the biased favors for Matt Tuck. She found Title IV and Section 504 regulations and case
law protecting whistleblowers who report violations. She discovered defamation of Randy and many lies by Randal
Roberts to ATS, and Bert Downs to NWCCU. She discovered Lynn Ruark's lies that Randal Roberts aided to federal
investigators, and Randy included them in his January 2011 "OCR Review" exposing Western Seminary’s
misrepresentations.
Western Seminary, and most certainly Steve Korch, wanted to injure Randy for life, and they sought to do the same
to Carol. Due to Carol's support for Randy, and for acting within her legal rights to picket, to survey, and to report
their dishonest practices, in March 2006 Western Seminary, et al., demanded Carol be silenced for life. Western
Seminary, et al., demanded Carol destroy all her survey and research materials showing Korch's ongoing deception
for over 30 years about his child molestations, the lies by the Seminary's administrators, and she could not file
complaints to the government. Ruark, Korch, Roberts, Tuck, Downs, and Wiggins, et al wanted their lies and
deception forever concealed from the Government, students, donors, Christian church and public. They demanded
she not help any 3rd parties, including Randy, the U.S. or state Attorney General (or staff) against Western
Seminary, et al. They demanded selected speech benefiting Western Seminary, et al., and she could say nothing to
the Christian Church about immoral, unethical, ungodly, and criminal activities by Western Seminary, et al. Western
Seminary, et al., demanded by extortion threats Carol must cover it all up, and if she refused, Randy would not get
his education back. They also demanded if Carol exposes their corruption, she must pay $10,000 each to Steve
Korch, Gary Tuck, Lynn Ruark, and Western Seminary each time she says or writes.
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Carol, with her husband, continue to stand by their son through everything, while Western Seminary, et al. set out a
morbidly hateful mission to destroy everything their son had hoped for and worked very hard to achieve.

Randy Chapel
Randy must be a rapist. Randy must be immoral. Randy and his mother Carol
have victimized Western Seminary, et al. Western, et al., ATS, et al., NWCCU, et
al., have done nothing wrong. Government, two accreditors, a school, three
insurance carriers, and a dozen attorneys and law firms have all fought to ensure
these labels are welded on Randy for life, while promoting and protecting
themselves and the enterprise, and they spent about $1-million doing it. As of the
date of this report, the government has refused to rescind actions and/or letters that
lack just cause as directed by Spellings and her staff that started this, and they
refuse to hold accountable Western Seminary, et al. Western, et al., ATS, et al.,
NWCCU, et al., Government has refused to pay for damages.
Randy has lost everything in his life. He has lost his home, his land, his wife, his
son, his education, his things, his 2nd amendment rights and his future. Randy
Chapel feels no hope.
On August 21, 2017, Randy Chapel informed Secretary DeVos in writing that he sees no value being an American
and that this will not end peacefully now. Randy stated, “Since 2005, the government has beat me with a bat
wrapped with barbwire, now after shredding everything in my life, including my family, it now kicks me in the gut,
blaming me for the beating. This is a textbook example of how a party inflames things to a point of being out of
control.”
Randy has informed Susan and her brother John to ensure Joel never returns to America and to give up his American
citizenship.
As far as Randy Chapel is concerned, there is no possible way this case is going to resolve peacefully. Western
Seminary must face justice for what it has done.
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